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ABSTRACT

This thesis is devoted to the analysis and optimization of polling models. The
basic polling model is a queucing model composed of a set of queues and a single
server who visits the queues in a cyclic order. Such a qucucing model adequately
describes many situations where Users of several types compete for access to a
common resource, and where these types of users are granted access in a fixed
cyclic order. Examples abound in computer systems, communication networks, road
traffic, production and maintenance.

Chapter 1 of this thesis surveys the wide range of polling models, their appli-
cations and their analysis.A detailed exact waiting time analysis of polling
models with more than one queue is only possible for some exceptional cases.

Chapter 2 is concerned with such an exception: explicit waiting time expressions
are obtained for a polling model consisting of two queueS ill which one queue
attains service according to the Bernoulli service strategy and the other queue

according to the exhaustive service strategy. Unfortunately, extension of the
technique leading to the results of Chapter 2 to higher dimensions has not yet
been possible. However, based on a stochastic decomposition of the total amount
of work in the system, Boxma and Groenendijk [1987] present a unifying approach
for the derivation of so-called pseudoconservation laws for polling models,
i.e., exact expressions    for    a    weighted    sum    of    the mean waiting times    at    the
various queues.

In Chapter 3 and 4 we extend their results for the cyclic polling model to pol-
ling models in which the server moves along the queues in a non-cyclic way: in
Chapter 3 to the Markovian polling model (in which the server moves from queue
to queue according to given transition probabilities) and in Chapter 4 to the
periodic polling model (in which the server moves from queue to queue according
to a fixed pattern where some queues may be visited more frequently than
others).

Chapter 5, 6 and 7 are devoted to the optimization of polling models via effi
ciently choosing the visiting order of the server along the queues. In Chapter 5
we use the pseudoconscrvation law as derived in, respectively, Chapter 3 and 4
to optimize the server routing in the Markovian polling model and the periodic
polling model with respect to the mean total amount of work in the model. Chap-
ter 6 is concerned with the efficient operation of periodic polling models with
respect to the expected waiting cost per time unit under arbitrarily selected
(linear) cost parameters. Chapter 7 considers the application of polling models
to maintenance systems consisting of several installations. We use a polling
model to determine the optimal route of a repairman along the installations if
he is concerned with two types of maintenance: preventive and corrective mainte-
nance.
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CHAPTER 1

POLLING MODELS: AN OVERVIEW

1.1.   Introduction

The basic polling model is a queucing model composed of a set of queues and a
single server who visits the queues in a cyclic order. In recent years, this

basic polling model and several extensions (e.g., non-cyclic routing     of     the

server) have received much attention. This is reflected in the survey of

Takagi [1990] which lists more than 450 references, of which approximately 250
appeared after 1980. The main reason for this attention is that polling models

have appeared to be very useful in the modeling and performance evaluation of a
wide range of those situations from every-day life, in which a number of enti-
ties compete for the use of a common resource. This thesis is devoted to analy-

sis and optimization issues of such polling models.

The next section presents a description of the application areas of polling
models, such as computer-communications, robotics and maintenance. In Section

1.3 we give an overview of the astounding range of different polling models. In

Section 1.4 we present a discussion of the mathematical analysis of polling
models.     Section 1.5 contains a global discussion of several polling optimization
issues. The goal there is to draw attention to this problem area and to list a
number     of interesting research themes. Finally, in Section      1.6     an     overview     is

presented of results appearing in the next chapters.

1.2, Polling models: applications

In this section we describe some of the application areas of polling models such

as computer-communications, robotics and maintenance. In the sequel we denotc a

practical system which can be described by a polling model as a polling system.

For other recent surveys of polling applications we refer to Grillo [1990], Levy

and   Sidi    [1990] and Takagi   [1990].

Multiple access protocols in computer-communication systems

In the 1970's, with the advent of computer-communication systems, an extensive
study was carried out on polling models describing the behaviour of time-sharing

computer systems (cf. Klimov [1974]).
A time-sharing computer system consists of a number of terminals connected by
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multidrop lines to a central computer. The data transfer from the terminals to
the computer (and back) is controlled via a 'polling scheme' in which the compu-

ter 'polls' the terminals, requesting their data, one terminal at a time.
In a polling model which describes the time-sharing computer system, the server

represents the central computer, the queues represent the terminals and the

customers represent the data.
The polling model describing a time-sharing computer system has been revived by

Bux [1981] to study token passing schemes in Local Area Networks. A Local Area

Network employing the token passing scheme is usually configured in a ring or a
bus topology. Depending on the topology, such networks are referred to as token
ring networks or token bus networks.

A token ring network can be characterized as a set of stations connected to a

common transmission medium in a ring topology (cf. Figure 1). All messages tra-
vel over a fixed

station

token ring
LAN

Figure 1. A token ring local area network.

route from station to station around the loop. In token ring networks tho access

to the ring for transmissions is controlled by a token, which is a dedicated bit

structure that can be in one of two possible states: occupied or free. When the
ring is first activated, a free token circulatei around the ring from station to

station. A station with data to transmit reads the frec token and changes it to

the occupied State before retransmitting it. The occupied token is then incorpo-

rated as part of the header of data transmitted on the ring by the station.

Thus, other stations on the ring can read the header, note the occupied token

and refrain from transmission. When the token is back at the station that
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changed      it to 'occupied'       and the station decides      to      transfer the right      for

transmission to another station, it changes the token     to     'free'.     The     modeling    of

a token ring network as a polling model is very natural. The stations of the
ring are modeled as the queues, the messages are modeled by the customers and

the token is represented by the server who visits the queues in a strictly cy-

clic  fashion.

The token ring network allows the transmission of packets from one station to

another in a conflict-free manner, since at any time instant only a single sta-

tion (the one that holds the token) is transmitting. Yet, transmission of
packets may still fail due to errors and distortions on the ring itself. Typi-

cally, such errors are rare and a Selective-Repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) scheme would be

used to recover these errors. In an SR-ARQ scheme, a station that receives an

erroneous message transmits a negative acknowledgment to the transmitting sta-
tion to indicate that the message has to be retransmitted. To model a token ring

network with an SR-ARQ scheme Levy and Sidi [1990] use a polling model in which

each station is represented by two queues, one for messages which need to be
sent out and one for negative acknowledgements to be sent back when erroneous
messages are received.

The token bus network consists of a set of stations connected to each other in a

bus topology. The intention behind this technique has been to combine the at-

tractivc features of a bus topology with those of a conflict free medium access

protocol.      In a token     bus,      as     the     token     is     passed, a logical     ring is formed.

Since the bus topology does not impose any sequential ordering of the stations,

the logical ring is defined by a sequence of station addresses. Conceptually,

token passing on buses and rings is very similar and the same type of perfor-

mance model can be used to describe the two techniques. The difference between a

token ring and a token bus network from a modeling point of view is that the

server in the model of the token bus network moves along the stations in a non-
cyclic fixed order represented by a so-called polling table, whereas in the

model of the token ring network the server moves along the queues in a cyclic

way.

As an illustration of a polling model Manfield [1985] presents a particular
token bus communication network. This communication system constitutes the

transmission medium between a master processor and a set of peripheral proces-

sors. The operation of this two-way packet communication system can be described

as follows. The master processor polls each of the peripheral processors in turn
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by putting its address on the bus and detecting a response which indicates whe-
ther    it    has any packet    to    send.     If the transmit queue    of that particular    peri-

pheral processor is not empty, the packet at the head of that queue is sent to

the master processor. Alternately with polling each peripheral (incoming) queue,

the master processor checks its own queue for outgoing packets and, if the queue
is not empty, seizes control of the bus. The outgoing queue of the master pro-

cessor is polled alternately with each incoming queue to ensure that outgoing

messages are rapidly sent and to avoid message deadlocks in the central control

facility (the master processor). This polling       scheme      is      denoted       as      star     polling

in literature.
Another class of communication protocols for communication networks with a ring
topology occurs in the stotted-ring networks. In a slotted-ring network one or
more slots circulate along the stations. If there is a packet at a station ready

for transmission and an empty slot comes along, the packet is put into tile slot,
together with the address of the destination station. That slot is then examined
by each of the other stations in turn, until the destination station recognizes

it and copies its content. There are two possibilities to empty the slot: either

it is emptied by the source station (the Cambridge (Fast) Ring protocoO or it
is emptied by the destination station (the Orwell Ring protocoD. We refer to

Bux [1981] for a polling model of the slotted-ring protocol with source release

and to Van Arem [1990] for a polling model of the dotted-ring protocol with

destination release. The slotted-ring protocols are possible applications for
polling models with more than one server. Obviously, the xrvers in these pol-
ling models represent the slots.

The Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FDDD is a token passing protocol for
Local Area Networks with a ring topology in which the access to the ring for

transmission is controlled      via a so-called Timed Token Protocol      (i.e.,      the

transmission       time       for each station is bounded).       Wc       refer to Sevcik       and

Jonhson [1987] for a polling model describing the FDDI protocol.
Thc Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol is a multiple access protocol for
a communication network consisting of two unidirectional buses carrying informa-

tion in opposite directions. The stations are distributed along the two buses
and have the capability to transmit (receive) information to (from) both buses.

The DQDB protocol i3 intended to integrate data, voice and video traffic in a
single communication network. Bisdikian [1990] uses a polling model to study the

medium access mechanism of a single station in a DQDB network.
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We refer to Grillo [1990] for a survey on the application of polling models to

token ring, token bus and other multiple access protocols in computer-

communication systems.

The token ring, token bus and the slotted-ring protocols arc examples of schedu-

ted multiple access protocols because an entity is allowed to transmit only

after a reservation has been made successfully on its behalf, thus preventing

collisions from occuring. Opposite to the scheduled multiple access protocols

arc the random multiple access protocols. In a random access scheme an entity

with a message will transmit it regardless of potential collisions, hence algo-

rithms must be developed for recovering collision situations in the most effi-

cient way.
The ALOHA access scheme is an example of a random access scheme. It can be des-

cribed as follows. As soon as a packet arrives at a station, it is transmitted.

When the transmission fails (because other packets were transmitted on the chan-

nel at the same time, causing a collision) the packet is scheduled for retrans-

mission after a random period of time.

An alternative for this scheme is the reservation ALOHA access scheme. In this

scheme, a station is granted the exclusive right to transmit, without being

interfered by any other station, during a certain time period. When a transmit-

ting station no longer reserves the channel, some or all stations of the system

start contcnding in order to seize the channel. The length of the contention

period is random and the next station that will seize the channel is also ran-

dom. Wc refer to Levy [1984] and Kleinrock and Levy [1988] for a polling model

which Captures the stochastic behaviour of the reservation ALOHA access scheme.

The randomness of the contention procedure is translated in the polling model

into a random visit order of the queues by the server.

Robotics systems and Automated Guided Vehicles

Consider a robotics system in which a single robot accepts as input a number of

different types of parts arriving in different streams. Each type requires dif-

ferent processing, which i3 conducted by a different tool. After being prOCC33ed

the parts will leave the system or will be connected to other parts in a later

stage. When switching from the processing of one type to another type, the robot

incurs a switchover period required for changing tools. We refer to Levy and

Sidi [19901 for a discus3ion of a polhng model describing this robotics system

in which the server represents the robot and the queues represent the different
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types of parts.

Bozcr and Srinivasan [1988] used a polling model to describe the behaviour of a
material handling system. In this application, the material handling system is a

unit-load Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) system in which a single vehicle serves

a manufacturing cell by moving loads from one machining center in the cell to

another. When the AGV delivers a load to a center, it inspects (polls) the out-

put buffer of that center to determine if there are any loads waiting to be
transported. If at least one load is present in the output buffer, then the AGV
takes a certain amount of time to pick up load from this output buffer, and a
certain amount of time to transport the load and deliver it at its destination.

Following this, the AGV polls the output buffer of the center which receives the

load. If no loads are waiting at the center that is polled by the AGV, it swit-

ches to poll the next center in some prespecificd logical order.

In the polling model describing the above AGV system, the server represents the

AGV, the queues represent the machining centers and the customers represent the

loads.

The repairman and conveyor systems
Mack, Murphy and Webb [1957] used a polling model to describe a patrolling re-

pairman which consccutively inspects a number of machines to check whether a

breakdown has occurred and to restore such brcakdowns. In this polling model the

server represents the repairman, the queues represent the machines and the cus-
tomers represent the breakdowns. This is the first polling model which appeared

in the open literature. Koenigsberg and Mamer [1982] applied the same model to a
system in which the operator is in a fixed position and serves a group of sto-

rage locations on a carousel conveyor. New carousel systems have two or more
independently rotating carousels (either concentric or side-by-side) and a

single robot which serves the carousels. Kim and Koenigsberg [1987] apply the
results of Mack, Murphy and Webb [1957] to a system of two groups of machines

maintained by a single repairman (a system with two carousels served by a single

robot). Bunday and El-Badri [1988] extended the study of Kim and

Koenigiberg [19871 to a system consisting of M groups of machines maintained by

a single repairman.
In all those models the only activity of the repairman is restoring breakdowns,

i.c., it is concerned with corrective maintenance only. In Chapter 7 of this
thesi3 we introduce a polling model which captures the behaviour of a single
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repairman which is concerned with both preventive and corrective maintenance
generated by a group of installations.

Other application areas
Other application areas of polling models include vehicle-actuated traffic sig-
nal control (Newell [1969]), tile scheduling of moving arms in secondary storage

devices (Coffman and Hofri [1986]), passenger transportation on a circular route

(Dukhovnyy [1979]), internal mail delivery (Nahmias and Rothkopf [1984]), ship
yard loading (Daganzo [19881), multiproduct economic lot scheduling (Sarkar and

Zangwill [1991]), videotex (Liu and Nain [19891) and integrated voice and data
networks (Saito and Kawashima [1990]) to name a few.

1.3. Ran-M gf Dolling models

As seen in the previous section, polling models are useful in modeling a wide
variety of applications. As a consequence there is an astounding range of diffe-
rent polling models . Below we describe the various possibilities for the arrival
process of customers, the service time process, the server switchover process,

the service strategies, the behaviour of the customers and the server routing

between queues.

Assume a single    server S visits N queues    Qi'...,QN    in some order (cf. Figure    2).

Polling models with multiple servers appear, for instance, in the modeling of
token ring networks with multiple    channels (cf. Takagi [1990]:Section    6)    and    in

slotted-ring nctworb with multiple slots (cf. Van Arcm [1990])

-ID
Qi ..-

«Pe, -fo -
0--..0

«III
QN

Figure 1. A polling model with a single server and N queues.
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In this thesis, the buffer sizes of the various queues are assumed to be unboun-

decl, however, in some studies unit buffers are considered. (For an overview of
unit buffer systems we rcfcr to Takagi [1990]:Section 2.)

Arrival processes
In most polling studies customers arrive at the various queues according to
independent Poisson processes. The first extension of the single Poisson arrival
process is the compound Poisson arrival process such that each arrival may in-
clude several customers (Takagi [1986]). A generalization of the independent

compound Poisson processes is formed by the compound Poisson procesSCs with a
correlation structure. Levy and Sidi [1988] consider a correlation structure in
which an arriving batch contains Ki customers for Qi and K. customers for Q.

J

(i,j= 1,...,N)    and    K.    and    K.    (i *j)    need    not    to    be independent stochastic varia-
1                   J

bles. Systems with renewal batch arrival processes are studied in

Tran-Gia [1988]. Kruskal [1969] studied a polling model with deterministic      ar-

rival processes.

In the sequel, customers arriving at Qn are denoted as type-n customers.

Service time processes

The service times of type-i customers     (i =1. . . . ,N)     are independent, identically
distributed stochastic variables. The service time processes are usually assumed

to be independent of any other process in the model.

Switchover processes
In a large part of the polling literature switchover times of the server between
the queues are considered to be nonnegligible. The time it takes S to switch
from one queue to the next is usually considered to be a stochastic variable,
independent of the arrival processes, service time processes and other switch-

over processes. Yet, in many applications the switchover times may depend either
on the state of the queue just visited or on the state of the queue to be visi-
ted. Bozcr and Srinivasan [1988] study a polling model in which the switchover
time may be of two types, depending on the state of the queue just visited. An
example in which the switchover time depends on the state of the queue to be

visited has been  described by  Ferguson  [1986].
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Scheduling discipline

The scheduling discipline is a procedure for deciding which customer(s) should

be in service at any time. Thus, the scheduling discipline prescribes

(1) The behaviour of the server at the queues, which is defined by tile
service strategy,    i.c., a procedure    for    deciding   how many customers should    be

Krved at a queue during one visit of the server to that queue;

service order,     i.c.,     a rule which specifies    the    order in which customers     in    a

queue arc served: first-come first-served, in random order, according to some
priorities, etc. In this thesis we assume that the service order within a queue

is first-come first-served, unless otherwise specified.

(2) The Server routing,  i.e., the movement of the server between the queues.

Below we give a detailed description of the various possibilities of the service
strategies at the queues and the server routing between the queues.

Service strategy

A plethora of service strategies has been considered, ranging from 1-limited

(serve just one customer, if any) via gated (serve only the customers present in

a queue at the arrival of the server at that queue) to exhaustive (continue to
serve a queue until it becomes empty).

It seems that there are two major classes of service strategies: the crhaustive-

type strategies and the gated-type strategies (Levy and Sidi [1990],

Boxma [1991], Leung [1991]). If a queue has an exhaustive-type strategy, all
customers present upon the arrival of S at the queue pius all those arriving

during its visit arc candidates for service. If a queue has a gated-type strate-

gy, only those customers present upon the arrival of S at the queue are candi-

dates for service. Whether a candidate is really served may depend on various

deterministic or probabilistic rules.

The 1-limited service strategy is a special (deterministic) example of both a

gated-type and an exhaustive-type strategy.

Fuhrmann [1991] presents an other classification of the service strategies. He
classifies the service strategies into two classes depending on whether they do
(don't) possess the following property.
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Provertv 11
If the server arrives at Q, and finds k  customers there, then during the course
of thc server's visit, each of these k. customers will effectively be replaced
by a random population, the sizes of which are independent, identically distri-
buted stochastic variables.

The class of service strategies that satisfy the above property contains the
exhaustive and gated service strategy, but the 1-limited service strategy does
not satisfy Property   3.1.

The 1-limited service strategy is generalized by the probabilistically-limited

service strategy as introduced by Lcung [1991], in which with probability     a      at

most j customers are served during a visit     of the
server     to     Qi ·

This strategy

has an exhaustive     and a gated type version. A special     case     of the probabilisti-

cally-limited service strategy is the deterministic-limited service strategy in

which a deterministic limit is fixed for a queue.

The k-limited service strategy is an example of the deterministic-limited ser-
vice strategy. Wc next describe the exhaustive type version. If Qi is served
according to the (exhaustive-type) k-limited service strategy the server will
not depart from this queue until k customers arc served or the queue is empty.

The Bernoulli service strategy is an example of a probabilistically-limited

service strategy. If Qi is served according to the Bernoulli service strategy

(with Bernoulli parameter p.) the server will act as follows. When S arrives at

Q, it will always serve one customer, if any. After each service completion
which does not leave the queue empty, the server serves another customer with

probability 1-p, and departs from Q with probability p .
The k-limited service strategy and the Bernoulli service strategy do not satisfy

Property 3.1.

An other family of service strategies is constituted by the fractional service
strategies as introduced by Levy [1988], [1989]. If Qi is served according to a
fractional service strategy a parameter Pi is assigned to this queue. The phi-
losophy behind the strategy is to serve during each viiit of the server to Qi a
fraction Pi of the customers present at the queue. Here too, there are gated and
exhaustive versions of the strategy. The binomial-gated service strategy is a
member of the fractional service strategies and can bc described as follows. If
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the server finds k. customers waiting at Q. then the number of customers served
1                                                           1

during the subsequent service period is a stochastic variable which is binomial-

ly    distributed     with    parameters     k     and    PiE[O, 11.     This    parameter    Pi     determines    the

extent to which the queue will be served during a visit of the server; on the
average a fraction p. of the k customers waiting at the beginning of the visit

1i

period. The family of fractional service strategies satisfy Property   3.1.

If a queue is served according to the k-decrementing service strategy, the ser-
vcr departs from that queue when the queue is empty or there are k customers

less than at the moment when the server arrived at the queue. A 1-decrementing

service strategy is often called a semi-exhaustive service strategy. The k-

decrementing service strategy   does not satisfy Property   3.1.

All the above mentioned strategies are local strategies, pertaining to one queue

only. Boxma, Levy and Yechiali [1991] introduced a global strategy, the Global-

ly-Gated service strategy which works as follows: S visits the queues in order
of their indices (i.e. strictly cyclic). At the cycle-beginning, namely when the
server reaches Q1, all customers present in the system are marked. During the
coming cycle    (i.c. the visit of queues   Qi,···,QN)   the    server    serves the marked

customers and no other customers; customers who meanwhile arrive at the queues

will have to wait until being marked at the next cycle-beginning, and will bc
served in the next cycle.

Instead of putting limitations on the number of customers to be served during a

visit one can pose time limits on the visit of the server to a queue (or on the

whole cycle time). The only case in which an exact analysis has been presented

of such a time-limited strategy is the two-queue model with exponentially dis-
tributed visit time limits (Coffman, Fayolle and Mitrani [1988]).

Server routing

The order in which the server visits the queues can be determined either prior

to operation (static order) or during operation (dynamic operation). Below we

describe these two possibilities. Motivated by token ring applications, it is

nowadaya mostly assumed that an idle server keeps moving along the empty queues;

in carly polling studies an idle server usually did not move until somewhere a

customer arrived.
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Static server routing

There arc several static routing policies known in literature. In the cyclic
polling model    the server visits the queues    in a cyclic    order,    i.c.,    in the order

of their indices: Qi'Q7 ....,QN'Qi'Q2' 'QN This
cyclic polling model has been

successfully used to model token ring networks.

The cyclic polling model has been generalized in the following directions.

(i) Probabilistic polling: the server visits the queues according to a probabi-

listic routing mechanism. Kleinrock and Levy [1988] studied the random polling

model in which, regardless of which queue is presently polled, the next queue
polled  will  be  the j-th  queue with probability  p .  They  used  this  model  to  pre-

dict   the mean delay   in an ALOHA system (cf. Section    1.2). An extension   of   the

random polling model is the Markovian polling model in which the next queue
polled is determined by a discrete time parameter Markov chain (Boxma and West-

strate [1989]). The Markovian polling model will be studied in Chapter 3 of this

thesis.

(ii) Periodic polling:        the server visits the queues       in a fixed order       specified

by a polling Table in which each queue occurs at least once. We analyze this

generalization of the strictly cyclic polling model in Chapter 4. The periodic

polling model can be used to model token bus networks. It includes star polling

(cf.    Section    1.2)   and   the SCAN policy.    Tllc SCAN policy   is   employed   in   the   ser-

ving of jobs in a moving arm disk device used for computer data storage. Here
the   N   tracks   of   the   disk arc polled   in   the   order    1,2,3,...,N-1,N,N,N-1,...,3,2,1

(cf. Takagi and Murata [1986]).

Dynamic server routing
One may go a step beyond fixed, static routing schemes. In dynamic routing the

order in which     the     server     visits     the      queues is changing dynamically.      For     ex-

ample, it may be natural to observe the contents of the queues and to serve next

the most heavily loaded queue. The advantage of dynamic server routing is that

it is very sensitive to the actual system state and thus can bc used to improve

its performance. The main disadvantage is that it requires information gathering

during operation. Needless to say, dynamic server routing is generally very hard

to analyze. As a result very little is known today about systems with dynamic

visit orders of the queues. Browne and Yechiali [1989] studied the behaviour of

a polling model in which    the server routing is semi-dynamic,    i.c.,    at    the   begin-

ning of each cycle the server chooses the visit order of the queues for that
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cycle. Using Markov decision processes they determine an optimal semi-dynamic

visiting order of the queues. We refer to Yechiali [1991] for an overview of
results on semi-dynamic server routing in polling models.

Customer routing
In nearly all polling studies it is assumed that the customers leave the system

upon service completion. One exception is the paper of Sidi and Levy [1990] in
which customers upon service completion at Qi arc routed to Qj with probability

p . and leave the system with probability Pio' Another exception is a model with
customer branching (Levy and Sidi [1990]). In this model the departure of a

customer from Q. may trigger many concurrent arrivals to the system. Levy and

Sidi   [1990]   used   this   model to describe a robotics system   (cf.   Section   1.2).

1.4. Polline models: mathematical analvsis

For the performance     evaluation     of a given polling system     (c.g.,     a     token     ring

network) one formulates it as a (mathematical) polling model. Important perfor-
mance measures in most polling models arc the numbers of customers at the va-
rious queues, the individual waiting times, the amount of work in the system

(i.e., the amount    of   time the server    will    have    to    invest in order to serve    all

jobs that arc presently present, when working without interruptions) and the
time between two successive visits of the server to the same queue.

Restricting the polling model described in the previous section to only one

queue    (N= 1) without switchover times wc obtain the classical single    server    queue

(cf. Cohen [1982] for an overview of results on the single server queue). Even
for this simple model there is no closed-form expression for the mean waiting

time if the interarrival times are generally distributed. Accordingly, almost

all explicit results for polling models have been obtained for the (realistic)

case of Poisson arrivals at all queues.

Restricting the polling model to one queue with switchover times we obtain a
so-called vacation queuc. For an overview of results on vacation queues and a

description of their mathematical complexity   we   refer   to   Doshi    [1986].

Various combinations of service strategies lead to an astounding range of mathe-

matical complexity, even in the case of independent Poisson arrival processes.

Models with only pure gated and exhaustive strategies Can be analyzed in detail,

for an arbitrary number of queues. We refcr to Eisenberg [1972] for an exact
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analysis of a polling model with either exhaustive or gated service strategies
at the queues.

As mentioned above, the exhaustive and gated service strategy both satisfy Pro-

perty 3.1. Fuhrmann [19911 shows    that the individual mean waiting times    in    pol-

ling      models with service strategies that satisfy Property       3.1       are       *easy'       to

obtain. Exact results for polling models with service strategies that does not

satisfy Property     3.1     are     very     scarce     and     are     restricted     to two-queue models.

Some of the models that could be analyzed in detail and in which one or more
queues    have a service strategy    that    does not satisfy Property    3.1    arc    the    two-

queue model with 1-limited service at both queues (Boxma and

Groenendijk [1988]), the two-queue model with 1-limited service at one queue and

exhaustive service      at the other queue (Groenendijk [1990]:Section      6),      the      two-

queue model with Bernoulli service at one queue and exhaustive service at the

other queue (Chapter 2 of this thesis) and a two-queue model with semi-

exhaustive service at both queues (Cohen [1988]).
In the analysis of the two-queue model with either 1-limited or semi-exhaustive

service at both queues, Boxma and Groenendijk [1988] and Cohen [1988] used the

theory of Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problems of mathematical physics to

determine tile mean waiting times at both queues. We refer to Boxma [1986] for

further discussions of the application of the technique of Boundary Value Pro-

blems to two-queue polling models. Unfortunately, extension of this theory to

higher dimensions has not yet been possible, making it highly unlikely that in

the near future a detailed exact analysis will bc presented for polling models

with three or more queues and service strategies that does not satisfy Property

3.1.

The observation that a detailed exact analysis of polling models is only pos-

sible in exceptional cases has stimulated research into three directions:

(1) the derivation of so-called pseudoconservation laws;

(2) the derivation of approximations - in particular for mean waiting times;

(3) the development of numerical algorithms.

We discuss these items below, with special emphasis on the derivation of pseudo-

conservation laws.

(1) Ps€udoconservation laws
One of the most fundamental properties that polling models may possess is the
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property of work conservation. The scheduling discipline (cf. Section 1.3) is
work conserving if (i) S serves at constant rate, (ii) he serves if and only if
at least one customer is present, and (iii) his behaviour does not affect the

amount of service given to a customer, or the arrival time of any customer. In
this case a sample path consideration shows that the amount of work in the sys-

tem is the same, whatever server behaviour with the above-mentioned properties

occurs.

In a polling model with switchover times of the server between queues, the prin-
ciple of work conservation is violated in the sense that the service process is

interrupted although work is still present. Recently it has been shown (cf.
Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987] and Boxma [1989]) that under rather weak condi-

tions, a simple extension of the work conservation principle holds, viz. a work
decomposition principle:

V D V+Y.
(1.3.1)

A

In this relation V is the steady-state amount of work in the model with switch-

over times, Y is the steady-state amount of work in that model at an arbitrary

switchover epoch, and V is the steady-state amount of work in the corresponding

model without switchover times. Here R denotes equality in distribution, and
'the corresponding model without switchover times' indicates a polling model

with exactly the same arrival and service demand processes as the model under

consideration, but with zero switchover times (hence work conserving)

The work decomposition formula   (1.3.1)   is   in   particular   valid for cyclic polling

(cf. Boxma and Groenendijk [1987]) and for two special polling schemes that
generalize cyclic polling and that play a central role in this thesis: probabi-

listic (Markovian) polling (cf. Boxma and Weststrate [1989] and Chapter 3) and
periodic polling (cf. Boxma, Groencndijk and Weststrate [1990] and Chapter

4).    In    (1.3.1)    V    is    completely    independent    of    the scheduling discipline,    but    Y,
A A

and hence V, does depend on it. Intuitively one expects that Y and V will de-

crease

(i) with decreasing switchover time3;

(ii) with increasingly 'efficient' visit order;

(iii) with increasing exhaustiveness of the service at the queues.

The first property speaks for it self. The second property is discussed in Sec-
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tion 1.5. The third property has been formalized in Levy, Sidi and Boxma [1990].

where a general framework is presented for a sample-path comparison of different

service strategies in polling models. A sample-path comparison is made which

allows the evaluation of the service strategies based on the total amount of
work V(t) in the system at time t. This comparison concerns 3ervice strategies

operating with the same realizations of the arrival, service and switchover
processes and of the polling order. These processes and the polling order are
allowed to be quite general. Tllc only restrictions on the server behaviour out-

side switchover periods are that it should be work conserving and that the ser-

vcr does not wait idling in an empty queue. The sample path comparison leads to

the following results:

(i) The workload at any time t under the exhaustive service strategy is less

than or equal to the workload at t under any other arbitrary service strategy:

Veximusiiveo)     5     V              (t).policy

(ii)      With a similar notation,

Vk-limited<t) 5 V (t) for kkm.m-limited

Similar comparisons are made for stochastic service strategies like the Bernoul-
li and the binomial-gated strategies: an ordering is proven w.r.t. the parameter
of the related (Bernoulli, binomial) probability distribution.

Consider a polling model for which (1.3.1) holds. First     we     restrict     oursclf    to

the case of zero switchover times. Introduce W the waiting time (excluding
n

service    time)    of   a    type-n    customer    (i.e.,    a cujtomer arriving    at    Qn),    An    the

arrival rate of type-n customers, B  the mean service time of a type-n customer,
B  the second moment of the service time distribution of type-n customers,
P==A B    the   traffic   load   of   Q„   and   p =I   pn the traffic   load   of  the   system.    Under

the assumption that the scheduling discipline is non-preemptive, and that only
information about the current state and the past of the queucing prOCC33 i3 used
in making scheduling decisions, it can be shown that (cf. Klcinrock [1964] and

[1965]):
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N

I AnBn
(2)

N           n-1

o lpnEWn = p 2(1-p)
(1.3.2)

Kleinrock called (1.3.2) a conservation law to indicate that each scheduling

discipline (under the above restrictions) leads to the same value of I pnEW: .
Under the same conditions as above, onc obtains (Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987],

Boxma   [1989])  in  the  case  of non-zero switchover times, using  (1.3.1):

N
(2)

I An#n
N            O-1

r pnEW== p + EY.
O-1 2(1-p)

(1.3.3)

This has been coined a pseudoconservation law: a change in the visit order or

service strategy at a queue generally does lead to a change in EY, and hence in

the kfthand side of (1.3.3).
Pscudoconservation laws for mean waiting times serve several useful purposes. In

many complex polling models with service strategies that do not satisfy Property

3.1 they arc the only meaningful exact relations that can be obtained. Thus,
they provide important qualitative insight into the behaviour of such models.
They can also serve as a test for the quality of suggested approximations, for

the accuracy of simulations, and be Useful in constructing approximations for

individual mean waiting times at the various queues in a complex polling model.

Even when exact results for the individual mean waiting times are available,

pseudoconservation laws are excellent tools for checking the correctness of the

usually complex numerical computations.

Pscudoconservation laws are available for a large variety of polling models. For

the strictly cyclic polling model such laws have been derived in Ferguson and

Aminetzah [1985] (for either exhaustive or gated  service at each queue),
Watson [1985] (for 1-limited service   at each queue) and Boxma and

Grocnendijk [1987] (for a mixture of exhaustive, gated and 1-limited service at

each queue; they also present a unifying approach for the derivation of pseudo-

conservation laws). A pscudoconscrvation law for polling models with a Bernoulli
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service strategy at the various queues is derived in Boxma and Weststrate [1989]
and Tedijanto [1990].     Levy [1989] derives     such     a     law     for a polling model     with

fractional-gated service strategies. In Chapter 3, based on results of Boxma and

Weststrate [1989], a pseudoconservation law is derived for polling models with
Markovian server routing. Based on results of Boxma, Groenendijk and
Weststrate [1990] we derive in Chapter 4 a pseudoconservation law for polling
models with a polling table. Boxma [1989] and Sidi and Levy [1990] present the

pseudoconservation law for polling models with probabilistic customer routing
and Levy and Sidi [1989] for models with simultaneous arrivals to the queues.

For  a   survey of pseudoconservation   laws we refer to Boxma   [1989].

Decomposition of the population of customers

As mentioned earlier, Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987] have shown that, under rather

weak conditions, the workload in polling models decomposes into two independent

stochastic variables. Recently, Fuhrmann [1991] has demonstrated an other type
of decomposition. He showed that the population of customers present in a pol-

ling model with constant switchover times and either exhaustive or gated service

strategies at the queues (this population is represented by a vector indicating

the numbers of customers at each queue) at key points in time breaks into two

independent subpopulations: (1) the population of customers present in the cor-
responding model with zero switchover times, and (2) another population which is
particularly easy to analyze. In the case of nonconstant switchover times the

analysis     of    the second population     is     much more involved. Other disciplines    than
the exhaustive and gated service strategies for which this decomposition result

also  hold  need to satisfy Property   3.1 as described   in  the  previous  section.

Disciplines where Property     3.1      does     not hold include the k-limited service     stra-

tegy  and the Bernoulli service strategy.

(2) Waiting time approximations
Recently, several mean waiting time approximations for polling models have been
suggested in literature. Most of these approximations are based on pscudoconser-

vation laws. The idea to base a mean waiting time approximation on a pseudocon-

servation law has independently been developed in Everitt [1986] for the two
cases of either exhaustive service or gated service at all queues, and in Boxma

and Mcister [1986] for 1-limited service at the queues. The idea can bc des-
cribed as follows. First obtain a linear relation between the mean waiting time,
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EW ' at queue Qi and the mean residual cycle time ERCi for a cycle starting at

an arrival of the server at Q and ending with the server's subsequent arrival

at    Q..     The first cycle time moment    is    the    same    for all queues; the second    mo-

menu, and hence the mean residual cycle times, generally differ. Assume now

that the various mean residual cycle times are exactly the same: ERCi=ERC for
all i. Finally, substitute the obtained linear relations between EWi and ERC in
the pseudoconservation law and solve for the unknown ERC. Groenendijk [1989] has

shown that this approach can be applied to strictly cyclic polling systems with
a mixture of exhaustive, gated 8nd 1-limited service strategies. In Chapter 6 we
use this idea to develop an approximation of the mean waiting times in a perio-

dic polling model with either exhaustive,    gated    or     1-limited service strategies

at the queues.

(3) Numerical algorithms
The power-series algorithm as introduced by Blanc [19903] can be used for the
numerical analysis of polling models for which the joint queue length process

has the structure of a multi-dimensional birth-death process. The power-series

algorithm is based on power-series expansions of the state probabilities and
moments of the joint queue length distribution as function of the load of the
system in light traffic.
Leung [1991] proposed a numerical technique based on discrete Fourier Transforms

to solve the waiting time distributions in polling models with a probabilisti-

cally-limited service strategy.
A difficulty with both procedures is the computational complexity which is an
exponential function of the system size. As a result, a restriction to fairly

small and simple models must be made.

Ergodicity conditions
To discuss ergodicity conditions for polling models we need some additional

definitions and an expression for the mean time between two successive visits of
the server to a queue. We will restrict ourself to cyclic polling models.

Define for i= 1,...,N:
C.:=time between two successive visits  of the server  to  Q.;

1                                                                                                                                 1

s  : =mean total switch   time   of the server   between   two successive visits   of   the

server to the same queue.
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Using a traffic balance argument, which is valid    when the cycle    time    C.    has    a

proper limiting distribution, it is easy to sce that the mean time between two

successive visits of the server to Qi in a strictly cyclic polling model satis-

fies the relation: EC. = pECi + s or, equivalently,

ECi= 3/(1-p),      i=l, . . . ,N;

(1.4.1)

thus, the mean cycle time is independent of the queue index.

Using the observation that the joint queue length process in polling models with
service      strategies that satisfy Property 3.1 constitutes a multitype branching

process with immigration, Resing [1991] proves that a necessary and sufficient
condition for ergodicity   of such systems   is  p <  1.

As already mentioned, the exhaustive and gated service strategy do satisfy Pro-

perty    3.1, but practically important disciplines    as    the    Bernoulli    service     stra-
tegy    and the k-limited service strategy     do not satisfy Property     3.1. For polling

models with either one of the two last strategies we now derive necessary ergo-

dicity conditions.

If Q. has a Bernoulli service strategy with parameter p. and an unlimited number
1                                                                                                           1

of customers is present at Qi, then the mean number of customers served during

one cycle at Qi equals 1/pi. The mean number of customers that arrive at Q.
during one cycle is equal to

ALECi' Using these two observations it is easy to
sce that a necessary condition for crgodicity for Q. is: A.EC, < 1/pi or, using

1              11

(1.4.1)

Aipis  +  p  <  1, i=1,...,N.
(1.4.2)

If Qi has a k -limited service strategy it follows in a similar way as for the
Bernoulli service strategy that a necessary condition for crgodicity of Qi is

(Ai)/k +P<  1,
(1.4.3)

Proving the sufficiency of (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) is a very difficult issue. Re-
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cently, Szpankowski      and      Rego    [1987],      Grcorgiadis and Szpankowski    [1991]      and

Altman, Konstantopoulos and Liu [1991] have provided rather comprehensive ergo-

dicity proofs for polling models with k-limited service at the queues. As ob-
served by Van Arem [1990], the argument of Szpankowski and Rego [1987] still

contains a flaw; the proofs of Greorgiadis and Szpankowski [1991] and Altman,

Konstantopoulos and Liu [1991] are technically not yet fully correct.

1.5. Polling models: optimization

The ultimate goal of performance modeling and analysis is performance improve-
ment and system optimization. In the abstract setting of a single server that

serves several queues, we now briefly discuss some optimization criteria.

In optimizing a polling system there is generally a trade-off between efficiency

(according to some criterion function) and fairness. (For a discussion of the
'fairness'    property    we    refer to Boxma    [1991].)    From the point    of    view of minimi-

zing workload it may be efficient to visit heavy traffic queues frequently and

for lengthy periods of time; but this may be 'unfair' to the low traffic queues.

A natural regulation mechanism in many queueing systems is the customer access

mechanism. Only a few polling studies have allowed finite buffer sizes (cf.

Takagi [1990]:Section 2 for an overview); however, to the best of our knowledge,

no paper discusses the problem of determining optimal buffer sizes.

One may also regulate the length of the visit period of the server at a queue. A

very effective way to control the service duration is via the probabilistically-
limited or deterministic-limited service strategies (cf. Lcung [1991]).

For the deterministic-limited service strategies one can try to choose proper

limits on the maximal number of customers that can bc served in a station during

one visit of the server, in such a way that a certain function is optimized

under given constraints. In the case of probabilistically-limited strategies onc
can even try to choose the limit probabilities optimally. However, a disadvan-

tage of limited service strategies is that they arc too complicated to be ana-

lyzed exactly for general systems    (because    they    do not satisfy Property    3.1).

The fractional service strategies do satisfy Property 3.1, and  as a consequence

they are better amenable for mathematical analysis, however, it seems that they
affect the system performance less than the limited service strategies (Levy and

Sidi [1991]).
Another basic regulation mechanism in polling systems is the server routing

between queues. Cyclic routing between queues is in many applications a naive
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strategy, dating from the days in which not enough computer power was available
to implement something more sophisticated. A non-cyclic fixed routing scheme

(polling table) in which it should be possible to visit sonic queues more fre-

quently than others may be more attractive. Nowadays many designers try to build

a good polling table, but there arc no clear-cut rules on how to form the table.

One of the main goals of this thesis is to provide and test such rules. Chapter

5 and Chapter 6 deal with the problem of efficiently operating a polling model

with positive switchover times.

Only two other studies regarding the static optimization of polling models with

positive switchover times are known in literature. Kruskal [1969] studies the

optimal operation of a polling model with deterministic arrival processes, con-

stant service times and constant switchover times. Giannakouros and

Laloux [1989] consider a polling model with two classes of queues; high traffic

and low traffic queues. They investigate the problem of determining the optimal

relative frequency with which the high traffic queues should be visited during

one  cycle.

For models without switchover timeS, in which there is full information about

the buffer contents and one is allowed to choose the next queue after every

service completion, the optimal operation rule is simple. It has been shown that

the  weighted  sum  of  the mean waiting times,  EW,  with  general cost coefficients,

ciEWi can be minimized using a simple cg rule. This rule applies both for

models in which the service times are generally distributed and no preemption is

allowed (Meilijson and Yechiali [1977]) and for models in which the service

times are negative exponentially distributed and preemption is allowed (Buyuk-

koc, Varaiya and Walrand [1985]).
For models with positive switchover times, results are very scarce. Hofri and

Ross [1987] consider a two-queue model with switchover times. Their results

suggest    that the optimal switchover    rule    is    of a threshold    type,     i.e.,    there

exist thresholds that determine when the server switches from one queue to the

other. Liu, Nain and Towsley [1991] discuss the problem of finding polling stra-

tegies that stochastically minimize the unfinished work and the number of custo-

mers in the model at all time. Their results imply that the strategy that routes

the server to the queue with the largest queue length is optimal when all queue

lengths are known and that the cyclic routing strategy is optimal in the case
that the only information available is the set of previous decisions.

Another result regarding the optimal operation of models with positive switch-
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over times deals with semi-dynamic strategies        for        selecting        the        visit        order.

Browne and Yechiali [1989] determine a semi-dynamic policy in which the server,

at the beginning of each cycle, chooses a visiting order of the queues for this
cycle that minimizes the mean duration of the cycle. We refer to Yechiali [1991]

for an overview of results on semi-dynamic server routing.

It obviously makes sense to combine the consideration of service strategies and

of server routing strategies. For example, instead of including a queue several
times in the polling table and serving 1-limited, it may be better to visit it
only once or twice and to provide exhaustive service. In this thesis we have not
studied such combined strategies.

1.6. Structure gf thil thesis and an overview ff it  results

In Chapter 2 we consider a two-queue polling model in which one queue attains

service according to the Bernoulli service strategy and the other one attains

service according to the exhaustive service strategy. Exact expressions for the

generating functions of the queue lengths at polling instants are derived via an

iteration procedure (Section 2.3). Based on these results     we     derive the Laplace-

Sticltjes Transform and the first moment of the waiting time distributions at
both queues (Section 2.4). An interesting aspect of this model is that it is a
generalization of the two-queue model in which both queues attain exhaustive

service (Eisenberg [1972]) and the two-queue model in which one queue attains

exhaustive service and the other one attains 1-limited service

(Groenendijk [1990]: Chapter   6).

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we consider two generalizations of the strictly cy-

clic polling model: Markovian polling in Chapter 3 and periodic polling in Chap-
ter 4.

In Chapter 3 the work decomposition principle for strictly cyclic polling sys-

tems (Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987]) is extended to polling systems with Marko-

vian server routing (Section 3.4). Based on this work decomposition principle we
derive a pscudoconscrvation law for Markovian polling systems (Section 3.5). In
the last section of this chapter we derive the individual mean waiting times for

the Markovian polling system for the case in which all queues have either an

exhaustive or a gated service strategy. A set of 0(N3) linear equations is de-
rived which determine implicitly the first two moments of the numbers of custo-

mers at each queue at polling instants. Using those moments wc determine the
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individual mean waiting times. The results in this section extend the mean wai-
ting time results of Kkinrock and Levy [1988] for random polling to Markovian

polling.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of a polling model in which the server

attends the queues according to a polling table. The model is the same as in

Baker and Rubin    [1987]. By extending the concept of decomposition    of    the    work-

load (cf. Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987]) to systems with a service order table, a

pscudoconservation   law   for such models   is   derived.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are concerned with the optimization of polling systems via

efficiently choosing the visiting order of the server along the queues.

Chapter 5 is devoted to optimization of polling systems with respect to the mean
total workload. This problem is equivalent with that of minimizing I PiEW e    a
weighted  sum  of the mean waiting times, EW, where  the  weights  are the traffic

loads Pi of the queues. In the practically relevant case that all the mean ser-
vice times are equal, this amounts to minimizing the overall mean customer delay

EW  : =  [I  A.EW.]/[I  A.], A. denoting the arrival rate at the i-th queue. Allowing
1 1  1 1

exhaustive and gated service strategies we find optimal visit frequencies for
the    random polling model. Using    a main result    from    Chapter 3, closed-form    cx-

pressions for these frequencies arc obtained for systems in which all the

switchover times are identically distributed; it appears that in this case the

optimal visit frequency    to Qi should be proportional to v/Pi(1-Pi)'    if    it    is    ser-
ved exhaustively and proportional to 47 if it is served according to the gated

service strategy. For the case of non-identical switchover periods these visit

frequencies are determined numerically by solving a simple non-linear optimiza-

tion problem.
For the periodic polling model - that is more interesting from a practical point

of view  - we find an efficient polling order as follows:

(1) determine the number of visits to the queues by using the optimal visit

frequencies derived for the random polling model with the same traffic characte-

ristics;

(2) for given numbers of visits, determine the visit order using the so-called

Golden Ratio policy.
Thc results are tested using a pseudoconservation law that was our main result
in Chapter 4. The developed procedure appears to work exccllently.

In Chapter 6 we are interested ill studying the efficient operation of polling
models in a significantly wider framework. First, the objective function consi-
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dered here is the sum I ciliEWi with ci an arbitrary parameter reflecting the

cost of waiting one unit of time at queue i. This sum, therefore, reflects the
expected waiting cost per time unit under arbitrarily selected (linear) cost
parameters. Probably, this is the most important performance measure of polling

systems. Second, in terms of modeling aspects, we consider models in which the

service strategy is either exhaustive, gated or 1-limited (while in Chapter 5

only exhaustive or gated service strategies were considered). In this chapter we

use different techniques to derive the optimal visit frequencies of the queues

than in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5 we used pseudoconservation laws or a numerical

procedure. In Chapter 6 we derive efficient visit frequencies based on a lower

bound of the mean waiting times and on a mean waiting time approximation.

If   m    denotes the optimal visit number   to   Q.,   i= l ....,1., and s  denotes the meanM

switchover time from Q. to the next queue wc derive, using the 'mean waiting

time approximation' approach, that the visit numbers should bc proportional to:

exhaustive: mi  -  Vc.A.(1-p.)/s.',11  1 1

gated
mi      w     V/CiA i(l  +Pi)/S i',

4ciA i(1-p +Pi)  /  s i'
1-limited m.   -   A.+(1-p-D  sk)11 k k    Dj *jAj ( 1-p+pj)/sj'

Very similar visit numbers arc suggested by tile approach based on lower bounds

for the mean waiting times. Both approaches arc extensively tested and yield

satisfactory results in almost all test cases.

Chapter 7 is devoted to the application of polling models to maintenance pro-

blems. Wc use a polling model to determine the optimal route of a repairman who

is      concerned      with two types      of      maintenance,      viz.,      preventive      and      corrective

maintenance. The basic movement of the repairman can be described as follows.

The repairman travels along a number of installations, according to a specified

strategy, to perform preventive maintenance unless there is a breakdown at one
of the installations. In the latter case the breakdown interrupts the regular

(preventive) maintenance tour and the repairman has to move to the broken in-
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Stallation to restore the critical failure. We analyze and optimize two mainte-

nance strategies in Chapter 7. (1) the repairman with decentralized information
strategy in which the repairman inspects the maintenance requirements at an

installation at the moment when it arrives at that installation and subsequently

performs the most 'critical' preventive maintenance requirements only; (2) the

repairman      with      weakly-centralized      information      strategy,      in      which      the      repairman

at the beginning of each maintenance tour is assigned all preventive maintenance

requirements at the various installations and subsequently will handle only
these preventive maintenance requirements during the coming tour (obviously, the

repairman is also available for corrective maintenance during this tour). In
Section 7.2 we concentrate on the repairman with decentralized information and

derive, using a periodic polling model     with     1 -limited service, the optimal route

of the repairman along the installations. In Section 7.3 we use a Globally-Gated
polling model with server interruptions to capture the behaviour of the repair-

man with weakly-centralized information. Wc derive exact      expressions     for      the

Laplace-Stieltjes Transform and the first moment of the waiting time distribu-

tion of both corrective and preventive maintenance and we determine optimal

static and dynamic operation rules for the repairman with weakly-centralized

information.

All results in Chapter 2 to Chapter 7 are new results obtained during the thesis

research. Several      of     the      obtained      results have already      been      published      in      the

open    literature. The results    of    Chapter    2    are    based     on     Weststrate   [1990].     The

results of Section    3.1 to Section     3.5 are based on Boxma and Weststratc    [1989] .

In   Chapter   4    we    use    results of Boxma, Groenendijk and Weststrate [1990]. Chapter

5 is based on Boxma, Levy and Weststrate [1990] and Boxma, Levy and

Weststrate   [1990a]. The results of Chapter   6 are based on Boxma,    Levy   and   West-

strate [1991]. Section 7.3 is based on Boxma, Weststrate and Yechiali [1991]

Conventions

Throughout     this thesis, stochastic variables are printed bold. References     to     the

literature are always presented as the name(3) of the author(s) followed by the

year of publication. In the case of more than one publication of the same au-
thor(s) in one year, a letter is added to distinguish between the various pu-

blications.

Each chapter is divided into a number of sections, and some sections arc divided
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into several subsections. Sections arc referred to by their number prefixed by a
numeral indicating the chapter of which    it    is    a    part, e.g., Section     5.1     indi-

cates the first section    o f Chapter 5. Subsections are referred    to by their    num-

ber   prefixed    by two numerals indicating the section of which    it    is    a    part,    e.g.,

Subsection 6.5.2 indicates the second subsection of Section 6.5.

Formulas are counted per section. A formula is referred to by its number pre-

fixed     by two numerals indicating the section in which     it is presented,     c.g.,

(6.4.3) indicates the third formula in Section 6.4. Theorems, lemmas, proper-

ties, etc. are counted per section. A reference to a theorem, lemma, property,

etc. within a chapter is by its number prefixed by the section in which it is

presented, c.g. Theorem    5.1    indicates the first theorem    of the fifth section    of

the same chapter. A reference to a theorem, lemma, property, etc. in an other

chapter is done by its number prefixed by the section in which it is presented

and followed by a reference to the chapter in which it is presented, e. g., Theo-
rem 5.1. of Chapter 4.
The  end   of a proof,   of a remark   and   of an example   is   indicated   by   o
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CHAPTER 2

WAITING TIMES IN A TWO-QUEUE MODEL
WrIll EXHAUSTIVE AND BERNOULLI SERVICE

2.1,   Introduction

A large number of queueing theoretic studies about polling systems have been
published with the analysis aiming on characterizing the system performance. The
vast majority of those studies considers polling models with service strategies

commonly used in industry: the exhaustive, the gated and the limited service
strategies. The main disadvantage of those traditional strategies is their in-
ability to exercise control and to affect system design by optimizing a perfor-

mance measure such as the mean waiting time of an arbitrary customer in the
system or the mean amount of work in the system. Recent developments in the

application areas of polling models (token ring networks, robotics systems,

computer-communication systems, etc.) enable the use of more sophisticated ser-
vice strategies. Accordingly, more advanced service strategies have been intro-
duced. Among those are the fractional service strategies (Levy [1988], [1989])
and the Bernoulli service strategy (Keilson and Servi [1986]). The present chap-
ter concerns a polling model in which one of the two queues has a Bernoulli

service strategy.
The Bernoulli service strategy is described as follows. When the server arrives
at a queue it always serves one customer if the queue is not empty. If the queue
is empty the server immediately starts to move to the next queue. After each
service which does not leave the queue empty, the server serves another customer

with probability 1-p and moves to the next queue with probability p. This ser-
vice strategy allows both flexible modeling and system optimization by appro-
priately choosing the parameter p. From a theoretical point of view, another

attractive property of the Bernoulli service strategy is that it gencralizes
both the exhaustive (a queue is served until it is empty) and the 1-limited

(when the queue is not empty, the server serves exactly one customer) service

strategy.

Below, we mention some recent studies concerning the Bernoulli service strategy.
Keilson and Scrvi [1986] have introduced this strategy and have demonstrated the
existence of a two-term decomposition of the crgodic waiting time distribution
for a GUG/1 vacation model with a Bernoulli service strategy. Sen'i [1986] has
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derived the Laplace transform of the busy period of an M/G/1 vacation queue with

a Bernoulli service strategy and has used the result to approximate the indivi-

dual mean waiting times in a polling model in which each queue receives service

according to the Bernoulli service strategy. Ramaswamy and Servi [1988] present,

among other things, simple expressions for (i) the conditional distribution of

the busy period given the number of customers in the system at the beginning of

the busy period, (ii) the ergodic distribution of the number of customers in the

system      at      a busy period initiation epoch. Tedijanto [1990] derives, using     the

work decomposition result of Boxma and Grocnendijk [1987], the pseudoconserva-

tion law for a polling model in which each queue has a Bernoulli service strate-

gy.

Our motivation for studying a Bernoulli model is two-fold. Firstly we have a

mathematical interest in the analysis of a generalization of the most basic

service strategies, the exhaustive and the 1-limited service strategies. Second-

ly, we would like to eventually use the insight and exact results to be deve-

loped in the present chapter, for deriving and testing waiting time approxima-

tions in polling models with Bernoulli service strategies. In its turn, such

approximations might be of use in optimizing system performance. This is a topic

of our current research; the preliminary results are not contained in this the-

Sis.

The present chapter concerns ute customers' waiting times in a polling model

with two queues in which one queue has a Bernoulli service strategy with parame-

ter   p€ [0,1]    and the other   one an exhaustive service strategy. We shall indicate

this queueing system as the two-queue Exhaustive/Bernoulli(p) model. In Section

2.2 we give a detailed model description. In Section 2.3 expressions for the

generating functions of the queue lengths at polling instants are derived

without solving a Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem as is the case in the

1-Limited/1-Limited model (Boxma and Grocnendijk [19881) and most other two-

queue     models,     cf. the discussion in Groenendijk [1990]:Section     6.1. In Section

2.3 we also show that the results for the two-queue Exhaustive/Bernoulli(p)

model contain those     of    both the two-queue     Exhaustive/1-Limited     model     (p= 1),

studied by Groenendijk [1990]: Chapter     6,     and     the two-queue Exhaustive/Exhaustive

model (p=0) studied by for instance Takdcs [1968] and Eisenberg [1972]. Based on

the results in Section 2.3, we express in Section 2.4 the Laplace-Stieltjes

Transform (LST) and the first moment of the waiting time distributions at both

queues in the model parameters. As a check, it is shown that those expressions

satisfy the pseudoconservation law for this model, cf. Boxma and
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Weststrate   [1989] and Tedijanto   [1990]. Two appendices conclude  this  chapter.

2.2. Model description

A single server S serves two queues, Qi and QY' in cyclic order. Both queues

have an infinite buffer capacity. The arrival process at Qi is a Poisson process

with    rate    Ai'     i €{1,2}. The service times    at    Qi    are
independent, identically

distributed stochastic variables with distribution B.(·), first moment Bi' se-
cond    moment    #C2     and Laplace-Stieltjes Transform     il i{·}· The offered traffic    at

Qi, Pi, is defined as:

Pi:=AiBi' i€{1,2}.
(2.2.1)

The total offered traffic to the system, p, is defined as:

P.=Pi+PE
(2.2.2)

The service strategy   at    Qt is exhaustive,    i.e., the server   will not depart    from

Ql until it is empty. The service strategy at Q2 is Bernoulli(p), which is des-

cribed as follows. When the server arrives at (22 it always serves one customer

if the queue is not empty. If the queue is empty the server immediately starts

to    move    to Qi· After each service    at
Q2

which    does not leave the queue    empty,

the server serves another customer with probability 1-p or moves to Q1 with
probability p.
The successive switchover times from Q to 0 (Q2 to Q,) are independent, iden-

1             7

tically distributed Stochastic variables, s
(521)'

with distribution
S 12(.)12

( 21<' ' first moment 312 (321)'
second moment s,C   (s  )  and Laplace-

Stieltjes Transform & 12<'  ( 21<3). The first and second moment of the total

switchover time during a cycle arc denoted by:

S: =S +S
12      21

(2.2.3)

and

sa): =s  ) +  2312321  +  S );
(2.2.4)
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respectively.

The arrival processes, service time processes and switching processes are as-

sumed to be independent stochastic processes.

2.3. Derivation gf th  generating functions gf 111  distribution gf th  queue

1 Ilglbl al   instants
In this section we determine the generating functions of the joint equilibrium

queue length distributions at polling instants of Qt and (22. We proceed in two
steps. Firstly, we derive recurrence relations between the generating functions.

Secondly, using those recurrence relations we obtain explicit expressions for

the generating functions of the steady-state queue length distributions at pol-

ling instants.

Determination of recurrence relations between the generating functions

Let x  denote the number of type-i customers in the system (customers at Qi)

at the n-th polling instant of the server after t=0, n=l,2....; i=l,2, and let

tn denote the index of the queue which is visited during the n-th visit of the

Server after t-0, so tQ€{1,2}.
The queue length processes at Q j and Q·2 at successive polling epochs,

(1)     (2).            .            .
M: = {(In    'xg    ).    n=1,2, . . .1,     form a vector Markov process.      Note     that     this     pro-

cess is irreducible and aperiodic.

Define  for    I zi  1  51,1 Z  1  51:

X (1)  *(2)
Ffn)(zi,z2) := E{zin  z2':  I tn = j}, n=l,2....; j=1,2.

(2.3.1)

A study of the transition probabilities of the Markov chain M yields recurrence

relations for the generating functions of the queue lengths at polling instants,

FC,n (zl,Zz)' tn)(zj,z2)'  I zi 1 51, Iz21 51, n-1.2,... . For the derivation of those

relations we need some additional definitions and a theorem concerning the joint

distribution of the length of a busy period and the number of customers at the

end   of   that busy period   in   an M/G/1 queue with vacations (cf. Section    1.4   for    a

description of a vacation queue) and a Bernoulli service strategy. Define for
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such a queue:

{S (t,k),   1 20,   k-0,1....}:= the joint probability distribution     of     the

length of a busy period and the queue
length at the end of that busy period,
conditioned on the fact that the busy

period starts  with j customers,  j e {1,2,...}.
Further we define:

So(t,k): =0  if k>0
So(t,0): =0  if  t<0

1 if t20.

Also define the joint LST and generating function:

k      -pt

5(P,r) :=   L r   f e d,Sj(t,k),Iris 1; Re p20; j=0,1.... .
k=0 t-0

(2.3.2)

Using Theorem I of Ramaswamy and Servi  [1988] we can write for   I zt  1  51;   I z21  El;
pEW,1]:

9((1-z )A ,z ) := O (z,z ) [2 - B (z .p)j] + B::(zl•P) ' j-0,1....;j       I 12 p 1 2  2   2 1

(2.3.3)

with

P  2<(1 -zl)11+(1-z2)12 
0  (Z,Z) : =

p 1 2 z2- (1 -p) 2{(1-zl)At+(1-z,2)123
(2.3.4)

and  for   | z, | 5 1,  p€[0,1],  &12(zl'P) the unique solution  of (cf. Cohen   [1982]):
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z2 - (1-p)S2((1-zi)At+(142)123'  1 z2 1 31.

(2.3.5)

Remark 11
Note that #2(zl'P)     is

the joint     LST and generating function     of the distribution

of the length of a busy period and the number of customers served during that

busy period in an ordinary M/G/1 queue with the same traffic characteristics as

Q2 ·
The existence of a unique root in (2.3.5) is demonstrated in

Cohen [1982]:Appendix 6.
It  is also shown there  that  if 12#2 < 1:
*2(zl'P)| < 1 for p€[0,1],  zl   5 1 except if p=O and simultaneously zi =1. In

the latter case &12(zl'P)-512(1,0)=1
0

We are now nearly ready to present the derivation of the recurrence relations

between the generating functions    (2.3.1).     Before    we    do    that    we    have    to    introduce

Bi(zl, as the unique solution of (cf. Cohen [1982]: Appendix 6):

Zi = fil<(1-zl)A i (1-z2)123'  1 z21 sl intheregion  I zl I sl.

If  the (ntl)-th polling epoch   marks the beginning   of a visit   to   Q2   then:

1) because of the exhaustive service strategy at Qi the only type-1 customers

present   at   Q.   xc i k, are those who arrived during  s12' the switch-over period
1 0+1

between Ql and Q ;

2)  the type-2 customers  at  (22-  x( 2).
are composed  of

1  0+1

-the type-2 customers present at the n-th polling epoch, x 2),

-the type-2 customers who arrived during the subsequent visit of

the server to Qi, the n-th visit of the server after t=0,
-the type-2 customers who arrived during 512

Using these observations and the fact that customers arrive according to inde-

pendent Poisson processes  we can write  for    I zil  5 l;  1 Z21  51:
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(1) (2)

E{z n+1 z o+1 I t    =2}  =12 n+1

#type-1   arrivals   during S #type-2 arrivals during S

E{zi
12                    12}X2

(2)#type-2 arrivals during    t h e    n -t h    visit         X

E{z2                                  z2 n  I tn=l}, n=l,2,...

(2.3.6)

and

/type-1 arrivals during S #type-2 arrivals during S

E{zi                                        z                                        7=
12                            12,

2

-(1-z )A s -(1-z )A s

E{e   1 1 1 2 0   2 2 12  = 512((1-Zl)11+(1-Z2)12 '
(2.3.7)

If the server arrives at Qi and finds i type-1 customers present then wc can

view the visit period to Qi as a sequence of i independent identically distribu-

ted M/G/1 busy periods, cf. Cohen [1982]:p.250. If we denote by Pk the k-th busy
period  in  the  sequence  of  i busy periods  we can write  for    I  z21   5 1:

(2)
#type-2 arrivals during the n-tb visit X

E{z2                               z2 '  I to= 1}=

(2)

  E{z type.2 arrivals during Pl+...+Pi z  n (%(1)=i) I t =1}=
i=0

(2) -(1-z )A  P.  , i

I E{z2 n (x 1)=i) | tn=l} E{c   2 2 9  =i=0
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(2)00    X                   i         %(1) I(2)
I E{z2 n (x 1)=i) I to=l}#l(9 = E{Bi(9 2  z2'   to-l}, n-l,2,....
i-0

(2.3.8)

Combining (2.3.6)....,(2.3.8) and using the definition in (2.3.1) gives for

I z,  1  51;  I z2151:

F 0+1)(zl'Z2)  -  9 12<(1-z,)Al (1-z2)12}F 0)0't(9'9, n=l.2,...  .
(2.3.9)

If  the (ntl)-th polling epoch  mark:s the beginning     of a visit  to  Qt  then:

(1)
1) the type-1 customers at Q.x , are composed of:1 0+1
-the type-1 customers present at the n-th polling instant, #n  ,
-the type-1 arrivals during the visit of the server to Ql, the n-tb visit,
-the type-1 arrivals during s . the switchover period between (12 and Qi;21

2) the type-2 customers at (12 are composed of:

-the type-2 customers present at the end of the previous visit, which we

shall denote by u ,
-the type-2 arrivals during s

21

Using these observations and the fact that customers arrive according to inde-

pendent Poisson processes  we  can  write  for    I  z,  1  6 1;  I  z2  I  S 1:

(1) (2)

E {zln +1    z 0 +1 1   to +1 =1}   =

type-l arrivals during S type-2 arrivals during S

E{zt                  Z
21                   21}X

2
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(1) (2)type-1 arrivals during the n-th visit X   U

E{zt                                Ztn Z2'   I tn=2},
n =1,2,...,

(2.3.10)

and

type-1 arrivals during S type-2 arrivals during S
21                        21

E {zl                                                                    z2                                                                     3 =

& 21<(141)11+(1-Z2)12 *
(2.3.11)

Note that  for   I zi 1  5 l; I zy 1  51

a.((1-z.)At'z2) is equal to the bivariate generating function of the joint dis-
J i

tribution of the number of type-1 arrivals during a busy period of the Bernoulli
queue and the number of type-2 customers in the system at the end of that busy
period conditioned on the fact that the busy period starts with j (type-2) cus-

tomers, j=1,2,... .

Using this fact and formula (2.3.3) wc can write for  I zl 1 51;  I z2151; n=l,2,...

type-1 arrivals during the n-th visit  X(1) u (2 )

E{zl                                  Zln z2n  1 tn=2}  =

00

E   z;aj((1-zi)Al'z2)Pr{x 1)=i,x 2)=j I tn=2} -
i , j-0

00

9PCzl,9  E      Z;[#2  -   '2(Zl'P) ]Pr{x l)-i,x 2) =j I t =2}   +
i ,j-0

I   z *2(zi,p) Pr{x l)=i,x 2>=j I t:,=2} =
i , j 2 0
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Op(Zl,z:t)[10)(Zliz2)-F :' (zl 'F2(Zl'P))1   +  F n)(zt'*2(zl,p)).

(2.3.12)

Combining (2.3.10)....,(2.3.12) gives for  I zl 1 51;  1 Z21 51; n-0,1,...

Fl(0+1)(zi,z,2) -  21<(1-zl)11+(1-z::),12}F2  (zl'K:2(zl'P)) +

  21 {( 1 -zl)A 1   ( 1 -z2)12 3 Qp (Zl ' z2) [F.2   ' (zl,Z2) -F2 < ' (zl 'F 'l (z l 4))1.

(2.3.13)

From now on we make the following assumption.

Assumption 11
(1)  (2)»         4The vector Markov process  M={(xn    'x:    M   n= 1,z, . . . }i s positive recurrent.

Remark 3.2

It   is   easily   seen   that   p<1   and   12ps/(1-p)<1   are necessary conditions   for   posi-

tive recurrence of the Markov process M. This leads to the following ergodicity

condition:

Aups +P<1;

we believe this condition is also sufficient but we have not proved the suffi-

ciency (cf. Section   1.4).
0

Because the vector Markov process M is irreducible, aperiodic and positive re-

current (see Assumption     3.1) it follows     that the vector Markov process     M     has,

for   n-*00, a limiting distribution which is equal   to its stationary distribution.

Define for  I zl 1 51; I zi 1 51:
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(n)F.(zi'z2)  = lim F.  (zi,z2)• j= 1,2.
n» 00

(2.3.14)

Using the recurrence relations     (2.3.9)     and     (2.3.13)     together     with     the     definition

in (2.3.14) we can relate F,(zt,zy)' F2(zi'z2) in the following way, for
l z l I  s t; I z 2 1  s l:

Fl(zi'zl) = 521<(1-Za)At +(1-Z )12)Op(Zl'Z2)F2(zl'Z2) +

 21 <(1 -Zl).1 1 +(1 -z2)12  [ 1 -Clp(zl'zu)]F2(Z l'B 2(Zl'P)),

(2.3.15)

I'2(Zl,Z2)  =   S 12<(1-zl)At +(1-z2)12}F,011(9'z2)'

(2.3.16)

Determination of explicit expressions for P 1(z,12) and F 2(Zil,zo

If    * {(1-zl)At +(1-z2)12}     is    the    LST with argument (1-zl)Al +(1-912    of    the    dis-
tribution of a certain stochastic variable, then we define for notational conve-

nience:

* {zi,z23 : =R {(1-zl)A 1 +(1-z2)123

and

*9 {Z ,z2 :=R{Zi,ZP} 4  {Zi,zu 'Izl| 51; IZ,21 51.
(2.3.17)

Taking     zi =Bl(z2)     in     relation     (2.3.15) and combining     the     result     with     (2.3.16)

gives for  | zi 131; I z2151 and p€[0,1]:
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F2(zl,z2)  =  512{Zi,Z2} 521(Bl(Z2)'Z2  pO'1(Z2)'ZZ)F2911(Z2)'Zl)   

  12 {z l,12} S 21 < B 1(z2),z2  [ 1 -Op o' 1(zu) 'z2)] F2  1(zj) 'B2  1(z2)'P)) '

(2.3.18)

Before we derive explicit expressions for Fl(zi'z2) and FY(zl'z2) we need some
additional definitions. Define   for     I  z  1   31   and   p€[0,1].

8(0)(z): =Z,
P

6 (Z)=d<' (z): =1:2011(Z),p),
PP

8(m)(z):=8(1)(8(0-1)(z)), n-1,2,... .
P        PP

(2.3.19)

Remark 12 (Interpretation of  1)(z))
Define :

n  : =  the   number   of  customers served during  a busy period  of an ordinary  M/G/1

queue with the same traffic characteristics as (22·

7(2)(P(15 :-the number of customers that arrive   at Ql during  a busy period  of

Qi,

v(1)(Pm(n))  : =  the   number   of  customers   that   arrive   at Qt
during   a busy period

at an ordinary M/G/1 queue with the same traffic characteristics as Q2, at which

busy period n customers are being served.

Using those definitions we can write for  I z l 5 1 and p€[0,1]:

6(1)(Z)) = E{(1-p)nz                                                                                          s
va)(P(1))1 +...+V(2>CP(')),(1)(p(2)(n»,

P

G)-(1) (2).-(1)
Note     that      v     (r)1 + . . . +1(r     ),(1)(P(2)(n))      denotes

the number of arrivals
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at Q2 during a sequence of vC' (P(2)(n)) busy periods at Qi·
0

Taking     zl=*1(z2)     in (2.3.18), reordering terms     in the resulting equation     and

then   replacing  z2  by  Op(z)  gives for I z I E l   and  p€[0,11:

F W (8 (z)),3 (z)) -2  ip      p

  12 521 <#1 (Op(z)),Op(z)}[1 - Op(Bl(d (z)),6 (z))]
F 01 0 (z)),6(2)(z)).2  Ip      p

1-512521<  1(8p(z)),OP(z)}OP(*1(Op(Z)),Op(Z))

(2.3.20)

Taking z2=B2(zl'P)   in   (2.3.18)   and   replacing   zt    by   Vt(z)    in   the   resulting   cqua-
tion gives for Izl 51 and p€[0,1]

 '2 1(Z),OP(Z))   -    S 21{511(z),Op(z)} S21<KI(Op(z)),6p(Z)}X

 0 01 (8 (z)),6 (z))F (u (8 (z)),8 (z)) +
L p t p p     2/p      p

Il-OpW,(Op(z)),ap(z))}F:0,1(Op(z)),O;2 (*))1] ·

(2.3.21)

Combining (2.3.20) and (2.3.21) leads for I Z I 5 1 and p€[0.11 to:

F:(u,(Z),31,(*)) - Dp(Op(Z))F:(,,1(Op(*)),6;*'(*)),

(2.3.22)
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with

  12 < i'  1  ( Z  ), d p ( z) }  & 2 1 < B 1 ( ap( Z ) ) I d p ( z ) } [ 1 - Op ( B 1 ( Op(z)),6 (z))]

D (O (z)) =
PP

1 -  12  21 (511(8 p (z)),Op(Z)}0 (111(Op(z)),8 (z))

(2.3.23)

Replacement  of  z b y   (z)  in  (2.3.22)  gives  for    I z l s l   and  p€ [0,1]:

'2011(6,(z)),8:2)(z))    =    D,(8:2,(z))F,0110:2)(z)),8,(3)(z)).
(2.3.24)

Substitution   of  (2.3.24)   in (2.3.22) gives for I z  1 5 1   and   p€[0,1]

F:(,11(z),Op(z)) - D (d 1)(z))D (8 2)(z))F:(,11(OC2)(z)),OC3'(z)).

(2.3.25)

Repeating this procedure n times yields  for    I  z  I  sl   and  p€[0,1]

F:(# 1(z),Op(z))    = [       D'.02)(z))]F:(,1 ,(6<"(z)),ap"+"(z)).
k=1

(2.3.26)

In   Appendix   A   of this chapter   we   show   that   for     I  z  1   5 1   and   p€[0,11:

1)   a:=lim  n)(z) exists   and   a    E    (0,11,
n-* Co

00

2)  b: =   TI Dp(  k>(z)) exists  and  b  E  (0,00).
k=1

Then, using the continuity of F (u,v) in u and v,

C': =l i m  F201.(6(n)(z)),OC"+1 (z))   =  F2*1(a),a).ip  P
n-* 00

(2.3.27)
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Because of relation   (2.3.26)  we   can  write  for     I z  1   5 1   and  p€[0,1]

* 00
F201(z),ap(z))-c     11   DI,(6 k)(z)).

k=1

(2.3.28)

Taking zi-Bi(z) and z2=z in (2.3.18) and reordering terms gives for Iz 1 51 and

p € [O, 1]:

 12 921<K11(z),z}[1 -Op(*1(z),Z)]

F2011(z),z)
=

F2011(Z),8 (Z)).
1-5 12 21<#1(z),Z}Op(#1(Z),Z)

(2.3.29)

Combining  (2.3.28)  and (2.3.29) gives for I z l i l   and  p€[0,1]:

 12  21{K'1(z),Z}[1 -Op(Bl(z),z)]  *  
F201(z),z)

=
C ri Dp(JpR (z)).1 -S 12521<#1(Z),Z}Op(&11(Z),Z) k=1

(2.3.30)

From (2.3.16) it follows that for  I Z I 51:

i'2  1(Z),Z)  -     12<&11(z),z}Floll(z),z).

(2.3.31)

Combining (2.3.30) and (2.3.31) and substituting the resulting expression for

F1011(z),z) in (2.3.16) yields for  I zl 1 51; Iz21 31 and p€[0,11:
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 12 {Z 1 'Z2)  521(Bl(Zl)'Z2 [1-Op(Bl(z2)'z2)1   * 00

F2(zl'z2 - c  11 D,(' k)(9)'
1 - 5 12 5 21<Vt (Z2 ) 'Z2  97pC'11(Z2)'Z2 ) k=1

(2.3.32)

Using     now     the     fact     that     F,2(zi,zl)     is     the generating function     of a non-defective

probability distribution,      so     that      F2(1,1)= 1, applying L'HOpital's      rule     in     the

righthand  side  of  equation  (2.3.32) and using:

ra 1 12#1
1) -   B ,(z)                =    1-7-P'
laz     J:-1         1

r B                 Pl
2)|- 242(*1(z),z}]   = 1--P'

laz           ]z-1         1

ra s    A
3)1- S  {B (z),z}     = _ij_1 . i.j€{1,2},
laz           ]z-1

4 1
1 - Pt

we find that:

00

C*    =    [1    -   pA28/(1-p)] [   11    DP(6 k)(1))]-1
k=1

(2.3.33)

Define for Izl st and PEW,11:

&2 1 CB 1 (z) 'z}[1-op (B,(z),z)]

Gp(z)  : =
1 - 12 S21{#1(Z), Z }Op(/1(Z).Z)

(2.3.34)

Using (2.3.33), (2.3.34) and (2.3.15) and (2.3.16) we get explicit expressions
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for the generating functions of the distribution of the queue lengths at polling

instants, which are formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem 11

For  I zl | 51; I z2151 and p€[0,1]

Fl(zl'Zl)-[l-pl2 /(1-P)] 521{zl'z2}X

00

[Op(*l.9 & 12{*1.z2}Gp(9  11   {Dp(O;k)(9)/Dp(a;k)(1))}     +
k=1

00

[1-Op(zl'z2)] &12{zt'*2(zl,}Gp(  2(zl))  Tl  {Dp(a k)(#2(z,)))/Dp(d k,(1))}  .
k=1

(2.3.35)

00

F2(zi'zz)=[l-pA28/(1-P)] g 12{z„z2}Gp(z2)   11    {Dp(O k  (z2))/I) (3 k )(1))}.
k=1

(2.3.36)
0

Remark 34 (Comparison with the two-queue Exhaustive/1-Limited model)
If we take the Bernoulli parameter, p, equal to one, the service strategy at (12
becomes 1-limited and the model under consideration in the present chapter bc-
comes a two-queue Exhaustive/1-Limited model (cf. Grocnendijk [1990]:Section
6.3).

For  p= 1   we  get the following expressions:

1)    &12(z,1)=0,   z  51;

2)  81<k>(z)-0,  z  51, k=1,2,...;
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 12 (#1(Z),0}
3) Dl(Olk)(z))= ,  z  sl, k-1;

 12{111( ),0)

=1 ,  z  51, k-2,3,...;

&21(511(z) 'z} [z  - S.1{&11(Z),z}]
4)        Gl(z)

= ,  z 51.
Z-

 12521 2<11 1(Z),Z}

Using these relations, (2.3.36) becomes  for  p=1 and I z l l  5 1;  I Z,2  I S 1:

125

F2(zl'z2) |        =   [1  -  -1   12{zl'z2}X
IP-1 1-P

 21<&11(Z),Z}[z-iI.2 (j'1(Z) .Z}] St'l< 511(Z),0}

z - S12 2'S2<51(Z),z} g 12{1,0}

(2.3.37)

Equation (2.3.37) is the same as (6.68) in Groenendijk [1990].

From (2.3.37) it follows that :

As  -
2    S 12{z,0}

F,(z,#2(z.1))           =   F2(z,0) 1         - [l . -1
IP=1 IP-1

1-P &12{1,0}

(2.3.38)

We  can  now  write  (2.3.15) in terms  of  (2.3.37)  and   (2.3.38):

 2  21{Zl'z2 
Fl(zl'Z2) |

=
F2(zi,z2)|        +

 p-1         Z2           |P-1
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 21{zl'z2  [z2-S 2 {zl'z2  ]

z iwieip-t.
2

(2.3.39)

0

Remark 1  (Comparison with the two-queue Exhaustive/Exhaustive model)

One of the earliest two-queue models studied was the so-called alternating prio-
rity model (with zero switchover times). In this model the server does not leave
a queue until it is emptied (nowadays it is called exhaustive service). For the
analysis of this model sce for instance Avi-Itzhak et al. [1965] and

Takacs [1968]. Later on Eisenberg    [1971] and Sykes [1970] generalized    this    model

to a two-queue alternating priority model with switchover times. In all those

studies the server was assumed to be idle (i.e. non-switching) if the system was

empty. Eisenberg [1972] generalized the two-queue alternating priority model to
a K-queue model with non-zero switchover times. He also assumed that the server

keeps on switching if the system is empty.

If   we   take   K =2   we   can   view the latter two-queue Exhaustive/Exhaustive model   as    a

special case of the two-queue Exhaustive/Bernoulli(p) model studied in this
chapter. We shall show that if we take the Bernoulli parameter equal to zero,

resulting in exhaustive service at (22' then we get the same expressions for the
generating functions of the queue length distributions at polling instants as

Eisenberg [1972].

For p=O we get the following expressions:

1)   k (1) = 1, k=0,1....;

2)       Oo(zl,z2)   =   0,    1  zl  1  51;  I z21  5 l;

3)    DO(O k)(z))  =  512<BICOOCk-ltz)),OOCklz)} &21{Bl(O k)(z)),6 k)(z)},   z  sl, k=l,2,...;

4)    Go(z) =  g21(Bt(z),z},  z  El.
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Let  us now define  forIZI  5 1:

2(0(z)  : =  z,

8(z)    -    8(1)(Z)    : =    F 1012(Z,0)),

8(n)(z)  :- £(1)(8(9-1)(z)), n-1,2....  .

Using this definition       and the above expressions       we        get       for        p -0       and

1 Z I il, 1 Z21 51:

Fl(zl'z2)|  =  21{zl'z2} i i  21{8(n)(ZI),V2(8<|1-1)(Zl),0)}XIp..0

    S 12{8  (n)(ZI),#2(6(n)(Zl),0)},
O=0

(2.3.40)

F2(zl'z2)|  -  12{zl'z2     12<Fl(80(n-1 )(z2).3 0)(zp) ><

IP-0 O-1

1    321<&11(OO   (z2)),Oo(n)(Z2) '
O-0

(2.3.41)

If we combine relations (18) and (31) of Eisenberg [1972] we get the same ex-

pressions for the generating functions of the queue lengths at polling instants

as (2.3.40) and (2.3.41).
0

2,4, Ih  failing limu

This section is concerned with the customers' waiting times at the queues. For

both queues wc first give the LST of the distribution of the waiting time at

that particular queue expressed in the generating functions derived in the pre-
vious section, and subsequently we calculate the mean waiting time.
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Define for i€{1,2}

W.  : =  the waiting time of a type-i customer,

 i(t) := Pr{Wi<t}, t20.
00

*i((r): - f e-atdtwi(t). Re a 2 0.
t-0

The   waiting   time   at   the   exhaustive    queue.

The generating function of the queue length distribution at polling instants of

Q1,
the queue    with the exhaustive service strategy,     and the waiting    time,     Wl'     of

a type-1 customer are related as follows (cf. Watson [1985]:p.526):

41-z)A W 1-11 1 1  -Fl (Z, 1)

E{e   1 1} = , |z| 51.
r B

1             8   {z, 1}-z
1- Fl(z,1)]z-1    1La z

(2.4.1)

Taking the derivative   of  (2.4.1)   and   evaluating   it   at   z=l   yields:

8 1-F,(z, 1)       1         12 B(2)
AtE{Wt}= I   1-z    z-1 F;Cy,1)ly-1 + 2(1 -Pt)'

(2.4.2)

with

a

F;(y,1)  : =  -  Fl(Y'1)
BY

To get an expression for the mean waiting time at Qt we first expand, using

1-Fl(z, 1)
equation (2.3.35) in   a   power   series   in   the   neighborhood   of  z =l.

'   1-z

Noting that for p€[0,1] (cf. (2.3.36))
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F.1(1,B2(1,p)) -1- pA28/(1-p),
(2.4.3)

we find after a lengthy but straightforward calculation the following expression

for  the mean waiting  time  at  Qi,   for  p € (0,1]

Al  2) + A2 2 1-p   s
(2) (2)

E{Wl  = +--+
2(1-Pl  1-Pi  2s

1-p  1-p 12   B2 PA 2 s  s    27
-

I--- + -- - (1 - - --11
_--1

1-Pi   p  1-p p 1-p   s

1-P PA23   B2 r  a

----*- (1 - --- ) 1 - H,012(Z))1
1-pi      1-p   AipsL az ]Z=1'

(2.4.4)

with
00

Hl '2(z))   : -     11   {Dp(O k)012(z)))/I) (6 k)(1))}.
k=0

(2.4.5)

For p-0 we refer to Remark 3.5 and Eisenberg [1972].

The   mean   waiting   time   at   the   Bernoulli   queue.

Using Theorem     3.1 of Tedijanto    [1990]     we can relate the generating function     of

the queue length distributions at polling instants of Q2' the queue with the

Bernoulli service strategy, and the LST of the distribution of the waiting time

at   Ql•   W2'   in   the   following   way,   for   p€ [O, 1],  z   5 1:

41-z)A.W.              p
F2(1,z)-F2(1,#2(1 'p))

E{e .  +}  =

1 - F2(1.B2(1,P))   z - (1-P)92{1,z}
(2.4.6)
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Using relation (2.4.3) we can write (2.4.6) as follows, for PEW,1]; z  51:

-(1-z)12W. 1.p   F2(1'z)-1

E{e     *} = Ausz. (1.p)92{t,z)   z- (1-p) iy2{t,z} 
(2.4.7)

Taking the derivative  of  (2.4.7) and evaluating  it  in  z- 1   gives  for  p€ (0,1]

1.P F;(1.z)'z-1  1-(1 -p)p2
AZE{W2  = IT         -

/P  P
(2.4.8)

To    express    E{W2}     in the system parameters we expand    F2(1,z)    (cf.     (2.3.36))    in    a

power series    in the neighborhood     of z=l. After some further calculations    we    get

for   p E (0,11:

(2)

At#<2) + 12B2                      (2)1                                                  1

E{W } =                    pAS + -11<4 + B      pA23 +
2(1-Pi)(1-p)   1- 2

1-Pl 1--
1-P 1-P

521 1
1/8         1    1-(1-p) ,2

(512      )      t-  - H2(Z) 
pA-s

A2 L
az

]z-1  pA
2S A2P    ,1 -p 1     --  1

1-p 1-p

(2.4.9)

00

H2(z)    : =        11    {DI'(O k )(z))/D  (5(k)(1))}.PPk=l
(2.4.10)

We refer to Eisenberg [1972] for the derivation of E{W2} for the case that p=O.

Remark 41
By    applying the chain    rule    to    D  (OCk- 1)01201(z)))) and noting    that    Bl(1)= 1    wePP
get the following relation between the infinite products in (2.4.5) and
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(2.4.10):

ra 1 12 Bi  r a

[Iz  "2(Z).1,-1   -1. ,1   Li:  "1  2(Z))1,-,·
(2.4.11)

0

Remark 1:2

Recently, a pseudoconscrvation law for polling models with Bernoulli service has

been derived (cf. Boxma and Weststrate [1989], Tedijanto [1990]) which in the

present case yields:

PA 2S

PiE{W,3 + Bl [l - -]E{W23 =
1-P

Al (2) + 12#12    36)   8       3 2P                                       +   P-   +   -P 6+   -PlP'
2(1  -p)                       23 1-p 1-P

(2.4.12)

Using relation     (2.4.11)     we find after a tedious but straightforward calculation

that the expressions for the mean waiting times at Qt (cf. (2.4.4)) and at Q2
(cf. (2.4.9)) satisfy this pseudoconservation law. It is striking that a linear

combination of the comprehensive expressions for the individual mean waiting

times     results     in     such     a     simple     expression as relation     (2.4.12).     Cf.     also     the

extensive discussion of pseudoconservation  laws  in  Section  1.4.
0

Numerical results

We have calculated E{W1} and E{W2} using formulas (2.4.4), (2.4.9), Remark 4.1

and replacing
1-  „2(,)1 --,                by the finite sum
Laz     J.

I {- Dp(OPU<z)) z=lyDp(opk)(1)).
k-1 OZ

As stop criterion we used the difference between the sum of the first (N-1)
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terms and the first N terms. In most cases considered N 5 6 i s sufficient to get
a difference of less than 10-6.

The results are displayed for four different Models in Tables I to IV in Api)en-

dix B. In those tables we use the following shorthand notation:

N 8

I :=  I {-D„(d k)(Z))'Z=t}/Di'(dPU(1»,k-1 Oz

crgod: =p   +  pA2s, cf. Remark  3.2.

These and other numerical experiments suggest that
- N  decreases as the Bernoulli parameter p increases,
- N decreases as the workload of the Bernoulli queue, and subsequently of the

whole system, increases.

The four models corresponding to these four tables are described below.

Model I

The arrival process at Qi is Poisson with intensity A
1

equal to 2.0. The service

time distribution at this station is exponential with mean #1 equal to 0.05. The
service strategy is Exhaustive. Thc switchover time from Qi to (22' 1,2, is de-
terministic and equals 0.045. The arrival process at 92 is Poisson with intensi-

ty 12 equal to 2.5. The service time distribution is Erlang-3 with mean 82
equal

to 0.09. The service strategy at this queue is Bernoulli with parameter p and

the switchover time from (22 to Q.s.i s deterministic and equal to 0.045.
1'  21

ModeI II'...,Model IV
In Model H to Model IV we change one or more parameters of Model I. In Model II
we change both switchover times to 0.005. In Model III we change the average

service time at (22 to 0.30. In Model IV we investigate the influence of the

arrival  rate  at  the Bernoulli queue; we change the arrival  rate  at  (22  to   1.0.
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ADgendix A
In this appendix we shall prove  that   for      z   51   and   PE[O, 1]

00

0    <        n   Dpcapck ,(z))     <     00    .
k=1

(2.A.1)

First we present some definitions, in which we suppress 'z' for notational con-

venience, and a lemma.

Define for k,n-1,2,... and Iz  sl:

82(k,n) := 9.{3(k)(z),8(n)(z)};1 P  P
(2.A.2)

S12(k,n)  := 5
12 {o k)(z), 6 0)(z)};

(2.A.3)

S21(k,n)  :
=

  21{ k)(Z),8 0 )(z)};

D (k) : =D(8 (Z)).
(k)

P   PP
(2.A.4)

Remark Al

Note   that   8  (z) is analytic   for      z   <1 and continuous   for    |z|  5 1 (cf. Remark   3.3).
P

Application     of Rouch6's theorem yields    that the
equation     (z)   -   z    =    0     has     one

zero in |z| <1, say z=a, a€(0,11. Observing that 8 (0)>0, p€(0,1] and O (1)51,p ra  1
p€(0,11,   it   is   seen   that   this   zero   is   a   real   and   that    | -8 (y) <    1.    Similar

Lay  P  J Y-a

to  Boxma and Cohen  [1991]   we can prove  that l i m
6 k)

(Z) exists and is the solu-

k-+ co

tion   of  8  (z)   -   z    =    0,   for        z   <  1.
P

0

Lemma 61

1-D (k +1)lim < 1.
k-* 00

1-Dp(k )
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Proof:

In this proof we assume    that    p 00,     For    the    p=O    part     of the proof    sce

Eisenberg [19721. Clearly,

1-D (ktl)
P      - Fl(k)F2(k), k-1,2.... ,

1-D (k )
(2.A.5)

with

( 1-p)[B2( k - 1,k)-B 2 (k, k)]  - pS 12S2182(k, k)
Fl(k)  : =

(1-p)[B2(k,k+l)-82(k+l,k+l)] - pS,2 S2182(k+l,k+l)
(2.A.6)

F2(k) :=

(1-p)[B2(k,k +1)-82(k+1,k +1)][1 -S 12(k, k +1) S2 1(k + 1,k +1)]

( 1 -p) [B2 ( k - 1, k )-82 ( k, k) ] [ 1 - S 1 6k - 1,k)$2   k, k ) 1 + p [ S t  k- 1  , k) - S l  k,k)]S 1282(k,k)]

+

P[S12(k,k+1)412(k+l,k+l)]St2B2(ktl,ktl)
(1-p)[B2(k-1.k)-B2(k,k) ] [ 1 -S t k - 1, k ) S 2 < k, k) ] + P [ S 1 fk - 1,k)-S l k,k)] S 1282(k,k)]

(2.A.7)

From (2.A.6) it follows that:

lim  F (k)   =   1.
k-9 00

(2.A.8)

If we take the limit of F (k) for k to infinity both the numerator and the deno-
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minator of F2(k) (cf. (2.A.7)) tend  to zero. Applying l'Hapital's rule yields

after a lengthy calculation:

lim [B.(3(k)(z)) - $1:(6(k+1)(z))]
1 P 1 P

1 i m  F (k)  =
k-* 00

k-·  co

l i m   [Ki  (d k- 1 )(z))  - u. (d(k) ( Z))]
1      Pk-* 00

(2.A.9)

with

'

(k) 2      (k)

B.(8  (z)) := - 111(t (z)).' P       az

Using the chain   rule   several   times   we   can   write   for   k= 1,2,...    and     z   E l:

'

(k) ra  1     a
B   (5         (Z))     =      1 -   B 1(y)| (,)   ii   dik)(z)   -1 P LBY      Jy=6(k)

P

r@ 7 k-ira     1

[- "'c,)1  -.c"     11  1- 5,(,1ay            y-O    (Z)  0-0 Lay y=8(n)(z)
P                           P

(2.A. 10)

Combining (2.A.9) and (2.A.10) we get:

a

lim F (k)
=

[- ,-«,1     < 1.k-* 00 ay
V y=.

(2.A.11)

where   the last inequality follows from Remark   A. 1   and   where  a €(0,11 is given  by

a:=lim d k)(z).kgoo

Finally, combining  (2.A.5),   (2.A.8)  and  (2.A. 11) proves  our  lemma:
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1-D (k+1)
     ra

lim =     1-   8(y)1           <1.
k» 00

1-D (k
)

L y  p  JY-8

0

Theorem & 1

00

0   <      11  Dp(k)   <    00.k=1

Proof:

From calculus (cf. Titchmarsh [1952]) we know that:

00 00

0    <        11   Dp(k)     <     Go     -        I    [l-D (k)1     <     00;
k-1 k-1

(2.A. 12)

1-D (ktl)          00lim <1-  I [l-D (k)] <0 0.
k.'00    1-DP(k ) k-1

(2. A.13)

The  theorem now follows from Lemma  A.1.

0
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Appendix B

Table 1, Model I
11=2.0, 122.5; #1=0·05 (neg.exp.), B2=0·09 (Erlang-3);

s =s =0.045 (deterministic).
12   21

p EWl EW2 I N   ergod

0.1 0.0892 0.0841 0.0198 4  0.348

0.2 0.0 8 7 4 0.0915 0.0188 4 0.370

0.3 0.0858 0.0987 0.0179 4 0.393

0.4 0.0 8 4 3 0.1067 0.0170 4  0.415

0.5 0.0828 0.1153 0.0162 4  0.438

0.6 0.0 8 15 0.1246 0.0154 3 0.460

0.7 0.0 8 0 2 0.1 347 0.0146 3 0.483

0.8 0.0788 0.1456 0.0139 3  0.505

0.9 0.0779 0.1576 0.0132 3  0.528

1.0 0.0768 0.1707 0.0125 2  0.550
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Table II, Model II
11=2.0, 12-2.5; Bl-0.05 (neg.exp.), B2=0·09 (Erlang-3);

s =s =0.005 (deterministic).
12   21

p EWl EW2 I N   ergod

0.1 0.0362 0.0327 0.0022 4 0.328

0.2 0.0 3 4 7 0.0340 0.0021 3 0.330

0.3 0.0334 0.0348 0.0020 3 0.333

0.4 0.0322 0.0359 0.0019 3 0.335

0.5 0.0311 0.0368 0.0018 3 0.338

0.6 0.0301 0.0378 0.0017 3 0.340

0.7 0.0292 0.0397 0.0016 3 0.343

0.8 0.0283 0.0395 0.0015 3 0.345

0.9 0.0 2 7 5 0.0 4 0 4 0.0015 3  0.348

1.0 0.0268 0.0412 0.0014 2  0.350
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Table III, Model III
11=2.0, 12-2.5, Bl=0·05 (neg.exp.), #2=0'30 (Erlang-3);

s =s -0.045 (deterministic)
12   21

p EWl EW2 I N   ergod

0.1 1.4918 1.3 2 7 3 0.0721 6 0.873

0.2 0.9 8 2 2 1.7731 0.0514 5 0.895

0.3 0.7364 2.3980 0.0402 5 0.918

0.4 0.5891 3.4589 0.0328 4 0.940

0.5 0.4898 5.7 6 7 2 0.0274 4  0.963

0.6 0.4178 14.  9 640 0.0233 4  0.985
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Table  TY,   Model   IV
11=2.0, 12=1.0; B,=0.05 (neg. exp.), B·2=0·09 (Erlang-3);

s =s =0.045(deterministic).
11   21

p EWl EW2 I N   crgod

0.1 0.0627 0.0653 0.0060 3 0.1990

0.2 0.0625 0.0 6 7 3 0.0059 3 0.2080

0.3 0.0623 0.0 6 9 3 0.0058 3 0.2170

0.4 0.0621 0.0714 0.0056 3 0.2260

0.5 0.0619 0.0736 0.0055 3  0.2350

0.6 0.0617 0.0757 0.0054 3 0.2440

0.7 0.0616 0.0 7 7 9 0.0053 3 0.2530

0.8 0.0614 0.0801 0.0052 3 0.2620

0.9 0.0612 0.0 8 2 4 0.0051 3  0.2710

1.0 0.0611 0.0848 0.0050 2  0.2800
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF A POLLING MODEL
WITH MARKOVIAN SERVER ROUTING

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter we study a generalization of the strictly cyclic polling system

in which the server routing is not fixed but determined by a stochastic mecha-

nism. The server moves along the queues according to a discrete time parameter

Markov chain. We shall sometimes speak of Markovian polling. A special case of
the Markovian polling model is the random polling model described by Kleinrock

and Levy [1988] in which, regardless of which station is presently polled, the
next station to be polled will be the j-th station with probability p. (cf.

Section 1.3). They state that their results can be used to predict the expected

waiting time in an exhaustive slotted ALOHA system (cf. also Levy [1984]); the

random polling mechanism represents the random scheme according to which it is

decided which station will transmit during the next slot.

The main contribution of this chapter is the derivation of a pseudoconservation

law (cf. Section    1.4) for Markovian polling, based    on    a work decomposition    prin-

ciple of Boxma and Weststrate [1989] and Boxma [1989].

The study of the Markovian polling model has been motivated by various conside-

rations. Firstly, Markovian polling provides a theoretically interesting genera-

lization of strictly cyclic polling, and therefore we have considered it worth-

while to try and generalize the work decomposition principle and pseudoconserva-

tion law of Boxma and Groenendijk [1987] to the case of Markovian polling. An

interesting special case of Markovian polling is the strictly cyclic polling
model in which each queue has a Bernoulli service strategy (this we show in
Section 5 of the present chapter). Secondly, Markovian polling appears to have

some interesting practical applications. While cyclic polling has been success-

fully used to model systems where a central controller polls many stations,

Markovian polling may bc used to model some aspects of distributed systems. One

example   is   mentioned    by Levy [1984] and Kleinrock   and Levy [19881,    sce   above.    A

second example can be found in the Orwell ring protocol (Mitrani, Adams and

Falconer [1986] and Van Arem [1990]). In this protocol, c slots of equal length
rotate around a ring. Each slot can accommodate one packet. A packet in a slot
filled by station Q. i3 addressed to station Q. with a certain probability. Q.

1 J                                                                    J

empties the slot and passes it on empty to the next downstream station. This is
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a major difference with other slotted ring protocols, where a slot can be re-
leased only by the station which filled it. Van Arcm [1990] used a Markovian

polling model to approximate the performance of the Orwell ring protocol. Such a
model captures the stochastic character of the order of service of the stations,

although it ignores the fact that the server transition probabilities in reality
depend on whether or not a packet is waiting for transmission (whether or not a
queue is non-empty). Bozer and Srinivasan [1988] used a Markovian polling system
to model an Automated Guided VehicI: in a Flexible Manufacturing System.

A final reason for studying Markovian polling (and polling tables, for that

matter) is that this opens possibilities for optimization by considering various

choices of the transition probabilities (and of the polling table); in Chapter 5

we minimize the mean amount of work in a Markovian polling model and use the

results to minimize the mean amount of work in a polling model with a polling

table.

The     present    chapter     is    organized as follows. In Section    3.2     a    model     description

is presented. Section 3.3 contains some preliminaries concerning the mean visit

times of the server at the various queues, and a brief discussion of ergodicity

conditions. Section 3.4 gives the work decomposition for Markovian polling mo-

dels.     Section     3.5 is devoted     to the derivation    of the pseudoconservation     law.

The determination of the mean intcrdeparture times of the server between queues

will be central in that analysis. The mean interdeparture time of the server

between Qi and Q. is defined as the mean time between a departure of the server

from    Q    and   its   last   previous   departure    from    Q..    It    will be shown   that a system

of N  equations in the 1,1  unknown mean interdeparture times of the server, can
be related to a system of N2 equations in the N2 unknown mean entrance times of

the underlying reversed Markov chain (in fact, the system can be decomposed into

N      sets      of     N      linear      equations).       For      some      SpeCial Cases, explicit expressions      for

the mean interdeparture times arc derived. In Section 3.6 we derive the indivi-

dual mean waiting times for the Markovian polling model in which thc service

strategies at all queues arc either exhaustive or gated. Wc obtain the same
expressions for the individual mean waiting times as Srinivasan [1991], however

he only presents the results, no derivations.

11 Model descriDtion

We   consider   a   queucing    system   with    N    queues,    Qi '   -   'Q ,    where   each    queue   has   an

infinite buffer capacity to store waiting customers.
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Arrival process
Customers arrive at all queues according to independent Poisson processes. The

arrival intensity     at     Q. is denoted     by     li'      i=l, . . . .N. The total arrival     rate     is

given by:

N

A :=I Ai
i"1

Customers who arrive at Qi are called type-i customers.

Service process

The service times of type-i customers are independent, identically distributed

stochastic variables. Their distribution, B (.), has first moment 4 and second
moment 42). The offered traffic at Q., p., is defined as:

1      1

Pi  - AiBi' i=l'...,N,

and the total offered traffic to the system, p, as:

N

P:= I pi
i=1

Polling scheme
The N queues are served by a single server S who visits the queues according to

the following polling scheme. The next queue to be polled is determined accor-

ding to an irreducible positive recurrent discrete time parameter Markov chain

M = {d ' n=0,1,...} with state space I = {1 .....
N}.   With   {d    =   i}   we  denote  the

event that the n-th queue polled after t=0 is queue Qi, i€I.
We assume that the Markov chain M has stationary one-step transition probabili-

ties, i.c., the conditional probabilities Pr{d -j I d =i}, ij€ I,  are  indepen-9+1    n
dent of n.

Define:

pif := Pr{d:,+t=j I du=i}, ij€I, n=0,1,... ,
(3.2.1)
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q, := lim Pr{d =i}, i€I.0-4 00                0

(3.2.2)

For the waiting time analysis of Section    3.5    it     will    turn    out    to    be    essential     to

consider the time reversed process of the Markov chain M, A := {3n'n=0,1,...},
obtained from M by reversing the time parameter. The following theorem is proved

in   Kelly    [1979],   page   28   and   29.

Theorem 11
If M is a stationary discrete time parameter Markov chain with state space I.

one-step  transition  probabilities  p,., i Jel,  and  with  equilibrium  distribution
4 -(q.Jell, then the reversed process M is a stationary discrete time parameter

Markov chain with state space I, one-step transition probabilities:

qj

P. := pr{3  =jl 3 =i} = 7-p.., i,j€I,
4                   0+1 0

4 i      Ji

(3.2.3)

and  the  same equilibrium distribution  {q ,j €I}.
0

In the sequel A will be called the reversed Markov chain.

Service strategy
For the service strategies at the queues there are various possibilities, which

differ in the number of customers who may be served in a queue during a visit of
S to that queue. We restrict ourself to the three most common service strate-

gics: exhaustive (continue to serve a queue until it is empty), gated (serve

only the customers present in a queue at the arrival of the server at that
queue) and 1-limited (serve just onc customer, if any).

In the sequel    we will allow mixed service strategies     (e.g.,     exhaustive    at    Qt,

1-Limited at Q  and (24' gated at Q3, etc.).

After the visit period at Qi (which has length zero when Qi is empty) S switches

immediately  to  Q   with  probability  p  .  i,j €I.
ij.
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Remark 11
We have restricted ourself to the above-mentioned three main service strategies

in polling models, but we could have introduced other strategies; in fact wc

show in Section 3.5 how 1-limited service in Markovian polling leads to the

Bernoulli service strategy (cf. Keilson and Servi [1986] and Chapter 2) in cy-

clic   polling.
0

Switching process

A    switchover    time    is    needed to switch    from    Q.    to    Q.,    i,j€ I.    The switchover times
1            J

of tile server between Qi and Q. are independent, identically distributed sto-

chastic variables with mean s.. and second moment $(2)
1,                                             4

It is assumed that the server keeps on switching from one queue to the next even

when there are no customers present in the system.

All arrival processes, service time processes and switching processes are as-
sumed to be independent stochastic processes.

3.3, Preliminary results
First some definitions. We define the visit time of the server at Qi, Vi' as

V.   : =  the  time   between the arrival   of the server  at   Q.   and its subsequent depar-
1                                                                                                                 1

ture from Qi, i€L
(3.3.1)

Remark 11

If   Pii> O   and   if,   moreover,
the switchover   time   from   Q.   to   Q.    is   zero   with   posi-

11

tive probability, then a visit to Qi may immediately be followed by another such

visit. In Section 3.5 we exploit this to model the Bernoulli service strategy in

a strictly cyclic polling model.

Wc also define:

u    : =  the   time   between   the   departure   of the Server from the (n-1)-th queue pol-
n

led and its departure from the n-th queue polled after t=0;
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u is the sum of the switchover time from the (n-1)-th queue polled after t=0 to
n

the n-th queue and the Visit time to the latter queue. The process

SM : = {(d ,u ). n=0,1,...}, with M = {d , n-0,1,...} the discrete time parameter
Markov chain described in Section 3.2, is a semi-Markov process (cf.

Cinlar [1975], Chapter 10, Section     5).     Note     that     when     the (n-1)-th queue polled

after  t =0  is  Qi  and  the
n-th queue polled

after  t=0  is  Q :

Eu = s.. + EV..
n U J

0

Wc further introduce the server's interdeparture     time,     T.,     between     Q.     and     Q.,
4                                1                    J

i,j€I:

T,.  : =  the entrance time  from  Q  to  Q.  in the reversed Markov chain  ]A
4                                                             J           1

or, equivalently,

T    : =  the time between an arbitrary departure   of   S   from   Q.   and   its   last   pre-
ij                                                                                                                  J

vious departure from Qi·
(3.3.2)

So,   during  the   time   span   T.,   for  j *i,   S   has   not   returned   to   Qi but there   may
1J

have  been several visits  to  Q..

From a work balance argument it follows that:

EVi    =   PiErii'   iCI.
(3.3.3)

Another balancing argument yields:

qiEVi   Pi
=   -  ,   i,j €I,

q.EV.    p.J J j

(3.3.4)
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(cf.     Cinlar   [1975]:   p.34),     i.c. the ratio     of the average amount     of     time     the

server spends at Qi and the average amount of time S spends at Q  equals the
ratio   of the average traffic loads   at   Q.   and   Q..

J

Combining (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) gives:

qiErii = qjET j ' i,j€I,
(3.3.5)

hence qiErM'   i €I,   is a constant.

Ergodicity conditions
A necessary condition for ergodicity   of  the   system   is   p < 1.   When   the   service
strategy at each queue is either exhaustive or gated this condition can be shown

to be also sufficient. Without proof we observe that a necessary condition for
ergodicity for a 1-limited queue Qi is:

liETii < 1.
(3.3.6)

Indeed, A.ET.  equals the mean number of arrivals to Qi between two successive
1         11

visits (and potential services) of the server to Qi· For the mixed service stra-
tegies     that we allow, condition (3.3.6) should be added     to the stability condi-

tion  p<1 for those   queues at which   we  have  a 1-limited service strategy.   In  the

sequel it will be assumed that the ergodicity conditions are fulfilled, and that
the system is in equilibrium.

3.4. Work decomt,osition

In this section we state that the amount of work in the Markovian polling model

with switchover times can bc decomposed into two terms, one of which is the
amount of work in the same system but without switchover times. Before we give

the work decomposition theorem we introduce the notion of

'corresponding   M/G/1-model'. The corresponding M/G/1-model indicates     a     single-

server queue with exactly the same arrival processes, service time processes and

scheduling disciplines as the Markovian polling model under consideration, but
with zero switchover times. The principle of work conservation implies that the
amount of work in the latter system is independent of the service discipline:
Markovian polling and FCFS service for all customers, irrespective of the queue
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they join, give rise to identical amounts of work at all times.

Define:

V      : =  a stochastic variable with distribution the stationary distribution    of
mP

the amount of work in the Markovian polling model;

V  : =  a stochastic variable with distribution the stationary distribution   of   the
amount of work in the corresponding M/G/1-model;

Y  : =  a stochastic variable with distribution the stationary distribution    of    the

amount of work in the Markovian polling model at some epoch covered by a swit-

ching interval.

We relate these quantities   in   the next theorem.

Theorem Ll
Consider a Markovian polling model as described in Section 3.2. Suppose that all
quantities of interest possess a stationary distribution. Then the steady-state
amount of work in this system, V , is distributed as the sum of the steady-

mP
state   amount    of   work    in    the    corresponding    M/G/1-model,   V,   and    the    steady-state

amount of work in the Markovian polling model at some epoch covered by a Swit-

ching   interval,   Y:

v  D V +Y,
mP

(3.4.1)

D
where      =     stands    for     equality     in     distribution.      Funhermore,     V     and    Y     are     indepen-

dent.

Proof

We refer to Boxma [1989] for a proof of a more general result, that extends the
Markovian polling   result of Boxma and Weststrate   [1989].

0

3.5. Re pseudoconservation laE

In this section   we use Theorem   4.1   to   derive  an   expression   for a weighted  sum   of

the mean waiting times.   As  a  consequence  of  Theorem  4.1.
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EV  =EV + EY,
mP

(3.5.1)

and   hence   from   M/G/1   theory, cf. Cohen [1982]:

N

E A,Bi
(2)

i,.1

EV := + EY.
mp

2(1-p)

(3.5.2)

On the other hand, when Xi denotes the number of waiting type-i customers and Wi
the waiting time of a type-i customer in the Markovian polling model with
switchover times:

#(2)N N i N 1    N

EVIP - 5,#,EX, + , ,p,-i;, , -,5'P,EW,   7,5,1,#:",

(3.5.3)

the first equality follows from the fact that service is non-preemptive, and the

second equality follows from Little's formula. Combination of (3.5.2) and

(3.5.3) yields:

N      (1)
E Ai#i

N          i-1

L    PiEWi    - P + EY.
1-1 2(1-p)

(3.5.4)

To obtain an expression for this weighted sum of the waiting times it remains to

determine EY, the mean amount of work at some arbitrary epoch covered by a
switching interval. Denote   by   Y the amount   of   work   in the Markovian polling

ij

model   at   some   epoch   covered   by   a   switchover   from   Q.   to   Q.,   i,j€I.   EY   can   be
1 J
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expressed  as a weighted  sum  of  all EY., averaging  over  the  switchover  durations
Y

s..     and     the     frequencies     qip.. with which transitions between queues     Qi     and     Q.
IJ                                                 1J                                                                                                    J
occur:

NN

EY     =     (1/a)    I    qi    I    pijsijEYij'
i-1 j-l

(3.5.5)

with
NN

a: -     E  qi.I  pijsij
i=1 1=1

(3.5.6)

the    average mean switchover    time.    Note   that    in the purely cyclic    case   Wi,i+1 = 1,
N N

i€D:  0  : =  (1/N)   I s . with  I S the mean total switchover time in one
i,i+1 i,i+ 1

i=1 i=1

cycle.

It  remains  to  determine  EY .  i.j E I.  EY.. is composed  of the following three
ij.   .          U

terms, only one of which depends on j

EM: D  : =  the mean amount  of work  in  Q.  at a departure  epoch  of S  from  Q,

EM   := the mean amount of work in QI,···,Qi-1.Qi+1;·;QN, at a departure
epoch of S from Qi,

3 (2)
p       i j: =   the mean amount   of   work that arrived    in the system during    the    past

23
ij

part of the switching interval (from Qi to Q.) under consideration (cf.
j

Cinlar[1975])

So we can write:

s(2)
ij

EY    =  EMC"  +  EMI ) +  p -Iij                                                  2s
ij

(3.5.7)
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It will turn out that EM 1  is the only term in the righthand side of (3.5.7)
that depends on the service strategy at Qi· It can only bc specified when the
service strategy   at    Qi is known. We shall first consider   EM  ;   the mean amount

of work in Qi·····Qi.t·Qi+,·····QN at a departure epoch of the server from Q-.

Q    (k 0 i)   can   make
two contributions  to  EM(2).

1) the mean amount of work left behind in Qk by the server at his last departure

from Qk;

2) the mean amount of work that has arrived in Qk during Tki' the server's in-
terdeparturc time between Qk and Q (cf. (3.3.2)).

We obtain the following relation:

EM ) = I EM l) +  I pkErki' i€I.
k *i k*i

(3.5.8)

Substitution of (3.5.8) in (3.5.7) gives:

N                          'J
5(2)

EY,1 -kE,EM " +  I pkErki + 0 ,   i,j E I.
kti 2s..

1 J

(3.5.9)

EM( 4    and ET -.(1)still   have   to   be   determined.    The zin are derived below for an
k              ki                                                     k

exhaustive,   gated   or 1-limited service strategy  at  Qk

(i) Qk has an exhaustive service strategy: Qk is left behind empty by S, so

EM;" - 0.
(3.5.10)

(ii) Qk has a gated service strategy: EM '> equals Pk times the mean visit time

of  S  at Qk, hence (cf.(3.3.3)),

EM " - pkEV, - p Erk*.
(3.5.11)
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(iii) Qk has a 1-limited service strategy: a similar derivation as in Boxma and
Grocncndijk [1987] leads to:

EM 1) = AkErnIpk(EW  +Bk)1 + (1-AkErkk)0 - pkikEI' kEWk + P Erie 

(3.5.12)

(AkETkk is the fraction of visits of the server to Qk that result in a service,

and pk(EWk +Bk) equals the mean amount of work that has arrived during the so-

journ time of a departing customer).

Substituting (3.5.10), (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) in (3.5.9) gives:

(2)
S
ij

Evij -  I  p:Ern + I pkikET kEW  +k  ipkErki + 9- ' i,jeI,
k€g.1-1 k € 1-1                                                             2s

ij

(3.5.13)

with g and 1 -1 denoting the group of queues with gated and 1-limited service

strategies respectively.

It now remains to determine   ET     .   k,i€I. We first introduce   the   event
ki

B..   : =   {the last ViSit before a visit  of  S  to  Q.  was  to  Q.}.
Jl                                                                                                    1                      J

For all k,i€I:

N

Erki  =  I E{Tk 1 B i}Pr{Bji}.
j Sit

(3.5.14)

Determination    of   El'ki
requires looking backwards   in   time    (cf.    Theorem    2.1).    We

can   write   for   all   i,j €I:
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Pr{Bji}  - Pr{dn-l=j I du=i} = pr{3n+l=j 1 3,1=i}  =  pij,

(3.5.15)

the one-step transition probabilities    of the reversed Markov chain     ]A.     It    easily

follows that:

E{T i I B..}   =  E{T   }   +   s..   +  E{Vi I previous visit  was to  Q }  if j *k,K                 kj           Ji

(3.5.16)

E{T i I B..}  =  s i + E{Vilprevious visit was to Q } if j=k.
J1

Substitution of (3.5.15) and (3.5.16) into (3.5.14) gives, for k,i€I:

ETT = I [ET  + s. + E{Vilprevious visit was to Q.}] p. +
j *k 4         J'                                                                    4

[ski   +   E{V I previous
visit  was  to  Qk}l P ik

(3.5.17)

If we define

N

f(i) := EV. + Is.,;.,, i€I,1   11 4
j -1

(3.5.18)

then  we  can  rewrite  (3.5.17)  as:

Erki = f(i) +  I Erki pil' i,k€I.
j tk

(3.5.19)

Clearly, the set of N2 linear equations (3.5.19) can be decomposed into N sets
of N linear equations. In the next lemma it will be shown that the N2 unknown

mean    interdeparture    times    ET i'    k,ie I    can    be    expressed    in    tlic    N     mean    entrance

times between queues    in the underlying reversed Markov chain    A.    The    mean    en-
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trance   time   between   Qi   and   Q.,     v    ,   in   the   reversed Markov chain   A   is   defined   as
J        11

(cf. Cohen [1982]:p.33):

0.,   : =  E{# steps required    for the first entrance    into Q starting    from    Qi},
4                                                                                                                                            J

i,j € I.
(3.5.20)

Note  that  from the theory of Markov chains  and from Theorem  2.1   we  have:

1
-

U.. = , i€I.
11

q

(3.5.21)

We now formulate:

Lemma 11
For all i,k€I:

U +U -v
ik     kl     il

Erki = f(i) +  I «1)
1 tk -

U
11

(3.5.22)

Proof

Denote  by    &   the   server   for   the reversed Markov chain   Et. We start   with two obser-

vations:

-

(i) Er i is in the reversed Markov chain M the average time between an arbitrary

arrival of & at Q. and his first subsequent arrival at Qk'

N(ii) f(i) is in the reversed Markov chain M the average time between an arbitra-

ry arrival of & at Qi and his arrival at the next station to be visited after Q,
(possibly again Qi)·

Using these observations   we can write   for   i,k€I:
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ETki   -   f(i)   +      I  f(1)E{#  times  
visits  Qt  before

it visits Qk starting  from  Qi} ·
itk

(3.5.23)

Further   on   we can write   for   i,k,1 € I  and   k 01 (see Chung    [1967],   p.46):

00

E{#  times S visits  Qt  before it visits
Qk starting  from  Qi}   =    I  k i; f; '

0-1

with

k i  = pr{3:, = 1,3= 0 k,m=1,...,n-1130 - i},

i.e., the probability of going    from    Qi    to     Qi    in n steps without visiting    Qk

Using Corollary 2 on page 65 of Chung [1967] we find:

      ; <     =       v i k        il k l    -viI   .k it
O-1 -

U
11

So we obtain:

E{# times S visits Ql before it visits
Qk

starting from Q- }  =

vik   vk1 - vil
,i,k,1€I, k*1.

  11

(3.5.24)

Combining (3.5.23) and (3.5.24) gives relation (3.5.22).
0

Remark Ll
An alternative way to prove Equation (3.5.22) is by means of matrix manipula-
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tions. The following steps   are   required:

(1) Denote by f = (Erll....'ErtN'EI',21;.''ETNN)' the N2-dimensional column vec-

tor   of the unknown mean interdeparture times.    Then    we can write   (3.5.19)   in   the

following form:

2 -At + 6,

with obvious definitions of the N2 by N2 matrix A and the N -dimensional vector

6.

(2) The eigenvalues of A are all less than one because A is a substochastic

matrix (Seneta [1981]). Hence, 2 can be written as:

00 00

t=[I-Al-16 = [I Ac"l6 = II +  I A' 6.
O=0 n=1

00

(3) It appears that L is a blockdiagonal matrix with N blocks of sizer-   A(n)

n=1
NxN. Denoting the (i,1)-th element of the k-th block by Ck(i,1), it can be shown

that for i,k,1€{1,...,N},

Ck(i,1)    =   0,   l=k,

00

Ck(i,1)    =        F       ; CO'     1*k.u k   il'
n=1

Combination of steps 2 and 3 now yields (3.5.22).
0

-

So,     to     determine    ET    .     k,i€ I     we     can    determine     the mean entrance times,       u ik'ki

i,k€I,    of   the    underlying reversed Markov chain    Et.     It    is    known    that    these    are   the

solution of (cf. Cohen [1982])

 ik -1+I  i; v .i,k€I.ij   jkj * k

(3.5.25)

From a theoretical point of view it is interesting to make the link between
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interdeparture times of S and entrance times of the underlying reversed Markov

chain (the more so because the semi-Markov process and its underlying (reversed)

Markov chain arise so naturally    in    the    present queucing model).     From a numerical

point of view it constitutes no real advantage to solve the set of equations

(3.5.25)   instead  of  the  set of equations  (3.5.19).

For k=i Lemma 5.1 yields,   with    ;1 1    =    1/ql,   leI,

N

qi£r.. - I qlf(1),i€I.
11

1 = 1

(3.5.26)

This demonstrates the fact that qi·ET.. does not depend on i (cf. (3.3.5)). We
11

now    determine    C: = qi·ET.., successively using    (3.5.26),     (3.5.18),     (3.2.3),
11

(3.5.6) and (3.3.3):

N        N   N           N
c =   I qlf(1) = E qi I plmsm, +   I q1EVt =

1-1 1=1 m=l 1=1

N    N          N              N

E q m E Pmtsmt +   I qtEV1 - 0+   I plqlfrl| =
m=1 1=1 1=1 1=1

a + pc

Hence

a
C=-

1-P

(3.5.27)

SO

1 a
ET = --,

ii

qil-P
(3.5.28)
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1 Pia
ENT --

qil- 
(3.5.29)

Substituting (3.5.28) in (3.5.13) gives:

 2                                        3(2)

'™i, = 6,«i, 1-li; , 6  El-, ; A,EW, -,", ip,£Tki  ' Pi9·i· «I·
1J

(3.5.30)

with ET i as in Lemma 5.1.

Combining    (3.5.4),    (3.5.5)    and (3.5.30) gives    our main result which is formula-

ted in Theorem    5.1    below.    As   before,    denote   by    e,    g    and    1-1 the group of queues

with exhaustive, gated and 1-limited service strategies respectively.

Theorem Ll
Consider a Markovian polling model with mixed service strategies as described in
Section      3.2.       Suppose      that      al      quantities      of      interest      possess      a      stationary      dis-

tribution. 17:en:

Ak   a

'      kEW k + I  k[l
- - -]EW  =

k
kee,g k€l-1  k 1.p

H     (1)
I Ai#i                2i=1     0      k P N N 1 N NP

P +- I        -   +   -I  qi,I  Pijs )   +   -Iqi  I  Pijaij    I   'kkTki'

2(1-p) 1-pk€g.1-1
 k 20 i-1 J -1 a  i-1   j -1 k*i

(3.5.31)

with Erki as in Lemma 5.1.
0
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Remark 12 (relation with the strictly cyclic polling model)

In the strictly cyclic case, p. -1. i€I, (3.5.31) reduces to (3.22) in Boxma
1,i +1          '

and Groenendijk [1987]. Note that (a/qk) = Na in (3.5.31) corresponds to the

total mean switchover   time,   s,   in   (3.22)   of that publication, cf. below   (3.5.6).
0

Remark 11 (correlated batch arrivals)
Theorem   5.1    can   bc   generalized   to   the   case   of a batch arrival process    with   cor-

related sizes of the batches simultaneously arriving at the various queues (cf.

the cyclic polling model of Levy and Sidi [1988]).
0

Remark 11 (relation with the random polling model)

Kleinrock     and     Levy [1988] restrict themselves     to     the     special     case     that     p.      -    p.
4             J

(random polling) and s.  = s., s<2> = sf2> for all ij€I. In this case q=p.
0 1 11 1 k      k-

k€I, and (3.5.17) reduces to:

a  i  k 1
ET = - [ - - - + -],k,i€I.

ki
1-P qi   4k    k

(3.5.32)

To interpret this formula, note that

a 1

Erk, - Evi + Evk =--= Erkk' k,i €I;
1-P  k

(3.5.33)

and observe that in this case M is reversible, so that ET  - EV + EV  alsoki               i                 k

equals    the    mean    time    between     a    departure    from     Qi    (or    Qk,     as    p.   =p.     for    all     i)U J
and the first subsequent departure from Qk

Formula (3.5.31) in this case reduces to:

Ak a

I  PkEWk
+ I  pk[l - - -]EWk =

k€e,g k€1-1  k 1.p
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N
(2)

I xi#i                2           2i=1         0         k   a  N   kP P     a  N  Pk   N
p              + -   I    - - -I- + -I- -  I pls. +

2(1-p) 1-pkeg.1-1 pk  1-pk-1 Pk 1-pk-1 Pk  i=1
11

PN- I Fi,;".20 5-1
(3.5.34)

Kleinrock and Levy [1988] derive the individual mean waiting times for the ran-

dom polling model for the case in which all queues have either ati exhaustive or

a gated service strategy. They derive a set of 0(N2) linear equations which

determine implicitly the first two moments of the numbers of customers at each

queue at polling instants; those moments subsequently lead to the mean waiting

times.

For the completely symmetric case, they determine the mean waiting times (which

now are all the same) explicitly for the exhaustive, gated and 1-limited strate-

gles.     It     can     easily be shown     that (3.5.34) leads     to the expression found     by

Kleinrock and Levy [1988] for this completely symmetric case.
0

Remark U
The     pseudoconservation     law in Theorem     5.1     has a relatively     simple     structure

apart from the last term in the righthand side. In general, this term can be
evaluated after N sets of N linear equations have been solved; in special cases

such as purely random polling, the ET can be explicitly determined in a
ki

straightforward manner. In Section   3.6 we derive   a   set    of 0(N ) linear equations

to determine the individual mean waiting times when all queues have either an

exhaustive or a gated service strategy.
0

Remark 16 (comparison with strictly cyclic polling)

It is interesting to compare cyclic polling and random polling with equal visit

probabilities (i'ij = 1/N) for all queues. We restrict ourself to the case that,
for both models, all queues have exactly the same traffic characteristics and

all switchover times are independent, identically distributed stochastic varia-

bles with mean r. The service strategies arc assumed to be exhaustive or gated.

Because, if the service strategy at each queue is exhaustive or gated, the dif-

ference between the mean workloads in both models amounts to the difference

between the left hand sides of the pseudoconservation laws of both models. (If
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the service strategy is also allowed to be 1-limited, the left hand side of the
pseudoconservation law in such a system no longer reflects the mean workload).
With an obvious notation, the difference between the mean workloads in both

models is (cf. (3.5.1))

EN -EN = EY  - EY
mp cycl mp cycl

(3.5.35)

Comparison of the pseudoconservation laws for cyclic polling (Boxma and Grocnen-

dijk   [1987]) and random polling (formula (3.5.34)) yields:

N-1 rp
EN   -EV    =--.

mp cycl
2  1-p

(3.5.36)

Not surprisingly, the random character of the server visits in the random pol-

ling model leads to a higher mean workload than for cyclic polling.

When the service strategy at all queues is the same, then (3.5.36) leads to the

following results of Kleinrock     and      Levy    [1988]:      for      exhaustive and gated      ser-

vice, with an obvious notation,

N-1 r
EW   -EW   =--.

mp cycl 2  1-p

(3.5.37)

If the service strategy at each is 1-limited we obtain:

N-1          r
EW   -EW   =-

mp cycl

2  1-p-NAir
(3.5.38)

0

Another special case of the Markovian polling model introduced in this chapter

is the strictly cyclic polling model in which each queue has a Bernoulli service
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strategy. See Chapter 2 for an analysis of a two-queue polling model with Ber-

noulli service. The Bernoulli service strategy can be described as follows. If

the server arrives at Q. it always serves one customer if the queue is not emp-

ty. If there are still customers present in Q after a service completion in

this queue, the server decides with probability 1-Pi to serve the next customer

at     Qi,     and
with probability     Pi he switches     to     Q.+ l·      He     also     takes

the latter

action with probability one when there are no more customers present in Qi·
Tedijanto     [ 1990] has derived a p:eudoconservation       law       for the cyclic polling

model in which each queue has a Bernoulli service strategy. Below we show how

this pseudoconservation law follows as a special case of the pscudoconscrvation

law in Theorem 5.1.

Assume that all stations have a 1-limited service strategy, and take, for all

i€I,

p. =1-p if j  =  i,
1J                       1

P. = P. ifj =i+1,
4             1

P..  = 0 else;
1J

(3.5.39)

Sii = 0.

Si,£+ 1 = Si'

s(2 )           -    s<2)
i,itt          i

(3.5.40)

It should be noted that the server pays a geometrically distributed number of

consecutive visits, with mean number 1/Pi' to Qi; even when Q. has become empty,
the server may still return a number of times, but this docs not take time be-
cause s., = 0. It follows that the server spends on the average EVIJPm at Qm

11

before it switches to Q . A work balancing argument now implies that
m+1

EV
m D

= p -, meI,
 m      m 1 -P

(3.5.41)
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with

N

D  : =  I  s<
i=1

For this special   case   we   also  have:

D

f(i) = Pi[si-1   Pi -1, i€I,
1-P

(3.5.42)

1         Nl

 i - -  / (I  -),iEI,
 i   j-1 p 

(3.5.43)

N  1

a = D/( I  - ),
j -1   p j

(3.5.44)

and (cf. (3.5.25))

i            1

t=I -  ,j *i;
1J k=j+1 Pk

(3.5.45a)

N  1

2 U=P i I-
k-1 Pk

(3.5.45b)

-
(note     that     this     is a cyclic     sum;     for     j >i-1,       u       is     the     sum     of     1/pj +l. . . . , 1/PN,

1/pl,"., lip').

Using the above formulas, (3.5.22) reduces to:
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i            i-1

EI'ki =  I  EVm/pm +  I sm'k*i, k,i € I;
m=k+1 m=k

(3.5.46a)

i-1       D
Eru = Pi[ I  EVm/pm +  I.sel = P'-, i€I.

m-i+1 m=1 .1-p

(3.5.46b)

Indeed, in the cyclic polling model in which each queue has a Bernoulli service

strategy, EI' i    equals    the mean amount    of   time    the    server    spends    at    Qk+i, -';Qi'

plus the total mean switchover time between Qk and Qi·
Using

(3.5.41),...,(3.5.46), we obtain the pseudoconservation      law      for     the     cyclic      pol-

ling model with a Bernoulli service strategy at all queues:

N D
I pk[l - Akpk -1/Wk =

k=1 1-p

N

I Ai#i (2)
(2)

i=1 DN  D    N
P +- E p   p,  +P-  +        [1,2 -  I 41.

2(1-p) 1-p k-1 2D 2(1 -p) i=1

(3.5.47)

with D(2  the second moment of the sum of the N switchover times between Q, and

Q,; -,QN and Qi·

Expression      (3.5.47)      is     the      same     as      (3.6.6)      in      Tedijanto   [1990].      Note      that

(3.5.47)     reduces     to     the     pseudoconservation     law      for a cyclic polling model     with

an       exhaustive       (respectively       an        1-limited) service strategy       at all queues       if      all

pk     =     0   (respectively   pk     =     1).

3.6. Determination gf th  individual mean waiting times

In this section we derive the individual mean waiting times for the Markovian

polling model for the case in which all queues have either an exhaustive or a

gated service strategy. We derive a set of 0(N ) linear equations which deter-
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mine implicitly the first two moments of the numbers of customers at each queue

at polling instants. Using those moments we determine the individual mean wai-

ting times. The recently published paper of Srinivasan [1991] contains (without

derivation) the same expressions for the individual mean waiting times.

Waiting time analysis if the service discipline is exhaustive at all queues

We first study the numbers of customers found in the system at polling instants

if the service strategy is exhaustive at all queues. For that purpose we define

for ij€I and m-0,1,....

*i  '= the number of customers  at  Q.   at  the m-th polling instant

after t= 0;

x9   : -  the   number of customers  at   Qi  at a polling instant  of  Q.
1                                                                                                                                       J

when the system  is in equilibrium;

t    : =  the   index   of the station   at   the m-th polling instant after
m

t=0;

I(A)    : = the indicator function   of the event   {A};

Xm  Xm

F m (zi -.'zN) ' - E{zl 1 -'zNN 1 tm-i},  1 zi 1  5  1, i€Ii
(3.6. la)

Fi(zi' -*'ZN)  -  tmi F m)(zi'.'vzN),  1 zi 1  5  1, i€I;
(3.6. lb)

m m

p(m)(Zi,-.,zN) := E{z l...z NI(tm-i)}, Izil 3 1, i€I;
(3.6.2a)

f i(zl'o'-'ZN) i=  ,li  F °' (Zi,...,zN)' I zi 1 5 1, i€I.
(3.6.2b)

We express the generating function of the distribution of the numbers of custo-

mers    found    in the system    at    the    m + 1-st polling instant    into    that    of the numbers

of customers found in the system at the m-th polling instant. If Qi is polled at
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the   m-th   and   Q.    at   the   m + 1-st polling instant after   t =0, we obtain    for      z.   51,

i,j€I:

N N

11(m+1)(Z .....ZN) = I p.. S..{ E (1-zk)Ak}X
j 1

i = 1 4  U k=l

 1 :m)(zl' -.'z. 1.Spi{ I (1-zk)Ak 'z'+1,···,zN)' mio,
k*i

(3.6.3)

with     5 P.    the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform    of the distribution    of    the busy period

at  Q.

Letting m approach infinity and assuming that the system reaches equilibrium we

obtain the generating function of the distribution of the numbers of customers

in the system at a polling instant of Q:

N N

q F (z,...,ZN) = IP.. ..{ I (1-zk)Ak}Xj j 1
i.1 4  4 k=1

qifi(ZI....'Zi.t'iIpi{ I (1-zk)Ak 'zi+1'   'ZN)'  i| 51,i€I.
kti

(3.6.4)

Next,     using     equation     (3.6.4), we compute the first and second     moment     of     the

numbers of customers found     in the system     at polling instants     of     Q..      Let     the

partial derivatives  of  Fj(zl''   .'zN) be denoted as follows:

B
, i€I,

fi(i) := IZ Fi(z'.....*N) 1  --t

2
B

f. (i.k): =
F,(zl....,zN)    =.t 'i,j €I,1       dz dz

i      k

where 2 := (zl'..vzN) and f := (1,...,1)
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Using this notation we can write
E{x    }   =   fj(i)            and

E{[li )12}   =  fi(i.i)  +  5(i).

Differentiating (3.6.4) with respect to the z.'s and evaluating the resulting

equations    in     z  = 1,     i € I, to calculate    the N2 unknown     f (i)'s yields    a    set    of    N2

linear equations of the following form:

BN i

qjfjO)  =   .I  qip„Als"  +     E qip„[fi(1)  +  Al- fi(i)], j,1€I.
1=1 i tl 1-Pi

(3.6.5)

The solution of this set of equations is:

-, 0),
Eixt k  =  f.(1)  - A [Er   - EV.], 14€I,J  1 U J

(3.6.6)

with  £71  as  in  Lemma  5.1.

Differentiating (3.6.4) tWiCe with respect to the z.'3 and evaluating the resul-

ting    equations    in    z = 1,     i EI,    to    calculate    the N3 unknown f.(i,k)'s, yields    the

following set of N  linear equations. We use the following shorthand notation:

#             #(21i                                     i

(2)BPi = -, BPi
1-Pi (1-Pi)3

If ntl
N

qi (n,1) =  I q,PijAulls:1) +
i=1

I qip"Als"[fi(n) + fi(i)AnBPi] +
i*n

I qip„Ans„[fia) + fi(i)A,Bpil +
i 01
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I q·Pij[fi(l,n) + fi(l,i)ADBPi + fi(n,i)AlBPi +
i tn,1

f,(i,i)1.A,BP    +   f (i)12BP:2)1;

(3.6.7a)

if  n =1

N
2 (2)

q ((1,1)   =    I qipijllsij    +
i=1

2   I qp„Alsij[f (1)   +   f (i)AIBPi]   +
i *1

I qipij[fi(1,1) + 2fi(l,i)AlBPL +
itt

f (i,i)12BP,2 +   f (i)12BP(2)1.

(3.6.7b)

We now determine the Laplace-Stieltjes Transforms of the distributions of the
individual waiting times,     * i (s),     if the service strategy    at each queue     is     ex-

haustive.

%(i )

Define for  z sl and i€I: F,(z) :- E{z '}.

Following the approach of Takagi [1986]:Section  4.3 we obtain

1-pi       1 - Fi(z)

*i{(1-z)Ai}
= , |z| 51, i€I.

fi (i)       Si{(1-z)Ai}-z

Or, equivalently,
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1 - Fi(1-s/Ai)

*i{S}   -    11/0/1 [S} , Re(s) 20, i€I,
(s/Ai)fi(i)

(3.6.8)

with 92 {s) the Laplace-Sticltjes Transform of the distribution of the wai-
M/0/1

ting    time    in    an    M/G/1    queue with arrival intensity    A i    and     21 i{s} the Laplace-

Stieltjes Transform of the distribution of the service time (cf.

Cohen [19821:p.255).

Using (3.6.6), (3.3.3) and (3.5.28) we obtain the following expression for

f (i):

C

f (i)   =   Ex ) =
Ai[ETH  -  Evil   = Ai(1-pi) , i€I.

qi(1-p)
(3.6.9)

Differentiating (3.6.8) with respect to s leads to the following expression for

the individual mean waiting time:

Ai#i
(2)

f i(i,i)

EWi    =                             +                           ,   i€I,

2(1-Pi) 2 Aifi (i)
(3.6.10)

with  f (i)  as  in  (3.6.9)  and  f.(i,i) as determined  by  (3.6.7.a)  and  (3.6.7b).

Remark Ll (relation between the waiting time and the intervisit time)

If  we  define  I.  : =  the time between a departure  of  the  server  from   Qi  and  its

subsequent    visit    to    Qi,     and    if     Ti{s}     denotes    the    Laplace-Sticltjes    Transform    of

the distribution of I., we have the following relation

7i<(1-z)Ai} = Fi(z), i€I, Izl s 1,

or,   by  putting   s=(1-z)A,,
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T.{s} = F.(1-s/A.), |s-A.| EA., i€I,
1                                  1               1          1

(3.6.11)

from which we have

EIi   =   f (i)/Ai
(3.6.12)

and

«   -   f (i,i)/li.
(3.6.13)

Using (3.6.11) and (3.6.12) we can relate *i{s} and T i{s}, using 0.6.8), as
follows:

1- Ti{S}

*21{3}  =  M,O/,{S} , Re(s) 20, i€I,
sE I i

(3.6.14)

in which the second factor on the righthand side stands for the LST of the dis-
tribution of the residual life of the intervisit   time   distribution   of  Qi ·
Substituting  (3.6.12)  and   (3.6.13)  into (3.6.10) gives

AiBi EI(2)        2

EW i
- + -,i€I.

2(1-Pi)
2EI

(3.6.15)

Note the analogy     of    (3.6.14)     and     (3.6.15) to respectively the waiting     time     dis-

tribution and the mean waiting time in an M/G/1 queue with server vacations (cf.

Fuhrmann and Cooper [1985], Doshi [1986]).
0

Waiting time analysis if the service discipline is gated at alt queues

As in the system in which the service strategy at each queue is exhaustive, the
key to the waiting time analysis of a system in which each queue has a gated

service strategy is the generating function of the distribution of the number of
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customers in the system at polling instants. Wc obtain for this system, if it is

in equilibrium:

N N
q,F (z....,ZN) =  E p.. ..{ E (1-zk)Ak}X
J J 1

i=1 'J U k=1

N

qifi(zl'...,zi. 1,Si<k51(1-zk)Ak},zi+1' -,'zN),  zi  51, ij€I.

(3.6.16)

Differentiating      (3.6.16) with respect      to      the      z 's      and      evaluating the resulting

expression    in    z. = 1,    i €I, gives the following    set    of N2 linear equations    in    the

A  unknown f.(1)'s.

N N

qjfjO)  =  .I qipijliij  +    I qipijft(1)  +I qipijllfi(i)#i, j,lEI.
1 1.1 i tl i=t

(3.6.17)

The solution of this set of equations is given by

E{41)} - 5(1) - Al[Erij + EV, - EV,l, 1,1€I,

(3.6.18)

with  ET i  as  in  Lemma  5.1.

Differentiating (3.6.16) twice with respect     to     the     z.'s     and     evaluating     the     re-

sulting equations    in    z  -1,     i€I    gives    a    set    of    N-- linear equations    in    the    N 

unknown f, (l,n)'s.

Ifl*n:

q.f,O,n) =
J ,

N                              N

I qipijAnils ) +   I qipi·lisijfi(n) +  I qip„Als„fi(i)AnBi  
i=1 i t n i-1
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N

I qipi.Ans„f,(1)  +   .I qip„Ans„f,(i)Al#,  +     I q,pijfic,n)  +
i 41 1-1 i i*l,n

N                  N
I q.p..f.(i,i)A A A2 + I q.p..f (i)A A #(2)   +

i=1   1   4  1             1
n v i 141  1 n ii=1

I  qipijAnBifi(l,i)   +       I   qipijxlBifi(n,i),  j,l,n €I,
i *1 i tn

(3.6.19a)

if 1=n:

q.f.(n,n) =
J j

N N

I qipijA s   +2 I qipijinsijfi(n) +2 E q,PijAusijfi(i)AnBi +
i,.1 i*n i=1

I qipijfi(n,n) +2 I qipijfi(n.i)Ao i +
i*n i*o

N N 2.(2)E qipilfi(i,i)12#1 +  I qipilfi(i)An#i ' J,n€I.
i=1 i=1

(3.6.19b)

We now determine the Laplace-Stieltjes Transforms of the distributions of the

individual waiting times,    *.{s},     if    each    queue attains service according    to    the

gated service strategy.

Following the approach of Takagi [1986]:Section 5.4 we obtain the following
expression for the Laplace-Stieltjcs Transform of the distribution of the wai-

ting time at Qi:

F,(1 - s/At) - FiC Si{s})
*i {53

= , Re(s)20, i€L

fi(i)[1 - s/Ai -K i {s}]
(3.6.20)
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Using  (3.6.18)  and   (3.5.28) we obtain the following  expression  for  f(i)

C
(i)

f.(i) = Exi = Ai[ETI] = At , i€I.
qi(1-p)

(3.6.21)

Differentiating (3.6.20) with respect to s and using L'H6pital's rule yields

f i (i, i)
EW (l  pi)' i E I,

i    -    21 if (i)

(3.6.22)

with  f (i)  as  in  (3.6.21)  and  f.(i,i) as determined   by  (3.6.19).

Remark £2 (relation between the waiting time and the interarrival time)

If  we  define  Ci  : =  the  time  between an arrival  of the scrver at Qi and its sub-
sequent arrival    at    Qi,    and    if       i{s}     denotes    the

Laplace-Stieltjes Transform    of

the distribution of Ct· we have, due to the gated service strategy at Q, the

following relation:

2,((1-z)Ai  = 5(z), iCI, IzIEl,

or, by putting s=(1-z)A,,

23,{s}    =    Fi(1-s/Ai),     s-A i  |  J A i·   i€I,
(3.6.23)

from which we have

ECi = fi(i)/Ai
(3.6.24)

and
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EC  - f,(i,i)/A  .
(3.6.25)

Using  (3.6.20)  and  (3.6.23)  we  can  relate  *.{s}   and   21.{3}   as  follows:
1                     1

ei{S} - e i{(1-Si{ s})Ai}
* i {s  = , Re(s) 20, i€I,

fi(i)[1 - 5/A. - g.{s}l
11

(3.6.26)

from which it follows that

EC 2

EW = (1+p.-, i€I.
'      ' 2EC

(3.6.27)

0

Remark #1
We can interpret formula    (3.6.27) as follows    (cf. Grocnendijk [1990]:p. 116    for    a

similar interpretation in the purely cyclic case). Consider a tagged customer

arriving  at  Qi·  The mean waiting  time  of this customer, EW, consists  of  two

parts. First a mean residual interarrival time of the server at Qi (Ed/2EC,),
because due to the gating mechanism a customer is never served in the server

interarrival interval in which it arrived. Secondly,      the      mean      time      from      the

instant the server arrives at Qi till the moment the tagged customer starts to

receive service. This component consists of all the service times from the cus-

tomers that arrived after the previous visit period, but before the tagged cus-

tomer arrived. Hence it is given by A,(EC /2ECi)#i = Pi(EC /2ECi). Summation of

the tWO part3 gives (3.6.27).
0
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF A
PERIODIC POLLING MODEL

4.1.   Introduction

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of a polling model in which the server
attends to the queues according to a polling table. In the sequel we denote such

a system as a periodic polling model.
By extending the concept of stochastic decomposition of the workload (cf. Boxma

and Groenendijk [1987] and Chapter 1) to periodic polling models, we derive in
this chapter a pseudoconservation law for such systems. These results yield new

insights into the behaviour of polling systems, and will be used as a starting
point for optimal control and optimization of polling systems in Chapter 5.
Similar results, as described in this chapter, for a periodic polling model in
discrete time can be found in Grocnendijk [1990]: Chapter 5.

Apart from offering possibilities for optimization over a large class of service

strategies, polling according to a polling table is also frequently encountered

in    practice (cf Section     1.2). The token bus protocol in Local Area Networks

gives rise to periodic polling. The introduction of the Manufacturing Automation

Protocol (MAP) (cf. Morgan [1986]), which is becoming the standard for communi-

cation in automated manufacturing and which implements the token bus protocol,

will add to the importance of token bus.

The model which we investigate in the present chapter is the same as in Baker

and     Rubin [1987], apart     from     the     fact     that we allow various service strategies

at the queues. They derive the mean waiting times in a polling model, in which

the server visits the queues according to a polling table and serves each queue

exhaustively. Their results require the solution of 0( 2  linear equations (with
M    the    length    of the polling table). Exact results    for a periodic polling model

in which each queue has an exhaustive service strategy were first derived in
Eisenberg [1972], but his approach requires the solution of a set of 0(113) li-

near equations. A similar result for gated service at each queue was derived in
Alford and Muntz [1975]. Choudhury    [1989]    also    derives    the mean waiting times    in

a periodic polling model with a gated service strategy at each queue. His result
requires the solution of only 0(M2) linear equations.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 contains a model

description. In Section 4.3 we give some preliminary results concerning the mean
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visit times of the server at the various queues, a brief discussion of crgodici-

ty conditions and the work decomposition for periodic polling models. Section

4.4 is devoted to the derivation of the main result of this chapter, the pseudo-

conservation law. Finally, the special cases of polling in a star network (the

server visits a central queue after each visit to one of the other queues) and

polling according   to   the SCAN policy (cf. Section    1.3) are discussed in detail.

The mean workload in the latter model is compared with the mean workload in a

corresponding strictly cyclic polling model.

4.2. Model description

Tra c characteristics
Wc    consider     a qucucing system     with N queues (stations),     Qi;.;Q ,     where    each
station has an infinite buffer capacity to store waiting customers. Customers

arrive at all stations according to independent Poisson processes. The arrival

intensity    at    Q. is denoted    by A,i=1, . . . ,N. Customers arriving    at    Q are called
1                                            1

type-i customers. The service times of type-i customers arc independent, identi-

cally distributed stochastic variables. Their distribution, B.(.), has first

(2)
moment    B. and second moment    B.     . The offered traffic    load    at    Q.,    p., is defined

1 1                                                                               11

as    p.   :=A.#.,    i-1, . . . ,N,     and    the    total offered traffic    load    to the system,    p,
1               11

N

asp:=    I  Pi
i=1

Polling strategy

The N queues are served by a single server S. The order in which S visits the

queues is specified by a polling table T = {T(m),m= 1 '..., M}.    The    first   entry    in

the polling table, T(1), is the index of the first queue polled in a cycle, T(2)

is the index of the second queue polled, etc. After queue T(M) is polled, the

next cycle starts with T(1).
Following the approach of Baker and Rubin [1987], a unique pseudostanon will bc

associated with each entry in the polling table; as a result of this, the M
pseudostations arc visited in a strictly cyclic order. Denote by PS the pseudo-m

station associated with the m-th entry in the polling table; its corresponding

queue has index lIm) (as much as possible, we reserve in this chapter 'n' as an
index for queues and 'm' as an index for pseudostations). For simplicity of

notation, all references to queue indices and pseudostation indices are impli-

citly assumed to be modulo N and M respectively. We shall say that 'PSi is con-
nected    with    PS.'.     if    T(i)    =    T(j),    that     is,     if    PSi    and PS. correspond    to    the    same

J                                                                                         J
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queue.

On a few occasions, we shall have need to specify the exact position of work.
Suppose PS. is the first pseudostation after PS. that is connected with PSi. By

1                                                                    1

convention, the work in PSi is shifted to PS. immediately before S arrives at

Psj.

Service strategy

In this chapter the various queues have either one of three service strategies:

exhaustive, gated or 1-limited.      We     refer to Section     1.3     for     a detailed descrip-

tion of these strategies. To carry out an exact analysis, we impose the restric-

tion that queues with a 1-limited service strategy are served only once during a
cycle. It is assumed that pseudostations corresponding to the same queue have
the same service strategy, but this assumption is not essential for the analy-

Sis.

Remark 2.1

We have restricted ourself here to the three main disciplines in polling models.

We could have included other strategies, like the binomial-gated service strate-

gy    of   Levy   [1988]. The derivation    of   the    pseudoconservation    law    in    Section    4.4

will clearly expose where the choice of service strategy matters, and how adap-
tation of the results to another service strategy can be made.

0

Switching process
A switchover time is needed to switch from one pseudostation to the next. The

switchover times    of    the    server    between    the    m-th     and     (m + 1)-th pseudostation     are

independent, identically distributed stochastic variables with mean s and  se-
m

cond moment 3 22 The first moment of the total switchover time during a cycle

of the server i3 given by 3 and its second moment is denoted as sC2).

It is assumed that the server keeps switching from one queue to the next even

when   there   are   no   customers   present   in the system.

All message arrival processes, service time processes and switchover processes
are assumed to be independent stochastic processes.

For case of notation we define a 'cyclic sum' as
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- j

Exm ' if  is j

IOXID  : -   1   m 1            j
m=i

I xm   +   E xm'       if i> j
- m=i    m-1

(4.2.1)

and, analogously, a 'cyclic product' as

. j

ri x. ' if  is j

110*-  : =    .   m i
m=i

ri xm  x    ri Xm'      if i > j
- m=i     m-1

(4.2.2)

4.3, Preliminary results

Below, we state a few results for future reference.

Cycle- and visit-time results
For the strictly cyclic polling model with the M pscudostations we can define

the cycle time C for PS as the time between two successive arrivals of the
m m

server at PS . It is easily seen that EC  is independent of m, and from a balan-
m m

cing    argument (cf. Section    1.4) it follows    that    the    mean    cycle time equals    EC

with

S

EC=-
1-p

(4.3.1)

Furthermore we define the visit time V of the server for PS as the time be-
m                 m

tween the arrival of the server at PS and its subsequent departure from PS .
m m

The mean ViSit time3 play an important role in the waiting time analysis of

Section 4.4. To calculate them, we must first introduce the At><M (0-1) matrix

H = (h..) (this is the transposed of H in Baker and Rubin [1987]), where
/J

j -1
h  := min{1, rl '  TO)-T(m) }.

ij m=i
(4.3.2)
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Note    that,     for     i *j,     h..     equals     1     iff    PS., · · ··PS         are    not     connected     with     the
j-1

same pseudostation as PS.

Example 11

Suppose N=3 and T-[1,2,1.31. Then

0101
0011H= 0101
1100

-           -

0

Examok 3.2
In the strictly cyclic case h.. = 1 for all ij, i*j.

13

0

To calculate the mean visit timeS for a pscudostation wc distinguish between the

cases that PS has a 1-limited, exhaustive or gated service strategy. Our ana-
m

lysis follows Baker and Rubin    [1987].

1)  PSm has a  l-limited service strategy

By assumption, PS is only visited once during a cycle. Balancing the flow of
m

customers at PS  in and out of the system during a cycle of the server shows
m

that

EN
m

A  EC =
T(m)

B T ( m)
(4.3.3)

and hence from (4.3.2):

3

EVm  = PT(m) -
1-p

(4.3.4)

1) PS  has an exhaustive service strategym
The fact that queues with an exhaustive service strategy may be served more than
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once during a cycle, complicates the determination of the mean ViSit times for
their corresponding pseudostations. Note however, that we can write EV as them

mean number of customers found by the server upon its arrival at PSm'
multiplied

by the mean length of a busy period started by one type-T(m) customer. When the

server arrives at PSm' customers have accumulated during an interval with mean

m-1

I  lh.   (si.1   +  EV)  +   sm- 1'
i..m+1

(4.3.5)

This expression represents the mean time between a departure of S from the last
pseudostation before

PSm
which is connected with PSm' and the arrival of S at

PS=. From (4.3.5) and the fact that the mean length of a busy period started by

one type-T(m) customer is # /(1-P ), we obtain for the mean visit time at
T(m) T(m)

PS= (note that h   =0 by definition):mm

BM                    T(m)

EVm  -  AT(m)I  , I him(st-1  +  EVi)  +  sm- 11
1 =1 1-pT(m)

(4.3.6)

3) PS  has a gated service strategym

In this case, we can write EV  as the mean number of customers found by them
server upon its arrival at PSm'

multiplied by the mean service time of a type-

T(m) customer. When the server arrives at PSm' customers have accumulated during

an interval with mean

m-1

E  ' him(EVi-1  +  s..1  )  +  EVm-1  +  SIn-1
i=m+1

(4.3.7)

So for the mean visit times at the gated pseudostations we obtain:

M

EVB    -    AT(m)  i E,him(EV,-1    +    S,-1    )    +    EVm.1    +    Sm-11#T(m)

(4.3.8)
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Balancing the flow of customers at Qn in and out of the system during a cycle

shows that

EV
m S

I    - =EC=-,
{mIT(m)-n} p 1-P

T ( m)
(4.3.9)

Ergodicity conditions
A necessary condition for ergodicity   of   the   system   is   p < 1.    When   the   service

strategy at each queue is either exhaustive or gated, this condition is also

sufficient, cf. Section    1.4.    However,    for    each    queue    Qn    with    a    1-limited    service

strategy an additional crgodicity condition is needed, viz.

P + Ans < 1.
(4.3.10)

Relation     (4.3.10) is obviously a necessary condition for crgodicity     of     a     queue

with       1-limited      service.       Relation      (4.3.10)      is      also      generally      believed      to      be      a

sufficient condition for ergodicity, but no conclusive proof has been presented.
We    refer to Section     1.4    for a discussion of sufficient crgodicity    conditions    for

queues with a 1-limited service strategy.

Work decomposition

The principle of work decomposition (cf. Boxma and Groenendijk [1987] and Boxma,

Groenendijk and Weststrate [1990]) has been extended to periodic polling models

as    described in Section    4.2    (cf. also Section    1.4    for    a more general result).    It

appears that the steady-state amount of work in an crgodic and stationary perio-

dic polling model with switchover times, V , is distributed as the sum of the
P

steady-state amount of work in the same model but without switchover times, V,
and the steady-state amount of work in the periodic polling model at some epoch

covered by a switching interval, Y:

V 2 V +Y,
P

(4.3.11)
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where 2 stands for equality in distribution. Furthermore, V and Y are indepen-

dent. For a proof we refer to Boxma, Groenendijk and Weststrate [1990].

4.4. Ihe Dseudoconservation laE
In this section we use the work decomposition principle to derive an expression

for a weighted sum of the mean waiting times.

Using   (4.3.11)    and   the same arguments   that   led to Formula   (3.5.4) in Chapter    3

we obtain:

N             .il
.#:,)

E PnEWn = p + EY.
O=1 2(1-p)

(4.4.1)

Note     that     in the first     term     of      (4.4.1) the notion of pseudostations plays      no

role. Only the second term depends on this notion.

To obtain an expression for this weighted sum of the mean waiting times it re-

mains to determine EY, the mean amount of work at some epoch covered by a swit-

ching interval. Denote by Y the amount of work in the polling system at some
m

epoch covered by a switchover from PSm to PSm+1
. Obviously,

M Sm
EY = I EY .

m
m-1  S

(4.4.2)

As in the discrete time case (cf. Boxma, Grocnendijk and Weststrate [1990]), EYm
is composed of three terms:

EMC4  : =  the mean amount  of work in  PSm at a departure epoch of S from PSm'

EMA  : =  the mean amount  of  work  in  the  rest  of the system  at a departure epoch

of S from PSm'

3(2)
p     m: =  the mean amount   of  work that arrived   in the system during   the   past

2$=
part of the switching interval (from PSm to PS=+1) under consideration.
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( 1)It will turn out that only EM depends on the choice of the service strategies
m

at the various (pseudo)stations. To calculate EMr), we must introduce the MXM

(0-1) matrix Z = (zij)' where

jo
z,. := min{1, TI  T(i)-T(In)  }.

1J m=i+1

(4.4.3)

Note    that,    for    i *j,     z.,     equals     1     iff    PSi+ t'.-'PS     are    not    connected     with    the
lJ

same queue as PSi,

Examt,le 41

Suppose N=3 and T-[1,2,1,3]. Then

0100

Z =   10110001
1110

-            -

0

Examok 42
In the strictly cyclic case z - 1 for all ij, i*j.

ij

0

-.(2)We shall first consider LEM the mean amount of work in
m

PSf, -)Sm-1'PSm+1'   ''PSM  at  a departure epoch  of the  server  from  PSm.

PSk   (k * m)   can   make
two contributions  to   EMr):

1)   the mean amount  of  work  EM 1 >left behind  in  PSk  by the server;

2) the mean amount of work that has arrived in Qr during the switchover times
(k)

from PS to PS and the visit times of PS .....PS .
k m k+T           m

Both contributions disappear when any of the pseudostations PS ..PS        is
ktl' -   m

connected with PS ' i.c. when z m = 0 (but not when PS  is connected with, say,
PS : cf. the convention concerning shifting of work in Section 4.2).

m+1

Hence we have:
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EM12' - I  *kmEM " +  I zk-PT(k, ' 'C'j + EVj.,)·
ktm k*m

(4.4.4)

Still leaving EM unspecified, we obtain the following expression for EY from( 1)
m

(4.4.2) and (4.4.4) (note that z =     0   by   definition):mm

M s m      M       M M s m m-1

EY =  E- [EM l) +   I zkmEM ')1 +   I p.r(k) I-zkm   E 0(s +E V + 1) +
m- 1 s k*=1 k=1   m=1 3 j -k

( 2)
M  Sm

P I-·
m= 1 25

(4.4.5)

Finally, from (4.4.1) and (4.4.5)

N

I An# 
(2)

N n-1 M sm         M

I PnE'Wn = P +   I      [EM l) +  I zkmEM l)] +
n=l 2(1-p) m=1 S k=1

(2)

M  M Sm m-1 M sm

'5'PTO)mE, 3  zkm ji (Sj .1. «.1) +P E- .m-1 23

(4.4.6)

Note that the form of Formula (4.4.6) is still independent of the service stra-

tegics at the various pseudostations. Only the EM 4 and EV:n depend on the
choice of service strategies.

The EM " are readily found for an exhaustive, gated or 1-limited service stra-

tegy at PS :m
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(i) PS  has an exhaustive service strategy: PS  is left behind empty by S, som m

EM C ')  =  0.
m

(4.4.7)

(ii)    PS          has a gated service strategy:       EM C  l equals p times the mean visit
m m T(m)

time of S at PSm' hence,

EM ') - PT(m).EVm'
(4.4.8)

with EV as given in (4.3.8).
m

(iii) PS has a 1-limited service strategy: a similar derivation as   in
m

Boxma and Groenendijk [1987] leads to:

S                                                          S

EM 1) = AT(m) IPT(m)(EWT(m)   BT(m))1   (1-A       )0T(m)
1-P 1-p

S                                     S
2

=    A                        P         ETRTim,   +     ''T(m)T(m) T(m)1-P 1-p
(4.4.9)

S

(A  - is the fraction of visits of the server to PS that result in a
T(m)1 - p

m

service, and p (EW +# ) equals the mean amount of work that has arri-
T(m) T(m) T(m)

ved during the sojourn time of a departing customer).

Substituting (4.4.7), (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) in (4.4.6) gives our main result,
which is formulated in Theorem  4.1  below.   Denote  by

e: the group of exhaustive queues,

g: the group of gated queues,

I :  the group of gated pseudostetions,

11:the group of 1-limited queues.

Theorem 1,1

Consider a periodic polling model with mixed service strategies as described in
Section 4.2. Suppose that all quantities of interest possess a stationary dis-
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tribution. Then:

S

E PnEwn + I p:,[1 - An ]EW =
n€e.g nE 1 1 1-p n

N

I Anwn 3 (2)

(2)

n=1 M m   3             M 8 1
p                 +  p  £- + E p2 +  I  'TO EV  I - 5= +

2(1-p) m-1 23 1 - p nell - m-1 Sj€g

Sm                     M            M    Sm          m-1
I P EVm  +  E PT(k) I Zkm       I  '(sj    +    EVj + 1)

T(m)-     S       k=1  m=1 S j -k
m€g

(4.4.10)

0

Note    that,    for    this complex polling system, the right-hand    side    of   (4.4.10)    can

be easily evaluated for each given set of parameter values, polling order and

service strategies.

Remark Ll
Giannakouros and Laloux [1988] also derive a pscudoconservation law for a perio-

dic polling model. However, they do not specify the EM 1) terms for particular

service strategies. In their model, for queues occurring more than once in the
table, the work in each of its pseudostations is not shifted to the connected
pseudostation which is visited next by the server, but it is handled during the

next visit of the server (cf. the convention introduced in Section 4.2).
0

The star network

We    now    evaluate the pseudoconscrvation    law    (4.4.10)    for a network    with    a    star

configuration. A polling network     with     a star configuration represents,     c.g.,     a

computer with multidrop terminals in which the computer, after polling a termi-

nal, transmits its outbound traffic and then polls the next terminal. Two cases

are considered. In Case A the central queue Qi receives exhaustive service,

whereas    in     Case    B     it receives gated service;     in    both    cases    (12p.,QN'     N 2 2,     re-

ceive    1 -limited service.
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The polling table for the network with star configuration is:

T   =   [1,2,1,3,...,1,N].   There  are M=2(N-1) pseudostations. Denote  by

6    =   {Pst'PS3'-, 'PS2N-3  ,' the group of exhaustive pscudostations  (Case  A),

g    -    {PS1,PS3;' -'PS.lN-3  i the group of gated pseudostations  (Case  B),

7 1=    {PSPIPS4'...'PS: N-23 the group of 1-limited pseudostations.

Definition (4.4.3) of the matrix Z implies that

when ie ((g): z =1; z..=0 otherwise;
i,i + 1                    1J

when i€Tl:   z,=1, itj.
iJ

Case   A:    Q t   receives   exhaustive   service

Introducing

  /2,  ,
G := P + - I P1,

2(1-p) 1-p nEll

(4.4.11)

and     substituting     the     above     calculated z. values     in (4.4.10) gives the pseudo-
lJ

starconservation law for a network with a star configuration (W denotes the
n

waiting time at Q  in the star network):

S

PIEW;tar +   E pu[1 - A_ -]EWAr =
n€1-1 . 1-P

(2)
M Sm Sk+1

S
m m-1

O + p E- +P i   E  - (sk +  EVk+1)  +        E PTO)   E  -    E  (si  +  EVj+1)'
m-1 23 ke; 3 k€Ti   m*k S  j-k

(4.4.12)

The mean visit times EV  can be specified using (4.3.4) and (4.3.6):
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S

ke Tl:     Evk = P     -iT(k)
1-P

(4.4.13)

P

k€ 2:  EVk
=

- [Sk-1 + sk-2 + EVk-11
1-pl

P
1                                                S

= - [Sk-1 + Sk-2 + P -].
T(k-1)

1-Pi 1-P

(4.4.14)

Note  that  the  sum  of the visit times  in (4.4.14) satisfies  (4.3.9).

Case B: Q riceives gated service
In  this  case the pseudoconscrvation law reduces  to  (cf.  (4.4.12)):

S
star

PiEW;tar +   I On[1 - A- - ]EW0   =
nfl-1 . 1-p

(2)
M sm Sk+1 Sm + Sm+1

G + p E-   pi I (Sk + EVk+1)   P- I EV   +
m-1 23           s                        s

k€ g meg

Sm  m-1

E Pro) E-  I 0(5 + Evj+4.
m*k S j =kk€71

(4.4.15)

The mean visit times   for the 1-limited queues are again given   by    (4.4.13).    It

follows from (4.3.8) that

M

ke g :EVk = pl[sk- 1 + EVk- 1 + I hjk(s.-1 + EV j.1)]
j"1

- pl[Sk-2 + Sk-1 + EVk-2 + EVk-11 =
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S

= Pl(k-2 + Sk.1   PT(k-1)- 1   PlEVk-2
1-P

S                                        S

=  pl[sk4  +  sk-1  +  4(k-1)-1     P2[sk-4  +  sk-3     P -]
T(k-3)

1-P 1-P

S
(1/2)M+···+ pl [Sk + Sk+1   P -1 + p(;in)MEV   .TUL+1)                                 k

1-p

(4.4.16)

leading to an explicit expression
for    EV k

Scan polling

We   have   also   evaluated   (4.4.10)   for   a   network   with scan polling. Using   the   re-

sulting expression we compare the mean workload in the scan polling model with
the mean workload in a model with corresponding queues and strictly cyclic ser-

Ver routing. The polling table for the scan polling model is

T =[1,2,...,N-1,N,N,N-1,...,1] and it Consists of 2N pseudostations, cf. also

Takagi and Murata [1986].

Because of the complexity of the calculations, we have restricted ourself to the
case of exhaustive service at all (pseudo)stations, constant switchover times r
between all pseudostations in the scan system, and equal traffic intensities at
all queues: Pt=···=PN=P/N.

The mean visit times can be specified using (4.3.8):

rp                  P
EV, = - [2j-1+ jo-1-], j= 1,...,N,

1 N-p 1-P

2pt
- EN , j=N+1 ....,2N.

2N+1-j
1-P

(4.4.17)
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Using  (4.4.17) we obtain after  a  tedious, but straightforward, calculation:

N     r  rp (N-1)(4N+1-3p)
scan

I.   PnEW n      =  G   +   P-   +
n=1 2 6(1-p) N-p

(4.4.18)

A comparison between the mean workloads in the strictly cyclic polling model and

the scan model amounts to a comparison between the expressions in the righthand

sides of the pseudoconservation laws for both models.

If the switchover times in the strictly cyclic system are equal to 2r (so that

the total switchover times in one cycle are the same in both systems), then the

pseudoconservation law for the 'corresponding' strictly cyclic polling model

reads   in  this  case  (cf.   Section   1.4):

N             (N-1)r 2
I     PnEW ycl i c=    G    +   PNr    +                            p   .

n=1 (1-P)

(4.4.19)

Note that, with an obvious notation, the mean workload difference equals

r      rp   (N-1)(2N-1-39)EV ycl - EVE.n - P-- + > 0;
2 6(1-p) N-P

(4.4.20)

this is not surprising. as the queues in the scan model are visited twice as

often as in the cyclic polling model. However, it seems more realistic to choose

the switchover times in the cyclic model equal to r, just as in the scan polling

model; then

rp(N-1) N+1
Evgci - EVscm = . - 5 0.

6(1-p) N-P

(4.4.21)

We might have expected this too, because of the inefficient visiting pattern of

scan polling.
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CHAPTER 5

OPTIMIZATION OF POLLING MODELS:
MINIMIZATION OF THE MEAN TOTAL WORKLOAD

5.1. Introduction
The basic polling model is a system of multiple queues, attended to by a single
server in a cyclic order. As we have observed before, polling models arise natu-
rally in the modeling of many computer-communication and production networks

where several users compete for access to a common resource (a central computer,

a transmission channel, a carousel     in an assembly     line).     Levy     and     Sidi    [1990],

Takagi [1990] and Chapter 1 of this thesis mention a large variety of applica-

tions.

Such applications also give rise to several variants of the basic polling model,

like:

(i)   probabilistic     polling:     the server visits the queues according to a probabi-
listic routing mechanism. We have discussed this type of polling in Chapter 3.

Probabilistic polling may be used to model distributed control systems, in which

the decision which station will be served next is achieved in a distributed

manner, by cooperation among the stations;

(ii) periodic polling:  the server visits the queues in a fixed order specified
by a polling table in which each queue occurs at least once. This type of pol-

ling is discussed in Chapter 4.
Probabilistic polling and periodic polling both open useful and interesting

possibilities for efficient operation and optimization, by allowing various

choices of the server routing probabilities respectively of the polling table.

Optimization in polling models is a subject which has so far received very
little attention in queueing literature. Of the more than 450 references in

Takagi [1990]'s updated polling survey, almost none is concerned with optimiza-
tion isue3. Most polling studies do not go beyond the comparison of performance

measures under different service strategies at the queues. One of the few excep-

tions    is the paper of Browne    and    Yechiali [1989]. Using Markov decision    proces-

ses, they determine a semi-dynamic policy in which the server, at the beginning

of a cycle, chooses a visiting order of the queues for this cycle that minimizes

the mean duration of the cycle. We refer to Ycchiali [1991] for an overview of
results on semi-dynamic server routing. Another exception is the paper by Hofri

and Ross [1987] in which they consider a polling model consisting of two queues
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and study the properties of an optimal dynamic rule for determining the service
duration of each queue as a function of the queue occupancy. Giannakouros and

Laloux [1989] consider a polling model with two classes of queues: high traffic
and low traffic queues. They investigate the problem of determining the optimal

relative frequency with which the high traffic queues should be visited during

one cycle.
The present chapter deals with the problem of efficiently operating a polling

model with switchover times in order to minimize the mean total workload in the

model. This problem is equivalent with that of minimizing I PiEW·' a weighted
sum of the mean waiting times EWi where the weights are the traffic loads Pi of
the queues. In the practically relevant case that all the mean service times arc

equal, this amounts to minimizing the overall mean customer delay

EW  : =  I Ai'EW/I Ai'  with  Xi the arrival  rate  at  the  i-th  queue.  EW is perhaps

the most important performance measure in polling models. The strong relation

between total workload and overall mean customer delay adds to the importance of

the mean workload as a performance measure and as an objective function for

optimization.
Efficient operation of a polling model can be achieved by controlling two para-
meters (cf. Section    1.5):    1) the amount of service given    to each queue during

its     service     period,     2)     the     order     (and     frequency) by which the server visits     the

different queues. For each given visit order, the service strategy at the queues

which minimizes the mean workload is to serve in each visit as many customers as

possible    (cf.    Levy,    Sidi and Boxma   [1990] and Section 1.4). Further performance

improvement can be achieved by a proper selection of the visit order (and fre-
quency). Our focus is on the following optimization problem: determine the pol-

ling table that minimizes the mean total workload in a periodic polling model

with switchover times and either gated or exhaustive service strategies. To
solve this problem we present a heuristic approach which uses the exact solution

of a related problem: determine those server visit frequencies that lead to the
minimal mean total workload in a related probabilistic polling system.

The setup of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 contains a model descrip-

tion and presents the pseudoconscrvation laws of the polling models which we

optimize in Section     5.3 and Section 5.4. Section 5.3 considers the optimization
of probabilistic polling models. Section 5.4 considers periodic polling models;

an approximate approach for finding efficient polling tables is proposed.      Sec-

tion 5.5 presents numerical results, demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed

approach for a wide range of cases.
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Main results

We find visit frequencies that minimize the mean amount of work in a random
polling model. Closed-form expressions for these frequencies are obtained for
systems in which all the switchover periods arc identically distributed; for the
case of non-identical switchover periods these frequencies are determined nume-

rically by solving a simple non-linear optimization problem.
We next turn to the more interesting problem of finding the routing of the ser-
ver in a periodic polling model that minimizes the mean amount of work in that
model. We determine the optimal polling order of the queues in a periodic pal-

ling model as follows:

(1) determine the numbers of visits to the queues by using the optimal visit
frequencies derived for the random polling model with the same traffic characte-

ristics;
(2) for given numbers of visits, determine the visit order using the so-called

Golden   Ratio   policy.

5.2. Model description and a brief review Qf Dseudoconservation laws

In this section we give a model description and review the pseudoconservation

laws for the random polling model and the periodic polling model as described in
Section 3.5 and Section 4.4 respectively. These pseudoconservation laws play a
central role in the next sections of this chapter.

Model description
A      single      server,      S,      serves      N infinite-capacity queues

(stations)      Qi....,QN'
switching from queue to queue. Customers arrive at all queues according to inde-

pendent Poisson processes. The arrival intensity     at     Q,     is     A., i=1, . . . ,N. Custo-
1 1

mers arriving at Qi are called type-i customers. Thc service times of type-i

customers arc independent, identically distributed stochastic variables. Their

distribution     Bi(·) has first
moment     Bi and second moment    #9),i=i....,N.     The

offered traffic load, pi, at  i is defined as pi := AB  i= 1,...,N, and thei i'

total traffic  load,  p,  as  p: = i Etpi. When swapping  out  of  Qi  the server incurs  a

switchover period of type-i; switchover durations (of type-i) are independent,
identically distributed stochastic variables with mean s  and second moment
s 2 ). The interrarival, service    and     switchover     processes are assumed    to    be    mutu-

ally independent stochastic processes. We consider two service strategies: ex-
haustive and gated. The groups of queues that are being served under the cxhaus-
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tive (gated) service strategy are denoted by e (g). The order of service within

a queue can be chosen arbitrarily as long as the server docs not select custo-

mers for service in a way that is based on their actual service time.

A necessary and sufficient condition for ergodicity of systems with exhaustive
or    gated    service    is    p<1    (cf.    Section    1.4).    In the sequel we assume   that    the

crgodicity condition is fulfilled.
As before we assume that the server keeps switching from one queue to the next

even when there are no customers in the system.

In    Section    5.3 and Section    5.4    we use pseudoconservation    laws to attempt minimi-

zation of the mean workloads in a random polling model (cf. Remark 5.4 of Chap-

ter 3) or a periodic polling model (cf. Chapter 4), when the server transition

probabilities, respectively the table, can be freely chosen. For that reason wc

review the pseudoconservation laws and define the server routing for both models

below.

A pseudoconservation law for a periodic polling model

The order in which S visits the queues is specified in a polling table

T   =    {T(m),m =1, . . . ,M} .    The i-th entry   T(i)   is the index   of   the   i-th   queue   polled

in the cycle   that is created   by the polling table. In Theorem   4.1 of Chapter   4

the following pseudoconservation law has been proven for a periodic polling

model (EW  is the mean waiting time at Qn, and g denotes the group of gated

pseudostations):

N

I in n 3(2)
(2)

N 0-1 M m M  Sm

li FN . - p +P E- +  I  P  EVIE-z.  +
2(1-p) m=1 23 -TQ         'm- 1 S

jm

leg

Sm                      M            M    Sm        m-1
E P --Evf + I p I ---ikm.I (sj+EVIj+1).

N T(m) s k-1 Tar)m=1  3        3 =k
m€g

(5.2.1)

For additional definitions of the terms appearing in (5.2.1) we refer to Section
4.3.
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A pseudoconservation law for a random polling model
In a random polling model the next queue polled by the server will be the j-th

queue with probability  p .  For  the  case  of  only  exhaustive  or  gated  service,
Formula (3.5.34) reduces to the following pseudoconscrvation law for a random

polling model:

N                        N                                   N
I A Bg> I 2 I

N           n=1  n n    1-1 Pist    Pk   i-1 Pist N Pk   N
I PnEwD =p                - E- + E- -  I Pist +

n=1 2(1-p) 1-p k€e
Pk 1-p  k=1 Pk  i=1

(2)

i L 1   pisi
D N

2 I pisi
i..1

(5.2.2)

Remark 21

The principle of work conservation implies that, in the case of zcro switchover

times, any server visit order leads to the same mean workload. But for positive

switchover times and given service strategies at the queues, the mean total

workload does depend on the visit frequency and the visit pattern. In the next

two sections we shall investigate this in detail for random polling and periodic

polling.
0

Remark 2:2
From the equations determining the mean visit times EVI in     (5.2.1),     (cf.     Sec-m

tion 4.3), it can be seen that these quantities depend on i and B  only through

their product    p . Hence    only the first    term    in the righthand    side    of    (5.2.1)

depends on individual arrival rates and service moments; and this first term
does not depend on the choice of the polling table. The implication is that for

the optimal choice (w.r. t the mean total workload) of the table, only traffic

loads matter and not individual arrival rates and service time moments.
0

Remark 12
Note that higher moments of the service time distributions appear in the pseudo-
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conservation     laws     (5.2.1)     and     (5.2.2)     only    in the first    term     in the righthand

side. The optimal choice       of       the visit probabilities and visit pattern, respecti-

vely, is not affected by these higher moments. Similarly, this choice is insen-

sitive to second and higher moments of the switchover time distributions, as

long as these distributions are all the same.
0

5.3. optimization gf random polling models

Consider the random polling model described in the previous section. In the

present section we are interested in the following problem. Suppose that for

given arrival, service and switchover processes and service strategies at the

queues, the system designer still has the freedom to choose the server transi-

tion probabilities p,j=1, . . . ,N.H e wants to choose     them     such     that     the     mean

steady-state amount   of   work    in the model is minimized.    This    can    be    done by using

a simple numerical procedure for solving a constrained minimization problem

which amounts to minimizing the righthand side of (5.2.2).
Intuitively one expects that queues with heavy traffic should be visited more

frequently than low traffic queues. But how much more frequently? In the strict-

ly cyclic polling model it is well known that the ratios of mean visit times of

the queues arc equal to the ratios of the offered traffic loads. Should visit

frequencies in a random polling model obey the same rule in order to minimize

the mean workload? Does the choice of service strategy matter?

To get qualitative insight into these questions we first consider a special case

of the general optimization problem, in which all switchover times are identi-
.

cally distributed; at least, all switchover times have the same first moment a

.(2)and second moment a . The resulting expressions for optimal visit frequencies

appear to be extremely appealing, being simple, robust and elegant.

It  follows  from  (5.2.2)  and   the  fact  that (cf. Formula   (3.5.3))

N           N 
 # 2,

EV    =  I p E W   +   E-p,
mp  9=1 0  n   9-1 2#n n

(5.3.1)

that minimization of EV    w.r.t.  p .....PN' under the conditions  1 '*'  PN= 1,mp                        1

Pizo ....PN ZO,   amounts  to  the   following  problem:
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N

E AiBi            pk
(2)

A
Pi=1   0     6 N k A p     · 0,

Min[p I -     + -I- -p a + --26a  ]
2(1-p) 1-p kee k 1-p k-1 Pk

subject to: Pt +···+ PN - 1, PlkO,...,PNEO
(5.3.2)

This is a classical non-linear optimization problem with linear constraints.

Introducing the Lagrange multiplier L, and omitting all terms in (5.3.2) that do
not involve the probabilities Pi, we want to minimize the unconstrained Langran-

gian function

2
P                  Pa       k      a   Nk       N

F:=F(pi'...,P I) : = - -I- + -I- +L(I p k-1)
1-p k€e pk 1-p k=l Pk k=l

(5.3.3)

in the non-negative 2N-tant. The Kuhn-Tucker points of this expression are ob-

tained by putting

6F 6F
-= 0, k-1,...,Nand -=0,
6Pk                 6L

yielding for k=l;..,N:

(i) if Qk has exhaustive service:

2A

c  Pk  Pk
+ L = 0;

1-P    Pk

(ii)    if   Qk has gated service:

a    pk
---+L=O.

1-P   p2

The     convexity     of    F i n     (p ,... .PN)
readily implies     that the admissible stationary

point yields the minimum of EV  :
mP
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If Qk has exhaustive service:

 Pk(1-Pk  
pi =

E v 'pj(1-pj) . +I /FJ
Jee j€g

(5.3.4)

If Qk has gated service:

4-S.2
Pk = I  pj (1 -p j ) ' +I /37

jee leg
(5.3.5)

As announced, these optimal server routing probabilities are remarkably simple.

Allocation is according to a square root rule, and only the offered traffic load
plays a role. In the exhaustive case the influence of this load is quite small.

It should bc noted that the visit frequency for a queue Qk with exhaustive ser-
vice   is   decreasing   in   Bk   for   Pk > 0.5, the other loads being kept constant. Still,
it is easily seen that among any two queues with exhaustive service the one with

higher load has a higher visit frequency.
In light traffic, for exhaustive service as well as for gated service, all rou-
ting probabilities are allocated according to the square root of the traffic

loads; in fact, this can easily be shown to be true for any service strategy.

Remark 31

When S meets n customers in Qk' his mean visit period equals n#  in the case of
gated service, and n#k/(1-Pk) in the case of exhaustive service. This gives some

feeling as to why a queue with exhaustive service should receive fcwer visits

than a queue with gated service and the same traffic load, and why relatively

few visits 31]ould bc made to a queue with exhaustive service in heavy traffic.
0

Remark 12
We have also performed the abovc minimization for the cases of binomial-gated

and binomial-exhaustive service. The binomial-gated service strategy can bc
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described as follows: when S finds m customers present at Qk he serves n out of
those    of    m with probability        a (1-ak)=-0    (0 < ak El)    and then leaves the queue;

in the same situation under binomial-exhaustive service, S selects n out of m
customers with probability       *1-yk)=-0    (0< yks l)    and serve those customers,

and the ones arriving during their service, etc. Denoting the binomial-

exhaustive (binomial-gated) queues   by    be   (bg),    and now including    e   in   be    ('k= l)

and  g  in  bg  (ak = 1),  we  find  if  Qk  has  a binomial-exhaustive service strategy:

p/P k(1 -Pk )    ) 'k  '
pi =

E- / p. (1-p. ) /7. · +    I./7-737
Y J J J VJJj €be j ebg

(5.3.6)

if Qk has a binomial-gated service strategy:

/K73 
< = I./ p. (1-p. ) /7. ·    +       I   ./F./a.

j €bev     J         J        i    j  € bgy      J      J

(5.3.7)

0

Remark 13
It      follows      from      (5.3.1)      that,      in the practically relevant      case      that      the      mean

service times are equal (e.g., unit-time service slots), minimizing EV amounts
mP

to minimizing DliEWi/I>li' the overall mean waiting time.
0

We next turn to the case of random polling in which the switchover times are not
all identically distributed stochastic variables but dependent on the queue from

which the server    switches.     In    this case minimization    of   EV         w.r.t.     Pl'-' 'PN'mP
under the conditions Pl+···+PN-1, Plko.....PNEO, amounts to
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N         N                N                         N
(2)I Ai  2)   .I pisi p2 I Pisi p I Pisi

i=1 1'.1 k    i=1    N  k   N       i=1
Min[p            -            E- +            I- -I Pisi +P   N       ]'

2(1-p) 1-p k€e Pk 1-p k=1  k i=1
2 I Pisi

i..1

Subject  to:  Pl    + · · · +   PN   =    1,     Pt 2 0' . . . 'PNEO.

(5.3.8)

This problem has to be solved numerically. Application of a modified-Newton

algorithm (procedure E04LAF of the NAG-library) yields the optimal visit proba-

bilities in a straightforward manner.

5.4. Optimization gf periodic polling models

Consider the periodic polling model, as described in Section    5.2.    In the present

section we are interested in the following problem. Suppose that for given arri-

val, service and switchover processes and service strategies at the queues. the
system designer still has the freedom to choose the polling table. He wants to

choose it such that the mean steady-state amount of work in the system is mini-

mized.
A

As in the case of the random polling model, the mean workload EV is linearly

related    to    I PnEW  according    to (5.3.1). Hence    for a periodic polling model    with
.

only exhaustive and gated service strategies, minimization of EV over all pos-
sible tables amounts to minimization of the expression in the righthand side of
the   pseudoconservation   law   (5.2.1)   over   all   such    tables.    If (an upper bound   on)

the size of the table, M, is given, then this requires the solution of an inte-

ger programming problem (S.Browne [private communication]). Below we shall be

concerned with the case in which there is no restriction on the table size. The

number    of possible tables    is now unlimited,    and     it    is a priori not clear whether

a given 'good' table cannot be improved upon by taking a much larger table with

a very similar structure (for example: replace a 60-entry table with 59xQi fol-
lowed by once Ql' by a 6001 entry table composed of 99 subsequent such 60-entry

patterns followed by 60xQ, and once Ql)·
In this section we present an approximate approach to the problem of choosing a

polling table that minimizes the mean amount of work in a periodic polling mo-

del. Thc approach consists of three steps:

Step 1. Determine 'good' visit frequencies   of  all   queues   in the table.
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Step 2. Based on these frequencies, determine a 'good' table size M and
the numbers of occurrence of each queue in the table.

Step 3. Given M and these numbers of occurrence, determine a 'good'

ordering of the queues.

Below we discuss each of these steps in some detail. Subsequently we present in

the next section numerical results to illustrate the accuracy of the procedure.

Step   1.   Determination   of  visit  frequencies

Consider a random polling model with the same arrival, service and switchover

time distributions and the same service strategies as in the periodic polling

model. In Section     5.3     it     has been shown     that the square root probabilities     as-

Signments (5.3.4) (for exhaustive service) and (5.3.5) (for gated service) mini-
mize the mean workload in the random polling model with identical switchover

time distributions; for the case of different switchover time distributions, the
optimal visit probabilities are easily determined numerically by solving the

non-linear optimization problem posed     in     (5.3.8). We propose to choose the visit

frequencies      f,...,fN      of the various queues      in the polling table according      to

exactly the same assignments as have been obtained in the equivalent random

polling model. Obviously there is no guarantee that this yields an optimal ra-

tio. On the other hand, since the two systems possess the same properties apart

from the fact that in the first one the queues are chosen in random order and in

the second one in periodic order, it seems natural that approximately the same

visit frequencies should optimize both. The numerical results, as shown in the

next section, will demonstrate that although the performance (in terms of mean

workload) of both systems could be radically different from each other, the
shape of the performance curve and the optimal operation point of both systems

arc very similar to each other (cf. Figure 1 in the appendix of this chapter).

Step 2. Determination of the table size

Let    fl'  -;fN    (with   I   fi=l)    be the visit frequencies obtained    in    Step    1.    We    want

to choose a table size M such that M is the smallest positive integer with the

property      that Mfi'.-'MfN either are integers      or are within a predetermined

small positive distance e from an integer (such that the sum of these integers
equals   M). Thc resulting integers   mi'...'mN   will   bc   the   numbers   of   occurrence   of
the N stations. 8 determines how accurately we wish to approximate the visit

frequencies. In a different context, this procedure has been proposed by Panwar
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et     al.    [1988]. Our experience     with that procedure suggests     that     it     is     not     neces-

sary   to   take   & very small;    we have several examples where    g =0.25    (leading   to   a

small table) yields a better result than a much smaller e (that leads to a lar-
ger table). We might add that for practical purposes the table can be quite

large; a table of several hundred entries should not pose any difficulty in most
systems.

Step 3. Determination of the order within the table

The previous steps have determined the table size M and the numbers of occurren-

ces   ml,...,mN   of the queues   in this table,    with   mi - Mfi. We would    like   to   find   a

table order in which, for each i, the numbers of visits to other queues between

consecutive visits to Q are (nearly) equal. The following example demonstrates

that exact equality cannot always bc reached.    Let   M -6,    ml= 1,    m2=2   and   m3=3.
There is no order in which Ql is visited each third time and in which Q3 is
visited each second visit. This example was taken from Hofri and Rosberg [1987].
They consider a conflict-free distributed protocol for the access of N transmis-

Sion    stations    to a common channel.     They    use a weighted Time Division Multiplex-

ing (TDM) protocol; the weight factors refer    to the frequencies with which    time

slots are assigned to the stations. TDM systems are very similar to polling

systems. Two main differences which make TDM better amenable to an exact analy-

sis, are: In TDM each station is visited by the server for a fixed time slot,
regardless of whether there are messages present; and TDM docs not require
switchover times between stations. Hofri and Rosberg [1987] investigate two

weighted TDM policies for assigning the slots to the stations, for given weight

factors,    fl,...,f .    One    is    a 'random' control policy in which    each    slot    is    with

probability f  assigned to the i-th station (note the similarity with random

polling, where a visit period is assigned instead of a time Slot). The other one

is a deterministic policy, the 'Golden Ratio policy', which appears to be much

better than the random policy because it spreads the visits to a particular

queue more regularly. We describe this policy in detail, because we propose to
usc it also for determining a 'good' polling order.

Let   0-1   : =   (1/2)(45-1)   =   0.619034....(0-1   is also known   as the Golden Ratio;

it    is    related    to the Fibonacci numbers    F.F. . . .     via    F    =    I*k-(1-05]1,/5.)    put
-1                                2the     M     numbers     0     mod 1,20-lmod l....,M0-  modl     in     increasing     order (this corrc-

sponds to placing    them    on a circle    of unit circumference).     Let    the    j-th    smallest

number correspond to the j-rh position in the table. Assign

0-lmodl,...,mit-lmodl to Qi, (m,+1)0-lmodl....,(mltm2)0-tmodl to (22, etc. The
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table is thus determined.

Hofri and Rosberg [1987], and in particular Itai and Rosberg [1984], discuss a

number of properties    of   the thus obtained assignment. Theorem    5.1    of   Itai    and

Rosberg [1984] states that the circle of unit circumference is divided into

intervals of at most three different lengths (two if M is a Fibonacci number).

As a corollary, they conclude that for each station i, too, there are at most

three different interval lengths between successive placements (two if n. is a

Fibonacci number). Consequently, the distances between consecutive occurrences

of station i in the polling table are also quite evenly spaced. This provides

the motivation for using the Golden Ratio (GR) policy in our periodic polling

problem.
For the same reason, GR has been applied to several other problems where more or

less equidistant spacings of several kinds of items have to be accomplished. See

Knuth [1973] for an extensive discussion of its properties, and its application
to open address hashing (how to distribute keys uniformly over a hashing table);

see     Itai and Rosberg [1984], Hofri and Rosberg    [1987] and Panwar    et    al.    [1988]

for performance studies of multi-access protocols which use the Golden Ratio

policy, and for a discussion of properties of this policy.

We denote this heuristic in the sequel as the Random Polling - Golden Ratio

approximation (RP-GR).

5.5. Numerical results

In this section we numerically evaluate the quality of the Random Polling -

Golden Ratio approximation algorithm proposed in the previous section. Three

steps have been recommended in Section 5.4:

1) visit frequency selection;

2)   table size selection;

3) visit order selection.

As stated before it seems that the selection of the table size does not have a
significant effect on the results, especially since in most applications there

is no difficulty in using tables of tens or even hundreds of entries. The cru-
cial steps are therefore 1) and 3) to which we devote this section. Below we

first examine the selection of the visit frequencies and then examine the whole

procedure.
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Selection of the visit frequencies

This step is the most crucial one. In Figure 1 in the appendix of this chapter

we examine the properties of this step by considering a case in which Steps 2

and    3     are not required. The example considered represents a typical communica-

tions system consisting of many light traffic stations (to be called 1-stations)

and one heavy traffic station (to be called h-station). Since all 1-stations are

statistically identical, an optimal visit pattern will consist of one visit to
the    h-station,     followed    by a visit     to     each    of tllc first k l-stations, followed

by a visit to the h-stations, followed by a visit to the second k 1-stations,

and so on. The only optimization question left open is how large should k bc,

which is equivalent to the selection of the visit frequency ratio: fh/fi.
In the specific example considered we have 12 l-stations whose arrival rates are

A =0.02; the switchover times and the service times are all deterministic of 1

unit  (thus  we  have  Ph =Ah   and  pl=Al)  and  the   service  strategy is gated.

In Figure 1 we plot the (exact) mean waiting time of an arbitrary customer in

the system (which in this case is a scale-up of the pseudoconservation
N

law.( I p   W  )1 p)      as
a function of the visit ratio f,Z/fl. The plot is given for

i-1

five   different   values   of   Ph     0·02,   0.08,   0.18,   0.32,   and   0.72.    We   provide   these
plots for the random polling model and for the periodic polling model in Figure

1(a) and 1(b), respectively (to enhance presentation we needed to scale down the

ph=0.72 curves   by a factor   of 9). Concerning   the   figure   we   may   make the follow-

ing   observations:

1)  The shape of each curve in the periodic polling model (1(b)) resembles that

of its mate in the random polling model (1(a)). This is true despite the fact

that the levels of the curves are considerably different from each other. More-

over, the minimum    of   each curve (marked   by    " *") is achieved   at    the same location

for   which the minimum   o f   its   mate is achieved.

2)  The curves are very flat at the neighbourhood of their minimum and quite

steep at their ends.

These observations suggest the following properties of the Random Polling -

Golden ratio approximation:

a)  The location of the minimum in the random polling model is an excellent
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predictor for the location of the minimum in the periodic polling model.

b)  The flatness of these curves at the neighbourhood of their minimum suggests

that even if this prediction somewhat misses (and hits only in the neighbourhood

of the real minimum) it will still predict an operation point with excellent

(very close to minimum) performance.

An important point to note is that while the Random Polling - Golden Ratio ap-

proximation is very good for predicting the best operation point, it is useless

for predicting the actual performance of the periodic polling model (the perfor-

mance values of the models are 100% and more away from each other!)

Evaluation of the complete algorithm

The rest of this section is devoted to an extensive examination of a variety of

cases in which we compare the performance of the polling strategy suggested by

the complete approximation algorithm with that of the optimal strategy. The

results are presented in Tables Ia, Ib, II, III and IV, that appear in the ap-
pendix at the end of this chapter. In all the cases considered the service time

distributions are negative exponential; note that due to Remark 2.3 the selec-

tion of the service time distribution should not affect any optimization re-

Sults.

Discussion of Tables Ia and Ib
Tables Ia and Ib are concerned with an extensive examination of a two-queue

model. In Table Ia the switchover periods are identical (deterministic with

st = 32= l)    and    both
queues receive gated service.     Qi    has

heavy traffic, whereas    (22
has low traffic. In thc table we have investigated all 24 ratios m

1:m2
ranging

from 1:1 to 6:4. For each of these ratios we have selected m and m to be the12
numbers of visits   paid   to   the queues, getting   M=mi +m.   and   we have found   the

2   A

bcst ordering consisting of mi' m2 visits by calculating EV for all those orde-

rings. Under the heading 'opt' the lowest such EV and the corresponding table

have been displayed. Under the heading 'gr' we display the result of applying

the Golden Ratio procedure (GR) to each (mt'mp combination. The results of gr

coincide with those of opt in 18 out of the 24 cases; the largest workload dif-

ference    in    the    other 6 cases    is    4.1%. This supports the usefulness    of   the    GR

policy (Step 3). Thc ratio 3:2 suggested by RP-GR yields a mean workload that is
only 0.07% higher than the optimal value of the mean workload. The behaviour of
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EV   is   here so robust   that even taking a ratio  1Pl =9:4 would   have   led   to   a   GR

result    that    is    acceptable    (5 %     worse).     But    it    is    easy    to    find examples where    such

a naive allocation rule would give dramatic errors. Table Ib is similar to Table

Ia but considers    a    case in which    s   =1    and    s  = 1/9. Naturally    the    results    of    gr
12

coincide with those of opt in the same 18 cases; the largest workload difference

here slightly exceeds    3% .     The RP-GR approximation suggests a ratio yielding    a
0.31 %   higher mean workload  than the optimal value.

Perturbation of the Golden Ratio procedure

These tables and many more examples we have investigated, suggest that there are
usually many points around the optimum (with a different visit frequency and/or

a different table ordering) that yield almost as small a mean workload; but when
A

the visit frequency is too far removed from the optimal one, then EV shoots up

sharply. This property       is best illustrated in Figure        1. This suggests a refine-

ment    of   the GR policy: apply    GR    not    only   to   the    case    (mt, · · · 'mN)'    but    also    to

all    its   3N-1 neighbours (achieved by adding    1,    0,    or    -1    to    each    of the compo-

nents    of the vector    (Int, ···,mN))    and    then    take    the best among all these results.

A simpler, much cheaper and also very effective alternative would be to check
only the 2N immediate neighbours, obtained by changing just one m at a time.

Discussion of Tables II and III
In  Table  II we provide an extensive examination  of a two-queue model. Tile table

contains 18 cases in which     we    vary    the     utilizations, the switchover period    dura-

tions (mean value) and the service strategies 'dis' (denoted by e and g for
exhaustive     and gated respectively). Under the heading 'optimal'     we     provide     the

'optimal' visit pattern (found by an extensive search, like in Table Ia and Ib)
A

and the corresponding value    of   EV.    Under the heading 'RP-GR approximation'    we
provide the results achieved for the RP-GR approximations: We report the value

of EV, the relative performance degradation (compared to the optimal EV) and the
predicted visit pattern. In addition, the last column under this heading reports

the performance degradation of the best point found by examining the 2N inlIne-
diate ncighbours    of the point predicted    by    RP    ('%0').    The performance degrada-

A

tion ofthe RP-GR approximation (in comparison to the optimal EV), in all cases,

is     less    than     1.5% . The neighbourhood examination     of all these cases almost     al-

ways   yields the optimal value (0% error),   with a largest   error   of   0.4%.    In   case

tb (exhaustive service) it appears to be optimal to visit Qi twice in a row. In
the case of exhaustive service it may in most applications be unnatural to have
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a positive switchover time between consecutive visits to the same queue. Still,
if such positive switchover times exist, apparently examples can be given in

A

which repeated visits to the same queue yield a lower EV than alternate visit

patterns.

Very similar results as for Table H are obtained in Table III, which considers

eighteen 3-queue cases. Here the difference between the 'optimal' results and

those    of    GR-RP once equals    7.1% ;     Step     1     does    suggest     the right ratio,     but    GR

does not produce the most sensible order. In the rather extreme case of a mean
switchover time s which is 16 times the mean service times and the other mean

2

switchover    times,    RP-GR    produce an error    of   6.7% .    The    2N    neighbour    examination

still gives  a 1.7% error.

Discussion of Table IV
In Table IV we examine the quality of tile RP-GR approximation for a variety of

switchover time distributions. In all cases examined we hold the arrival parame-

ters   the   same; service times are negative exponential   with   mean    1   and   Pt =0·63,

92-0.18; the service strategy at both queues is gated (this corresponds to

Tables Ia and Ib). We examine 18 cases varying the first moments and the second

moments of the switchover periods, taking deterministic and exponential switch-

over    times, and switchover times     with     6(2)=    102. The structure     of the table     is
i                   1

similar to that of Table II. The effect of the second moment of the switchover

time distribution is not very pronounced (in fact, exhaustive service would lead

to a more pronounced effect).

Finally   we have tested three 10-queue cases,    in   each of which   P2
= - ' =p whereas

10

pl    is    such    that    Step     1     suggests    an 11-entry table    with Q,
occurring twice    and

the other queues once. In each case, this table indeed leads to the minimal

value but the ordering produced by GR gives slightly larger values. The results
are:

Case   1:

pl=0.255, P2=- .=Pto=0·05, all queues exhaustive: 'opt'=11.445, 'gr'=11.596.

Case   2:

pi=0.24, P2-'''-Plo-0.06, all queues gated: 'opt'=20.811, 'gr' =20.935.
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Case  3:

Pl -0.4,    P2-  -'=Plo=0.06,    Qi    exhaustive, all other queues gated: 'opt' =78.328,

'gr'=79.375.

Conclusions from the numerical results
The assignment of visit frequencies (Step 1) performs excellently. Ratios in the
direct neighbourhood of the obtained ratio usually yield results of comparable

quality.
The procedure for determining the table size (Step 2) seems to be tile least

crucial part of the approach. In fact, in all examples considered we have not

seen a single case in which the selection of the table size affected performance

considerably.
The Golden Ratio policy for determining the exact visit order of the queues in

the table generally works well. It is extremely easy to apply, and the mean

workload that it produces hardly ever exceeds the mean workload for the best
order for given table entries  (mi'.'-'mN)  by  more  than  a few percent.

The combined procedure, with the refinement of applying GR also to the neigh-

bours of the table entry vector found via Steps 1 and 2, has been tested for a
large number of polling models with high, medium and low traffic, and with ex-
haustive and/or gated service strategies. In each case, the mean workload was

also calculated for ALL tables of 'reasonable' size and table entry vector. In
almost all cases the Random Polling-Golden Ratio approximation led to the same

result; the largest relative difference  was   1.7%.



Table Ia, gated
4  two-queue  case:  optimal  and  golden  ratio  ordening  for  24  m iml  ratios;

-
'1-              comparison with the Random Polling - Golden Ratio approximation.

                 pi = 0.63, P2 - 0.28.

s = 1. s = 1; s(2)= 1. 5(2)= 1.
1 '2                           1                             2

m         1                2                3               4
2

EVm table EV table EV table table EV

1      opt     12 25.503 122 31.007 1222 37.250 12222 43.701
gr 25.503 212 31.007 2212 37.250 22212 43.70121

2          0 pt 211 24.951 2121 25.503 12122 28.264 122122 31.007
gr 112 24.951 1212 25.503 21212 28.264 212122 31.487

3          0 pt 2111 26.369 21211 24.959 121212 25.503 2212121 27.363
gr 1211 26.369 21211 24.959' 212121 25.503 2122121 27.363

4          0 pt 21111 28.343 211211 24.951 1121212 25.084 21212121 25.503
gr 21111 28.343 211121 25.561 2121121 25.084 21211212 26.551

*

5          0 pt 211111 30.580 2112111 25.664 11211212 24.942 112121212 25.171
gr 111121 30.580 1121121 25.664 11211212 24.942 112121212 25.171

6           0 pt 2111111 32.972 21112111 26.369 112112112 24.951 1121211212 24.959
gr 1121111 32.972 11211112 26.719 112121112 25.401 1212121112 25.475

14 .5
A

   '          *  indicates
the 'optimal' table and its value for EV ;

A

U < r indicates the tabel and its value for EV as found by the Random Polling

approximation.



Table Ib, gated
A  two-queue  case:  optimal  and  golden  ratio  ordening  for  24  m,:ml  ratios; 0

comparison with the Random Polling approximation - Golden Ratio approximation.                                       .
(.

pi = 0.63, P2 = 0.28.
(2) (2)

sl = 1, 32 = 1/9, sl  = 1, 52 = 1/81.

m         1                 2                3               4
2

A

m table EV table EV table EV table EV

1    opt   12 18.661 122 18.666 1222 19.234 12222 19.917
gr   21 18.661 212 18.666' 2212 19.234 22212 19.917

*

2          0 pt 211 20.520 2121 18.661 12122 18.608 122122 18.666
gr 20.520 1212 18 . 608 212122112 18.661 21212 18.874

3          0 pt 2111 22.690 21211 19.661 121212 18.661    2212121 18.618
gr 1211 22.690 21211 19.661 212121 18 . 661 2122121 18.618

4           0 pt 21111 25.006 211211 20.520 1121212 19.367 21212121 18.661
gr 21111 25.006 211121 20.940 2121121 19.367 21211212 19.253

5 opt 211111 27.423 2112111 21.661 11211212 19.974 112121212 19.212
gr 111121 27.423 1121121 21.661 11211212 19.974 112121212 19.212

6          0 pt 2111111 29.919 21112111 22.690 112112112 20.520 1121211212 19.661
gr 1121111 29.919 11211112 22.954 112121112 20.830 1212121112 19.989

'2

2*  indicates the 'optimal' table and its value for EV ;
A

r indicates the tabel and its value for EV as found by the Random Polling                 E
approximation



Table II
Some    two-queue      cases:       comparison      of     the       'optimal'       polling      table      with

the Random Polling - Golden Ratio approximation.

:R

T                                                                            Q 1                                   Q, optimal RP-OR approximation

                    case  dis p st dis p  s EV table      EV     %     table    %n
1                                        2                  2

la   e 0.66 1 e 0.06 1 3.574        12 3.597 -0.6 112    0.0

lb         "                      " " 2.26 4. 175 211 4.199 -0.6 1211  0.0
1 c         "         "          "         " " 0.028 3.087       12 3.124 -1.2 22212  -0.4

28   e 0.12 1 c 0.05 1 0.389       12 0.395 -1.5 21211  0.0
2b         "          "          "         " " 1.799 0.463       12 0.465 -0.4 112   0 .0

2c         "         "          " "
0.450 0.339        12 0.339 0.0 21    0.0

3a   g 0.80 1 g 0.05 1 12.555 211111 12.600 -0.4 21111 0.0
3 b         "         "          "         " " 0.016 10.721        12  10.784 -0.6 212    0.0

3 c         "         "                     " " 0.328 11.592 2111 11.670 -0.7 112   0 .0

43   g 0.62 1 g 0.356 1 81.200 1121212 81.200 0. 0      2121121    0 .0

4b         "         "          "         " " 1.882 97.042 211 97.042 0.0 112    0.0

4c         " 0.118 58.999 122 58.999 0.0 212   0 .0

5a   g 0.563 1 g 0.25 1 10.484 11211212 10.487 -0.0 21211 -0.0

5 b    " " ... 0.1998 8.173        12  8.272 -1.2 21212 0.0

5c    " " ... 3.196 15.004 2111 15.004 0.0 1211 0.0

6a          e     0.7 2 4 1 g 0.05 1 4.541        12  4.573 -0.7 112 0.0
0                                            6£         "         "          "         " " 2.36 5.271 211 5.301 -0.6 1211 0.0
t 6 c" " " 0.263 4.130       12  4.130 0.0 21  0.0

8



Table III
Some  three-queue cases: comparison    of the

'optimal'   polling   table    with                                                                                                                         , 
the Random Polling - Golden Ratio approximation.                                                                                     9

Qi                 Q2 Q3 °ptimal RP-GR approximation
/4

A

case dis Pt st dis p 52 dis P3 33 EV t abl c EV               % table %n2

la       e   0.617 1 e 0.158 1 e    0.015 1 6.087 2121213 6.224 -2.3 21211213 0.0
lb         "         "           " " 2.25    " " 0.25 6. 173 213 6.304 -2.1 1312 0.0
tc    "    "    " " 2.25 ' .

1 7. 238 121213 7.478 -3.3 2131121 0.0

2a         e    0.325 1 e 0.11 1 c   0.025 1 1.697 121213 1.697 0.0 212131 0.0
2b    " ... 0.198   " " 0.44 1. 370 123 1.441 -5.2 212132 -0.5
2c         "         " • 1.23    " "

2.78 2.037 12121213 2.052 -0.7 112131212 -0.3

3a  e 0.385 1 e 0.385 1 e    0.015 1 6.480 212121213 6.943 -7.1 212131212 -0.2
3 b    "    "     "    "    "     1        0    " 0.25 6.141 12123 6.141 0.0 31212 0.0
3c   "             "    16     "    1 23.936 121213 25.536 -6.7 211131 -1.7

4a  g 0.625 1 g 0.225 1 g   0.025 1 18.647 1211211213 18.781 -0.7 112131212 -0.7
4b         " " 0.611  

"     0.227  16. 092 121213 16. 264 -1.1 31212 0.0
4c         "         "          "         " " 0.017   " 0.025 12.193 2123 12.309 -1.0 222132 -0.1

5a   g 0.80 1 g 0.05 1 g 0.05 1 22.857 11112113 23.067 -0.9 211131 -0.0
5b         "         "          "         " " 0.328 " -    0.328 19. 719 12113 19.956 -1.2 1312 0.0
SC    .    .    . 0.228 " "    0.829 20.786 12112113 20.969 0.9 2131121 0.0 b
6a  e 0.66 1 g  0.10 1 g 0.025 1 5.875 121213 5.875 0.0 212131 O.0       41
6b         "         „          „ „ 0.122 ' " 0.114 4.686 123 4.721 -0.7 2312 0.0 4.

-
W

6 c" " " " " 4.401 " " 1.03 8.433 1213 8.710 -3.3 31211 0.0
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Table IV

Influence of the second moment of the switchover time distribution.

pl=0.63, P2=0.28.
The service strategy at both queues is gated.

switch characteristics optimal RP-GR approximation

case s s(2 
(2) EV

fl fl EV          %        f l i f 2it S 2    S 2

la 0.25 0.0625 1.75 3.0625 20. 316 4:1 20.316 0.0 4:1

tb " 0.125 " 6.125 20.864 4:1 20.864 0.0 4:1

tc     " 0.625 " 30.625 25. 179 5:1 25.179 0.0 5:1

2a 0.5 0.25 1.5 2.25 22.384 3:1 22.384 0.0 3:1

2b "   0.5       " 4.5 22.839 3:1 22.839 0.0 3:1

2c     " 2.5 " 22.5 2 5.5 6 9 3:1 2 5.5 6 9 0.0 3:1

3a 0.9 0.81 1.1 1.21 2 4.4 6 5 2:1 2 4.6 6 7 -0.8 3:2

3b "   1.62      " 2.42 24.909 2:1 2 5.1 1 7 -0.8 3:2

3 c     " 8.1 " 12.1 28. 461     2: 1 28.461 0.0 2:1

48    1    1       1 1 24.951 5:3 24.959 -0.1   3:2

4b "   2        "  2 25.397 5:3 2 5.4 1 4 -0.1 3:2

4c     " 10 " 10 29.037 5:3 2 9.0 5 4 -0.1 3:2

58 1.5 2.25 0 5 0 25 2 5.5 0 3 1:1 2 5.5 0 3 0.0 1:1

5 b     " 4.5 " 0 5 2 6.0 7 2 1:1 26.072 0.0 1.1

5c            "       2 2.5             "      2.5            3 0.6 6 2 1:1 31.034 -1.3 3:4

6a 1.75 3.0625 0.25 0.0625 2 5.5 0 3 1:1 2 5.8 5 7 -1.4 1:2

6b " 6.125     " 0.125 2 6.2 1 4 1:1 26.502 -1.1 1:2

6c     " 30.625 " 0.625 31.659 1:2 31.659 0.0 1:2
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Fi2ure 1:
Random Polling versus Periodic Polling
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CHAPTER 6

OPTIMIZATION OF POLLING MODELS:

MINIMIZATTON OF WAITING COST

6.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter we addressed the problem of finding efficient polling

tables in order to minimize the mean total amount of work in a periodic polling

model or, equivalently, to minimize the weighted sum I PiEW (where Pi and Wi
are the utilization of and the waiting time at queue i, respectively) in a pc-

riodic polling model with exhaustive and gated service strategies.

In the present chapter, we are interested in studying the efficient operation of

polling models in a significantly wider framework. First, the objective function

considered here is the sum I AiciEWi in which Ai is the arrival rate at queue i

and ci is an arbitrary parameter reflecting the cost of waiting one unit of time
at queue i. This sum, therefore, reflects the expected waiting cost per time

unit under arbitrarily selected (linear) cost parameters. This is a very impor-
tant performance measure in polling models. Second, in terms of modeling as-

pects, we are concerned here with a framework wider than the one used in the

previous chapter: we consider systems in which the service strategy is either

exhaustive, gated or 1-limited or a mixture of those (while in Chapter 5 only

exhaustive and gated service strategies were considered).
The model under consideration consists of a single server and N queues,
n

QN· The server visits the queues in a fixed order specified by a polling
<:'...,

table (periodic polling) in which each queue occurs at least once (cf. Eisen-

berg [1972], Baker and Rubin   [1987] and Chapter 4). Prioritization    of the diffe-

rent queues and effect on the system performance can be achieved by a proper

construction of the polling table. Our objective is to find a polling table

which minimizes the mean waiting cost, I A.ciEWi. Recognizing that the system
under consideration is too complicated (in particular, EWi is generally unknown,

cf.     Section    1.4),    we    do not attempt to derive absolute optimal rules of opera-

tion. Rather, following the approach of the previous chapter, we resort to ap-

proximate methods.

The structure of the present chapter is as follows: In Section 6.2, we present

the model and formulate the problem. In Section 6.3 some preliminary results are

presented. In Section 6.4, we describe the general methodology for the polling

table determination. In Section 6.5 and 6.6 we, respectively, derive efficient
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visit frequencies based on a Lower Bound approach and on a Mean Waiting Time

approximation. Section 6.7 contains numerical results for evaluating the quality

of both approaches. Discussion of the operation rules and of the numerical re-
sults are given in Section 6.8.

Main results

The main results of this chapter are formulas and procedures for determining the

number of visits to be given to each queue during a cycle in order to optimize

tile performance of a periodic polling model. These formulas are the key compo-

nent in a procedure for determining efficient visit patterns. We derive 'good'
visit numbers using two quite different independent approximations. Support for
the quality of the rules derived is provided by the fact that the formulas ob-

tained by the different schemes are very similar to each other. Additional sup-

port for the rules derived is provided by an extensive numerical examination of
a variety of cases in which the polling tables produced by the approximations

perform very close to the optimal tables which are determined using the power
series algorithm of Blanc   [1990]     for     the 1-limited cases     and the numerical     pro-

cedure of Choudhury [1989] for the gated cases.

6.2. Model and problem description

Model description
A single server, S, serves N infinite-capacity queues (stations)      Qi,...,QN'
switching from queue to queue.

Customers arrive at all queues according to independent Poisson processes. The

arrival intensity      at      Qi      is      Ai'      i=1, . . . ,N,       and the total arrival      rate      is
N

A   : = Eli  Customers arriving at Qi are called type-i customers.
i=1

The service times of type-i customers are independent, identically distributed

stochastic variables B.. Their distribution Bi(.) has first moment #i and second

moment     B ).     i -1,....N.     The offered traffic     load,     Pi,     at     Qi
is defined     as

N

Pi := Ai#i' i= 1....,N, and the total traffic load, p, as p : = I Pi
i=1

When swapping out of Q the server incurs a switchover period of type i; switch-

over durations (of type i) are independent, identically distributed stochastic

variables S. with mean si and second moment s(2).

All arrival processes, service time processes and switchover processes are assu-
med to be independent stochastic processes.
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We consider three service strategies in this chapter: exhaustive, gated and

1-limited (cf. Section     1.3).

The order of service within a queue can be chosen arbitrarily as long as the

server does not elect customers for service in a way that B based on their

actual service  time.

The order in which S visits the queues is specified in a polling table with

length MZN, T = {T(m), m-1.....M}, in which the number of visits to Qi, mi' is
at    least    1.    The i-th entry    T(i)    of the polling    table    is the index    of   the    i-tb

queue polled in the cycle that is created by the polling table. This queue is

referred     to     as     the i-th 'pseudostation'. The visit frequency of station     Qi,     fi'
N

is  given  by  f£   -  m./(  I  m.).   The  mean  value  of  the time spent  by  S  at a visit
J

j-1
to the m-th pseudostation is denoted by EVI . Generally there is no simple ex-

m
pression for these mean visit times, but they can be obtained by solving a

simple set of linear equations (cf. Baker and Rubin [1987] and Chapter 4). The
total switchover time during a cycle (i.e. the time between two successive vi-

N
sits    to the first pseudostation)    has mean value    s   =      I   m.s. . References    to    all

1 1

i..1

indices in this chapter is done modulo M.

The waiting time at Qi is Wi and the cost imposed on the system having a custo-

mer waiting one unit of time at Qi is ci, The expected cost of operating the
N

system per unit of time is thus  I AiciEWi.
i„1

Problem description

The problem of interest is: how to construct a polling table which minimizes the

expected operating cost:

N

MIN I AiciEWi
i=1

6.3. Preliminarv results

The mean waiting times   EW., i=l '...,N, in a periodic polling model with an ar-

bitrary polling table and either exhaustive or gated service strategies at the

queues can be derived using relatively efficient numerical procedures (cf. for
instance Eisenberg [1972], Baker and Rubin [1987] and Choudhury [1989]). The
derivation of these measures for a periodic polling model with 1-limited service

strategies at the queues is much more difficult; recently two numerical proce-
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dures    have    been    proposed    by    Leung    [1991] and Blanc [1990], [1990a]. Nonetheless,

since the complexity of these numerical procedures is exponential in the system

size they are applicable only to relatively small systems. Alternative analyti-

cal methods which are commonly used for large systems arc approximations. Such

approximations, based on pseudoconservation laws, have been provided for cyclic

polling systems with 1-limited service by Boxma and Meister    [1986],

Srinivasan [1988], Fuhrmann    and Wang [1988] and Grocnendijk    [1989]    (cf.     Section

1.4). Due to the difficulty of the problem, these approximations can bc quite
inaccurate for fairly asymmetric systems under heavy load, but usually perform

well under moderate parameters.

Ergodicity conditions
The ergodicity condition for systems with either exhaustive or gated service is

p<  1. For systems in which 1-limited service is given     to     some     (or    all)     of    the

queues an additional crgodicity condition holds for every queue Qi which is

served according  to  the   1 -limited fashion (cf. Section   1.4):

N

Ims
j-1

J J

A.      < m,.
11 -P

In the sequel we assume that the ergodicity conditions are fulfilled.

The mean duration of the cycle time, EC (the mean time to make one round of the

table), under crgodicity conditions is expressed by a very simple formula (cf.

(4.3.1)):

N

I misi
i=1

EC =
1   -P

(6.3.1)

This   expression   can   be derived using balance arguments (cf. Section    1.4).    Note

that the expression applies  for all three service   strategies.

A pseudoconservation law for periodic polling models

In Chapter 4 we have derived a pseudoconservation law, an exact expression for a
weighted sum of the mean waiting times, for periodic polling models. A special
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case of this conservation law, which will be required later in this chapter, is
a periodic polling model consisting of a single queue, say Qf which is visited

M times; in this case all pseudostations are of the same index and thus z. =0
Y

for  all  i  and  j in Equation (4.4.10). Equation (4.4.10) reduces  in  this  case  to:

1,#:*,
(2)

M 'm M am
Pt„11 = pl +p l I-  + 17(gated)  I p l      EVIm'

2(1-Pi)
m=1 20 m-1   a

(6.3.2)

where 17(gated) is 1 if the service strategy is gated and 0 if it is exhaustive,

c  and a are the first and second moment of the switchover time taken after
( 2)

m m M          m-1
the m-th visit of Qi in a cycle, and o=I a.. The sum  I, with 1sk,mEM, should

i=1 j -k

be interpreted as a cyclic sum.

6.4. General methodologv

In Chapter 5 wc suggested a methodology for determining efficient polling
tables, consisting of three steps:

Step 1 Determine     the     visit     frequencies,     f,i= 1, . . . ,N o f     the     different     queues

N

(note that I f= 1).
i=1

Step 2 Determine the size of the polling table, M, and the number of visits m

to   be   given   in   a   cycle  to   Qi,   i=1, . . . ,N.

Step 3 Determine the specific order by which to arrange the visits assigned in
Step 2 above.

As observed in the previous chapter the most critical step in deriving efficient

polling tables    is    Step    1, on which this chapter focuses.     Step    2    does    not    seem    to

be very critical and a table consisting of up to several tens of queues will
usually    be    a good choice. Sce Section     5.4     for a description     of    the    rounding-off

procedure. For Step 3 we recommended in Section 5.4 the use of the Golden Ratio
policy (GR) to 'evenly" spread the ViSit3 of the different queues over the
cycle. A3 stated above, the focus of this chapter is on the determination of
efficient visit frequencies (Step 1).
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6.5. ApI,roximate operation rules based 211 a lower bound

In this approximation we consider a system whose waiting cost forms a lower

bound on the waiting cost of the periodic polling model under consideration. We

derive the optimal visit frequencies of the Lower Bound system and suggest to

use them as the visit frequencies of the original system (based on the fact that
the two systems possess similar characteristics). We start with a derivation of
the lower bound. In Subsection   6.5.1   we   derive a lower bound   for   the   mean   wai-

ting time in a queue if it receives exhaustive or gated service. In Subsection

6.5.2 we present a lower bound for the mean waiting time in a queue with a 1-

limited service strategy. In Subsection 6.5.3 we derive, based on the results of

Subsections    6.5.1     and    6.5.2, the optimal visit frequencies    of the Lower Bound

system.

6.5.1.   A lower bound  fQI  th  mean waiting  time  at  Q.1  exhaustive  and  gated  service

To derive the lower bound we focus on Q under the assumption that it receives

m,      visits     in a cycle,      and      observe      that in order to derive its waiting      time     one

can view it as a periodic polling model consisting of a single queue. In this

View Qi receives mi visit periods in a cycle and the periods between the visits

arc called intervisits. Let I.(j), VIi(j) be stochastic variables denoting the

duration      of     the     j-th      intervisit and visit period      of     Q.,      respectively.      Note     that

I.(j) consists of the visits given to the other queues (and the switchover pc-

riods in between) in the period between the (j-1)-st and the j-th visit of Qi·
Using these variables it is now easy to derive an approximate "closed form"
expression  for  the mean waiting  time  at  Q.  This is simply  done by viewing  the

system as a single queue periodic polling model (with mi visits during a cycle)

and computing the pseudoconservation law from (6.3.2), in which the duration of

the j-th switchover period is Ii(j), and in which the dependence of the inter-

visit times and visit times is ignored.     This    yields     (note    that    we can admit     any

service order within Qi which does not elect customers for service in a way that

is based on their actual service time, and which hence docs not influence EWi):

1,#:2)
I '    E I 2 U)  i EIi(j )EVI,(j)

j'.1 j-1

EW =       +           + 11(14*11
i   2(1-P  

 i EI i ( j)i   2 Il EIi(j)
j =1 j =1

(6.5.1)
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where 17(gated) is 1 if Qi has a gated service strategy and 0 if Q. has an cx-

haustive service strategy. The values EVI (j)     (j = 1,...,mi      for a system     with

gated service can be determined from the simple set of linear equations:

EVIi(j+1) = [EVI (j) + EIi(D]'i j-1.....mi'
(6.5.2)

which is the mean amount of work arriving at the system during the periods

VI (j) and I (j). The solution of this set  is:

rmi- 1 m -k,        m.
EVI.(j) =     E EIi(j+k)Pit  /(1-pi'), j-1....,mi.

k=0
(6.5.3)

From  (6.5.1)  and  (6.5.3)  we  get  the mean waiting  time  at  Q:

mi           mi mi-1
mi-k

gated A i   i j=1 j=1 k -0
(2)         I  EI  (j) E   EIi(j)    E  EI i(j+k)P i

EW, =t   +

2(1-Pi) 2  iEIi(j) (1-pii)  IiEIi (j)
j..1 j=1

(6.5.4a)

m

C 2)                      E iEI20)
exhaustive li#i 1-1

EW                =                       +

2(1-Pi)   2 tiEIiU)j-1

(6.5.4b)

The mean waiting time, therefore, depends on the first and second moment of the
intervisit  times  of  Q.  While  it  is  hard  to  compute the first two moments  of

Ii(j)   0 =1. . . . ,m i) '   it   is   easy   to   compute   the   following   sum:

m                3
I EIiU) = (1-pi) -
j-1 1-P

(6.5.5)
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This expression results from the well known expression for the mean cycle time

(cf.    Section   1.4):

EC=s/(1-p),

from the simple relation

m

I [EVIi(j) + EIj(j)] = EC
j..1

and from the relation (being implied by load balancing arguments)

m

11 EVI,(j) =  p/C.
j=l

To derive the lower bound for the mean waiting time at Q- we now consider all
possible    sets of non-negative    stochastic    variables    {I (j)} which    obey    (6.5.5)
and      seek      the      set that minimizes Equation      (6.5.4a,b). This minimization     is      a-

chieved via the next observation and the subsequent lemma.

Observation 11

Let {I (j)} be a set of stochastic variables which minimizes (6.5.4a,b). Then

I;(j),  j= 1,...,mi,   is a degenerated stochastic variable.

This observation follows from the fact that for any arbitrary stochastic

variable      Ii(j),      j = 1,...,mi'      one      can      select      a degenerated stochastic variable

I;(j)       whose        mean       is       EI;(j)=EI(j)       and whose second moment        obeys

E[Ii(j)]2 3 E[Ii(j)12; the equality holds      only      if      I (j)      is      a degencrated stochas-

tic variable. This selection will obviously reduce the value of (6.5.4a,b).
0

Following Observation    5.1 the search     for    the     set     {I (j)}     can    now    concentrate    on

degenerated stochastic variables. Equation (6.5.43.b), therefore, turns into:
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=i             mi      mi-1 mi-k

gated A i B i j=1 j-1 k -0
(2)   I [EIi(j)]2 I   EIi (j)    I  EIi(j+k)pi

EW         =                    +                                +i                mi mi
2(1-Pi) 2

  i EIi(j) (1-pi  ) I Eli(j)
j=t j-1

(6.5.6a)

mi

In    I [EI,0)12
exhaustive  i#i j-1

EWi
= +

2(1-Pi) 2   E i EIiO)
j-1

(6.5.6b)

Lemma Ll
Thc    set of dcgencrated stochastic variables     {I (j)}, j=l, . . . ,m i, which minimizes

(6.5.6a,b), under the constraint (6.5.5), obeys:

1 -pi        s

EI,0)
- -, j=l....,lili

mi  1 -P

Proof

The proof of the claim for (6.5.6b) is immediate. To prove the claim for
(6.5.6a)     is more comprehensive. Using the simplified notation     X,: =EI (j)'

j = 1,...,mi' and omitting the index    i.    we   have    to   solve the following problem   to

prove the claim for (6.5.6a) under the constraint (6.5.5)

m    m-1

E xj  I xj+k pok E %2
j-1 k=0 j-1

MIN + -
{xj) 1 -Bm                              

        2

subject to

I  xj =constant
j-1

(6.5.7)

where    reference    to    indices    is done modulo    In,    X.    0 = 1,...,m)    are    non-negative,

and Osp<1.
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To conduct this minimization we hold all variables fixed except for Xi and X
and minimize (6.5.7) under the constraint that the sum of X. and X. is fixed,

J

namely X. + X. = Z. We thus need to minimize:
1             J

X2 + X2 (X2 + X2)pm + X.X.(pd + pm-d)
1

J+
1 J 1    J

2                      1-pm
(6.5.8)

2  1+Pm
in     which     d =j-i. By factoring     out     (X +X ) , it is easily seen that

2(1 -Pm)
X. =X. =Z/2   minimizes this expression.    Thus we conclude   that   the   equality   of   Xi

J

and     X.     minimizes     (6.5.8) and therefore it follows that equality     of    all     X.'s
1                                                                                                                                                           1

minimizes (6.5.7).
0

From   Observation    5.1 and Lemma    5.1    we   may now conclude    that    I  (j),   j=1, . . . ,m. ,

which minimizes (6.5.4a,b) is a degenerated stochastic variable with mean
S

E[I (j)]-  [(1-pi)/mil-  and  that a lower bound  for  EWi is given  by:
1-P

N

ki#i J j   1-Pi          Pi     1
(2) I m.8

j=1

EW    =                          +                                                [17(gated-   +   -1.2(1-pi)     1-p    mi          1-p.    2
(6.5.9)

6.5.2. A coniectured lower bound fQI 111Q mean waiting time  in a 1-limited queue

Similarly to the previous section one may attempt to derive a lower bound for
the mean waiting time in a single queue periodic polling model with a 1-limited

service strategy. This task is however more difficult than the one pursued in

Subsection    6.5.1,     since a pseudoconservation    law     for     a polling model     with     1-

limited service is available only when the number of visits given to each queue

is one. For this reason it may be difficult to obtain an expression like

(6.5.1).

However, based     on the results of Subsection     6.5.1     we may conjecture     that     the

intervisit time stochastic variables which minimize the mean waiting time in a

single queue periodic polling model      with       1 -limited service possess      the       same
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properties derived for the exhaustive and gated systems. This idea is expressed

in the following conjecture:

Coniecture 11
The     set of stochastic variables     {I,(j)},j= 1,...,mi, which minimizes     the     mean

waiting time in a single queue periodic polling model with a 1-limited service

strategy, under the constraint (6.5.5), obeys:

(a)        I,(j)   is degenerated stochastic variable   (j =1,...,mi)·

1 -Pi    S
(b) EI 0) =     -

m.         1 -p

Once we adopt this conjecture, we may observe that a system which obeys these

conditions behaves like a single queue strictly cyclic polling model since all
the intervisit times are identically distributed. We therefore may drop the

index  j  from  the  variable  I.  and  use the pscudoconscrvation  law  for the strict-
i.

ly cyclic polling model with a 1-limited service strategy (cf. Boxma and Groe-
nendijk [1987]) to derive the mean waiting time in this single queue periodic

polling model:

.        Ai#(2)  +  EIi(1 +Pi)
EW =

1

2(1- p i     -   AiE I  i)

and substituting EIi = s(1-p.)/(m,(1-p)), we get the lower bound for the mean
11

waiting time:

Imili#(2)(1 -p)/(1-pi)1 + 3(1+Pi)
EW' =

2(mi(1 -P) - Ais)
(6.5.10)

Note    that    the   denominator    of the righthand    3ide   of   (6.5.10) is positive    when    the
N

I  mj s j
j=1

crgodicity condition Ai < mi holds.
1   -p
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6.5.3. Optimization via ttli lower bound

The Lower Bound approximation determines the set of visit numbers

{m.,    i=l, . . . ,N} which solves the following problem:

N
MIN Ec.A.EW'ml,. 'mN i=1 11 1

(6.5.11)

Thus we need to solve the following problems:

exhaustive: MIN
F   mis.1 F   cili ( 1-pi)   m l i              I m N L j .1     J  J.1  L i -1          m

(6.5.12a)

N        1 r N CiAi (1 +Pi  
gated:

MIN       I  I m s,l l  I
1,ml. . . . .mN j.l J JJ Li=1   m.    J

(6.5.12b)

N  [miA.#<2)(1-p)/(1-pi)] + 3(1+Pi)
1-limited: MIN

I ciAi
mt'.   'mN 1-1 2(mi(1 -p)-Ais)

(6.5.12c)

These arc homogeneous unconstrained minimization problems:    if   (mt, ···,mN)    yields
a minimum then the same holds for (Km ,...,KmN) for any K*0.
These problems can be solved by simple minimization techniques when we ignore
the fact that the mi should be integers. The solutions of these problems yield

the optimal visit numbers (up to a multiplicative factor) for the lower bound:

exhaustive: mi z 1//C.Ai(1-Pi)/Si ;
(6.5.13a)

gated: mi   -  ,/ cili(1 +Pi)/3 i ;
(6.5.13b)
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A #:2 '              1,2

Ci A,[-+1+ Pil/sil
N                iL   'L 1-P

1-limited: mi   -  At+(1-p- E As.)
jill 1/212 (2)

N f
jj

I 3.Ic.A.F +   1   + p.1/3. 
j-1 JL J JL 1-P U   Ji

(6.5.13c)

Remark 1,1

From    (6.5.9),    (6.5.10)    and    (6.5.13a-c)    one can obtain    the mean waiting   cost    W'.
This forms a lower bound for the waiting cost in the related periodic polling

model. In the exhaustive and gated system we have:

exhaustive:
r N                    12

N  c,A #i:)   [,5,/CiA,(1-pi),i' ]
*W=I  +

i=1 2(1-Pi) 2(1-p)
(6.5.14a)

gated:

N
2-(2) E ,/ c i A i(1 +Pi)3 i.N ciliPi i-1

N         cjAj(1  -pj)        F   p jw' =I       + + 11.
i-1 2(1-Pi) 2(1-p) j -1./c.A.(1 +p.)/s'.ll-p. 21

V JJ J J   J

(6.5.14b)
0

Remark 12
In   a   similar   way that leads   to   (6.5.13a-c)   one   can   derive   the lower bound   and

"optimal" visit numbers for a system with mixed service strategies, namely, a
system in which different queues may be served by different service strategies
(exhaustive, gated or 1-limited).

0

Remark Ll
In   Chapter   5   we   have   proposed   for the special   case   c.=B.    (and   all    switchover

t 1

times identically distributed) to choose the visit frequencies of the various
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queues in a periodic polling model with exhaustive or gated service strategies
according to exactly the same visit frequencies in a random polling model with

the same traffic characteristics.

In Boxma, Levy and Weststrate [1991] we have compared the approximations sugges-

ted by the Lower Bound approach (as described in this section) and the Random

Polling - Golden Ratio approach (as described in Chapter 5). For the case of
identical switchover time distributions, both approaches yield explicit formulas

for the frequencies f ' thus allowing a simple comparison. For exhaustive ser-

vice systems the two approximations lead for this special case to the same re-

sults, cf. Formulas (5.3.4) and (6.5.133). The question then boils down mainly

to the comparison of gated service systems.

For these systems the Random Polling - Golden Ratio approximation suggests that

the visit frequency of
Qi should be proportional to  i while the Lower Bound

approximation suggests    that it should be proportional    to    4.(1 +p,)'.     Note    that    in
11

most cases this difference should be relatively small and that the largest rela-

tive difference between  «  and  14.(l tp. )' is bounded  by  ,/Y.  To  sce the effect  of
11

the difference consider again Figure 1 in the appendix of Chapter 5. The loca-

tions of the minima of the five curves are predicted by the Random Polling -

Golden Ratio approximation to be the points 1,2,3,4 and 6 (marked by '*'). In

contrast, the Lower Bound approximation will predict these minima to be at the

points 1, 2.06, 3.23, 4.55, and 7.79. The reader may realize that, due to the
flatness of these curves, the values of the curves at these points should be

very     similar     to     the values marked      by     '*'.      This     implies     that     the     performance

values of the two approximations are very close to each other. To provide a more

precise comparison of this case we examine the performance of the periodic pol-

ling model when operated under the frequencies suggested by the Lower Bound

approximation. For all five cases we find that the relative performance diffe-

renae between the table suggested by the Random Polling - Golden Ratio approach

and the table suggested by the Lower Bound approach (either using the Golden

Ratio arrangement or using manual arrangement of the visit order) is less than

1.5 %;  the  largest  difference  is  found  for  the  case  P =O.72.
The performance of the 'Lower Bound system' can be considered as a lower bound

of the performance of the periodic polling model to be approximated, whereas the

performance of the random polling model, with the same traffic characteristics

as the periodic polling model to be approximated, can be considered as an upper

bound of the performance of the periodic polling model to be approximated.

0
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Remark 11
Above we assumed that all the intervisit times have a degencrated distribution

(as lower bound for finding the best possible performance of each queue). This

assumption can be generalized by allowing other distributions in which

Ee(j) =KE[Ii(j)]2   for some arbitrary  K.
0

Finally we state the Lower Bound approximation.

LOWER BOUND APPROXIMATION:

Use a set of visit numbers which are proportional to the numbers derived in
(6.5.133-c) to obtain efficient polling tables.

6.6. ADproximate operation rules based on mean waiting time approximations

The operation rules derived in this section are based on approximate expressions

for the mean waiting times in the periodic polling model. Our approach is to

derive simple expressions for the mean waiting times EWi and to derive efficient
N

visit frequencies by optimizing the objective function  I ci i W  where the
i=1

approximations    of    the mean waiting    time     are     substituted     for    EW.. The visit     fre-

quencies which optimize that objective function are then recommended for use in

the periodic polling model.

To derive an approximation for the mean waiting time in a periodic pOlliI]g mO-

dcl, we first recall previously derived approximations for the mean waiting time

in the strictly cyclic polling model. These expressions have been derived by

Everitt [1986] for polling models with exhaustive and gated service strategies,

by Boxma and Meister [1986] for polling models with a 1-limited service stratc-

gy, and by Grocnendijk [1989] for a mixture of those. For all three service
strategies, the mean waiting time EWi is related to the mean residual time ERC

of a cycle of the server, starting and ending at Qi (cf. Groenendijk [19891):

exhaustive: EWi - (1-Pi)ERCi
(6.6. la)

gated: EWi = (1+Pi)ERCi'
(6.6.lb)
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1-P+P i
1-limited: EWi

- IRCi'
1-p  - Ais

(6.6.lc)

N

With   S=  I  S.
i=1

Formula    (6.6. la) is exact    when the cycle starts    with a departure    of    the    server

from    Qi,    and    (6.6. lb)    is    exact   when   the
cycle starts   at an arrival    of the server

to      Q.;      (6.6. lc)     is     only an approximation. Equations      (6.6.la),      (6.6. lb)     and

(6.6. ic) have been used (in the references mentioned above) for deriving mean

waiting time approximations in the strictly cyclic polling model. This has been

done by arguing that ERCi is approximately the same for all i, and by using the

pseudoconservation   law (cf. Section 1.4). Below    we   use that approach to derive

the mean waiting time in the periodic polling model.

Assume    that    Q    occurs mi times    in a polling table,    i = 1,...,N. We assume    that

these visits to Qi are spread as evenly as possible. Denoting by ERSCi the mean
residual     time     of a subcycle     for     Q., a subcycle being the interval     between     two

successive server visits to Q. (there are mi such subcycles in a cycle), we

propose the following approximation   for   EWi

exhaustive: EW. - (1-p.)ERSC.,
1                   1                1

(6.6.2a)

gated: EWi    -   (1 +Pi)ERSCi
(6.6.2b)

1 -p + p
1-limited: EW - ERSCi'lip-(Ai/mi)s

(6.6.2c)

N

with   s=  I  mist
i-1

The arguments leading to (6.6.2a) and (6.6.2b) are simple extensions of those
leading    to     (6.6. la)     and     (6.6. lb), (cf. Boxma [1989]:p.209     for a discussion     of

those arguments). The 1-limited approximation (6.6.2c) is derived as follows. A
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customer arriving at Q. has to wait a residual subcycle; when he meets X custo-
1                                                                                                                              i

mers    in    Qi    upon its arrival,    he    also    has   to    wait    Xi    subcycles    SC  - which differ

from ordinary subcycles in the sense that each of these subcycles contains a
service at  Q..  Thus:

EWi = ERSCi + EXIESCi.
(6.6.3)

Using the PASTA property (which implies that EX. equals the mean number of cus-
tomers waiting in Qi at an arbitrary epoch) and Little's formula, we can write

EXi = AiEWi Similar to the 1-limited cyclic polling approximation in Boxma and

Meister [1986], we use a traffic balance argument to write

N

ESC+  -  B.  +  [E m.s.]/m.  +  (p-pi)ESC; .
11 i.1 Jj  1

(6.6.4)

+This equality is based on the argument that the subcycle SC consists of the

service    of one customer   at    Q.,    of the switchover time duration   in that cycle   and

of the amount    o f service being given     to the other queues during    an     SC t     cycle.

This yields

N

Bi   +   [I  m. s.]/m.
jill

J)   1

ESCI - 1-ptp

(6.6.5)

Substitution     of     (6.6.5)      in (6.6.3) leads     to (6.6.2c). Approximations     (6.6.2a),

(6.6.2b) and (6.6.20) can also be used for a periodic polling model with a mix-
ture of exhaustive, gated and 1-limited service strategies.

Having derived (6.6.2a), (6.6.2b) and (6.6.2c), we finally need a 'bold' assump-
tion to get rid of the unknown ERSCi Since Qi has m. subcycles in a cycle, the
mean duration of a subcycle is 1/mi of that of a complete cycle. We now assume

that the residual of a subcycle is proportional to its mean value. Hence
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A
ERSC = -EC, i=l,...,N,i mi

(6.6.6)

with A some unknown constant and EC the mean time to complete one cycle of the

table;   the  expression  for  EC is known  and is given  in  (6.3.1).

We expect the accuracy of approximation (6.6.6) to increase with decreasing

randomness of the cycle. In the case of low traffic, rather symmetric queues and

1-limited service (which has a relatively small coefficient of variation of the

visit period of a queue), (6.6.6) can be expected to lead to good results.

Substitution of (6.6.6) into (6.6.2a), (6.6.2b) and (6.6.2c), leads to the fol-

lowing mean waiting time approximation:

N

I ms.
A     j=t

JJ

exhaustive: EWi - -1-Pi)
1-P m

(6.6.7a)

N

I m sj
A      j=t

gated: EW. - -ltpo
1-P m

(6.6.7b)

N

1-P+P i I  mj sj
A                        j=t

1-limited: EW =
i N1-p .                    mi1-p-(A./m,) E m. s

J J
j=1

(6.6.7c)

N

Finally, optimization of I c.A.EW, using expressions  (6.6.7a),  (6.6.7b)  and
11  1

i-1

(6.6.7c) is similar    to the optimization problem posed in equations     (6.5.128-c),

yielding the following results (note that there is no need to determine A):

exhaustive: mi   -  / cili(1-Pi)/si'•
(6.6.8a)
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gated: mi    -     VIC.Xi(l  +PI)IS  :,
(6.6.8b)

N                      ./  CtAi"-p +P. 1  121

1-limited: Ini    -    Ai + (1-P-   I   Aksk)    N
k-1

I sj V/ cjlj( 1 -p+pj)/3 j
j=1

(6.6.8c)

Note   that   in   (6.6.8c)   p +I  Aksk   =   I  Ak(#k   +   sk)    <    1, as follows   from the crgodi-

city condition of the system (cf. Section 6.3).

Remark Ll
If we add the constraint EC = [I m.s.]/(1-p) = C' to the unconstrained problem

J J

(6.6.8c) for 1-limited service, thus prescribing the mean cycle time of the
periodic polling model, then the following minimization problem results:

N ciA i (1-p+Pi)
MIN I

i-1  m.-A.C
1       1

(6.6.9)

subject to

N

E  mjsj
jill

=C.
1   -P

(6.6.10)

The optimal solution of the homogeneous unconstrained problem can be scaled to

satisfy    (6.6.10). This implies    that the visit numbers given    by (6.6.Sc), after

scaling with the factor C', also solve the constrained minimization problem

(6.6.9)-(6.6.10). Advantages of this approach are the simple structure of

(6.6.9)-(6.6.10) and the close similarity with Kleinrock's linear Capacity As-

Signment problem (cf. Kleinrock [1976]:Section 5.7), which enables    one to trans-

late Kleinrock's solution (Formula (5.26) of that publication) immediately into

(6.6.8c). Similar to Kleinrock's solution interpretation, one can interpret

(6.6.8c): Station Q. should be visited at least A.C' times during a cycle, as
1                                                                   1
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this is the mean number of arrivals during onc cycle; the remaining 'capacity'

is allocated according to a square root assignment. The latter assignment is
very similar to those obtained for exhaustive and gated service in (6.6.Ba) and
(6.6.8b).

0

The derived rule is therefore expressed as:

MEAN WAITING TIME APPROXIMATION:
Use a set of visit numbers which are proportional to the numbers derived in

(6.6.8a), (6.6.8b) and (6.6.8c) to obtain efficient polling tables.

A special case supporting the approximate approaches for exhaustive and gated

systems

As     an additional SUpport     to the rules     in     (6.6. Sa)     and     (6.6.8b)     we     next     consider

a periodic polling model for which the optimal visit frequencies (and pattern)
can be derived analytically. The idea to study this model is due to Giannakouros

and    Laloux   [1989].     It    is a model in which all stations (queues)    belong    to    either

one of two types, h or l. There are N t stations each with parameters Ah' Bh' Ph'
.(2)                     (2)                                                                                                        42)

 1,  sh and sh . and Ni stations each with parameters Al' Bi' pl' pl' sl and

i/ . Let mh and mt be the number of visits given to an h-station and to an
l-station respectively; obviously, all h-stations should receive the same number

of visits and the same holds for the 1-stations. Without loss of generality let
us assume that the h-stations are to receive more attention then the 1-stations
and let K be the ratio of these numbers: K =

mh/mi. Giannakouros and
Laloux [1989] propose the following visit pattern, assuming that K divides Ni
and dividing the l-stations into K equal size distinct groups. First, all the Nh
h-stations are visited, then the first group of 1-stations is visited, then the
h-stations are visited again in the same order, then the second group of the

1-stations is visited,     and     so on, where the cycle     ends     with a visit     to     the     last

group of 1-stations.       Thus, all l-stations occur exactly       once       in the polling
table.

For the periodic polling model in which the server visits the queues according

to this pattern we may derive the pseudoconservation law in a closed-form ex-
pression. If the service of the h-stations and the 1-stations is exhaustive,

then   the   part   of the pseudoconservation   law (cf. Section 4.4: Formula   (4.4.10))
that is relevant for optimization becomes:
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phshNh(Nh-1) PhsZNZNh ptst N t(Nt- 1 )
+                               +                                   +

2(1-p) 2K(1-p) 2 ( 1-p)

pishN/NhK KN 3(2 ) +  N •(2)
P        h h         ty

+-         +
2

2(1-p) KNhsh  +   N i s i

r     phs     Pts       Phstl':INh   plshNINhic 1
Ish

- + --sl[
111L K(1-p) 1 -p       -1 L 2s 23   1'

(6.6.11)

where s =
KN Ish + Nlsl' Considering this problem as if K is a continuous va-

riable and differentiating     (6.6.11)     with     respect     to K (which is equivalent     to

the differentiation of the pseudoconservation law itself) yields a condition for
the optimal value of K, K*:

shpl(1-Pi)NiN/: slph(1-Ph)Nh Ni  p r
.    2    +   --2[[42'-   41,1-[42'-   41,4 N,Nh   -   0.

2(1-p) 2(1-p)(K )   2s
(6.6.12)

Now, if either

(1) all  switchover  periods  are identically distributed  (i.c.  st-sh'  42)=42)),
or

(2)   all switchover periods arc deterministic   (i.e.,   s )-sl,   37)= 4),
then the optimal visit ratio is:

ill/'             0          1//ph(1-ph)/s '
- =K =

m  i                                               '/   P   1(1 -P   11' s  i

(6.6.13)

This analysis can also be carried out for the cases in which

(1)   service of all stations is gated,

(2)   service of h-stations is gated and of t-stations is exhaustive,

(3)   service of h-stations is exhaustive and of 1-stations is gated.
The results of all four cases yield the final result for the optimal visit frc-
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quency f ' for each station:

If Q has an exhaustive service strategy:

'/  P i('1 -P i ) is..

f=
i I v/pj(1-pj)/s; + E ,/p.(1+pj)/sj

i€e leg
(6.6.143)

If Q, has a gated service strategy:

v/p i(1+P i) /s i'
f=

i                                                                                                                   •

E JP (1-P )Is' + E Jp (ltp )Is
j Ee leg

(6.6.14b)

N

Because  f:=m./ I m, i=1,...,N, these results coincide  with  (6.6.8)  and
1   1 j.1 J

(6.5.13)   and thus support the approximation approaches proposed   in this chapter.

Remark 62
Formula    (6.6.14)    is a generalization    of the result derived in Giannakouros    and

Laloux    [1989];     they only consider     the     case with exhaustive service and determi-

nistic and identical switchover periods between all stations.

0

61 Numerical rvs, B
In this section we numerically examine the quality of the approximated rules

derived in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. The examination is conducted by a systematic

exploration of a wide variety of cases and by comparing the mean waiting cost in

a system operated by the rules suggested in this chapter to that of an 'opti-

mally' operated system. The performance of an 'optimally' operated system is

found by an organized search of a wide variety of cases and selecting the one
that yields the minimum value. In the case of gated service, we have used a
numerical procedure of Choudhury [1989] that has especially been constructed for

periodic polling models with a gated service strategy at each queue; in the
other cases, the power series algorithm of Blanc [1990] has been applied.
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A whole plethora of cases and effects can be studied: different service strate-

gies, small or large number of queues, choice of service time distributions and

switchover time distributions and their parameters. The results of Chapter 5

suggest that the optimal visit rules are not very sensitive to the choice of

those distributions, and therefore we do not vary them much here.

In the comparison we put emphasis on examining the quality of the visit frequen-

cy     determination     step     (Step      1      in     tile     procedure     described in Section     6.4).      To

achieve this comparison we examine cases in which the determination of visit

patterns for each set of visit frequencies can be easily generated manually;

this manual pattern determination is done by an even spacing of the queue vi-

sits. In addition we examine the quality of the complete procedure suggested in

Section 6.4. In this comparison the determination of the visit pattern is done
using the Golden Ratio procedure. We refer to Section 5.4 for a detailed des-
cription of this procedure to "evenly" spread the visits of the different queues

over the cycle. In Section 5.5 we discussed the numerical properties of the

Golden Ratio procedure and suggested a refinement of this procedure.

The main two parts of this section deal with examining the approximation for the

gated     service     system     and     the 1-limited SyStem (Subsections     6.7.1      and     6.7.2,

respectively). Mixtures of exhaustive and 1-limited service are considered in

Subsection 6.7.3. We have not included cases with exclusively exhaustive ser-
vice. The main reason for this is that the numerical experiments in the previous

chapter   for   the   case   cj I Bi'    and some cases    we   have    run   with   c. 0#.,    show    that   our11

optimization approaches for exhaustive and for gated service systems are not
only very similar, but also lead to approximations of very comparable (excel-

lent) quality. The tables and a figure, to bc discussed below, are collected in

the appendix.

6.7.1. Gated service system

In this examination we consider a periodic polling model with several identical

queues and an additional queue that differs from these. The cases are construe-

ted in a way that each time several parameters are controlled (by holding them

fixed) while others are examined (by being perturbed). We consider six cases in

which the effects of the following parameters on the approximation quality are

examined: 1) effect of arrival rates, 2) effect of switchover parameters,

3) effect of cost parameters, 4) effect of service time parameters, 5) effect of
the system size, and 6) effect of varying several parameters. A detailed des-

cription of the cases is next given.
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Case 1-(gated): effect of arrival rates

We consider a system consisting of 12 identical queues and an additional queue

that differs from them. All parameters for all queues are identical except for
the arrival rates. The identical parameters are: B, is deterministic with mean

1, Si is negative exponential with mean 1 and c. is constant for all 13 queues:

c.=1.0. The arrival rates   of   the    12   identical   queues arc fixed   to   1  =0.02   while
1                                                                                                                                                 i

that of the additional queue (Ql) is varied and gets the values 0.02, 0.075,
0.16,   0.26   and   0.49. The visit frequencies examined   in   order   to   find the optimum

are: f:f = 4:5, 1:1, 4:3, 3:2, 2:1, 12.5, 3:1, 7:2, 4:1, 5.1, 6:1, 8:1 and1i
12: 1.      For     each of these frequencies the visit pattern is selected manually     by

evenly spacing the visits. In Table la-(gated) we present the resillts of this
case: The first column contains the arrival rates, the next two columns contain

the results of the optimal pattern (the cost and the number of visits given to
the queues), the next four columns contain the results of the pattern predicted
by the approximation: the cost, the percent error (with respect to the optimum),

the visit frequency ratio predicted      by the approximation     (fl:fi)      and the actual

number of visits considered (m.:m., which usually results from rounding   flifi)1      1

The last but one column contains the 'optimal' value of the waiting cost in the
Lower Bound system (Formula   (6.5.14b))   and    the last column contains   the   relative

difference between the 'optimal' value of the waiting cost in the Lower Bound

system and the 'optimal' value of the waiting cost in the periodic polling sys-

tem (relative with respect to the value in the Lower Bound system).Note that the
approximate rules derived via the Mean Waiting time approach and via the Lower

Bound approach   are   the   same   if  the service strategy is gated.

A similar case is examined in Table lb-(gated). Here everything is identical to
Table la-(gated), except that the switchover periods here are deterministic.

Case 2-(gated): effect of switchover periods
This case is similar to Case 1-{gated), except that here the parameters pertur-

bed are the mean values of the switchover periods. The identical parameters are:

Bi    is    deterministic    with    mean    1,    Ai    is   equal    to    0.06,    and    c. is constant:    ci - 1.
The switchover periods of the 12 identical queues are taken to bc negative ex-

ponential   with   mean   1.   The   switchover   period   of  queue   1   is   negative   exponential
with varying intensity: 1/36, 1/16, 1/9, 1/4, 1,4,9 and 16. The visit frequen-
cy ratios examined (in order to find the optimum) arc 1:5, 1:4, 1.3, 2:5, 1:2,

2:3, 1:1, 4:3, 3:2, 2:1, 12:5, 3:1, 7:2, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1, 8:1 and 12:1. Table
2-(gated) is similar to Table 1-(gated) except for the first column which con-
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tains the (varying) mean of the switchover periods.

Case 3-(gated): effect of cost parameters

This case is similar to Case 1-(gated) and Case 2-(gated), but here we perturb
the cost parameters. The identical parameters are: B  is deterministic with mean
1, A. is equal to 0.06, and Si is negative exponential with mean 1. The cost
parameter    of   the    12 identical queues    is   set   to    c. = 1    and    that of queue    1    varies:

ci-1/16,     1/9,     1/4,     1,     4,    9,     16.
The visit frequency ratios examined (in order    to

find the optimum) are 1:4, 2:7, 1:3, 2:5, 1:2, 2:3, 1:1, 4:3, 3:2, 2:1, 12:5.
3:1, 7:2, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1 and 12:1. Table 3-(gated) depicts this case and its
structure is similar to that of the previous tables.

Case  4-(gated):  effect  of service  time

In this case we consider a periodic polling model similar to that of the pre-

vious cases and perturb the mean value of the service times. The identical pa-

rameters   are:    Ai=0·028,    Si    is negative exponential    with    mean    1,    and    c.-1.    The

service times of the 12 identical queues are deterministic with mean 1 and the
mean service time at queue 1 varies: 10, 20 (deterministic). To explore the
effect of the Golden Ratio procedure we use it, in this case, for determination
of the visit pattern. The visit frequency ratios examined (in order to find the

optimum) are: 1:3, 1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 4:5, 5:6, 10:11, 1:1, 11:10, 6:5, 5:4, 4:3,
3:2  and   2: 1. The results are provided in Table 4-(gated).

Case 5-(gated): effect of system size

In    this    case    we    investigate    whether the system    size    (i.e.,    the    number   of   queues)

significantly affects the quality     o f the approximation.      We therefore examine      a

case     similar    to    Case     1 -(gated)    but in which the number of identical queues    is     3

(rather than 12 there). The identical parameters are: B  is deterministic with

mean 1, Si is negative exponential with mean 1, and cj is constant: i-0.02. The
arrival rates of both the 3 identical queues and the single queue vary as dcpic-

ted in the table, in a way that the total utilization p remains relatively high

(between 0.7 and 0.91). The construction of the polling pattern is done manually

in this case. The visit frequency ratios searched arc 1:5, 1:4, 2:7, 1:3, 2:5,
1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 1:1, 3:2, 9:5, 2:1, 5:2, 3.1, 7:2 and 4:1. The case is presented
in Table 5-(gated).
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Case 6-(gated): effect of varying several parameters
While in the previous cases we studied the effect of perturbing each parameter
individually, here we examine the effect of varying several parameters concur-

rently. We again consider a periodic polling model with three identical queues

and one different queue. The parameters of the four subcases are given in Table

6-(gated). The visit patterns are determined manually. The visit frequency ra-
tios examined are: 1:5, 1:4, 2:7, 1:3, 2:5, 1.2, 2.3, 3:4, 1:1, 3:2,  9:5,  2:1,

5:2,    3.1    and    4:1. The service times are deterministic    and the switchover periods

arc negative exponential.

6.7.2. 1-Limited service system

An exact analysis of 1-limited systems is only known for the cyclic fully symme-

tric case and the cyclic two-queue case (cf. Boxma and Groenendijk [1988]), but
Blanc's [1990] power series algorithm allows the numerical evaluation of mean

waiting times in a periodic polling model with a 1-limited service strategy at

the various queues. Unfortunately, the computational complexity of the algorithm

in its present form is such that it is only possible to calculate mean waiting

times with high accuracy when the polling table is rather small (or the traffic
is low). Therefore we have mainly restricted ourself to two-queue and three-

queue models. Because consideration     of 1-limited service     and of arbitrary     cost

factors ci are both new elements in our study, we have considered a large number

of examples, and in particular we have varied the cost factors extensively.

The only service time and switchover time distributions under consideration are

negative exponential ones. Our experience with gated and exhaustive service (cf.
Chapter    5 and Subsection 6.7.1) suggests    that the optimal visit ratios    for    the

polling tables are quite insensitive to the choice of those distributions. This
is supported by some experiments for 1-limited service systems with different

coefficients of variation for the service time and switchover time distribu-

tions. The results of those experiments are displayed in Figure 1 in the appen-

dix of this chapter.
In all examples we present the results obtained by both the Mean Waiting time
approach and the Lower Bound approach. The 'optimal' pattern has been determined

by   examining all visit number vectors    (mi,...,mN)    in   a   wide   range,    and    all   pos-
sible tables with given visit numbers. For the approximations, the Golden Ratio

procedure is used to determine the polling table that is most likely to be the
best among all tables with given visit numbers. A detailed description of the

cases is next given.
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Case  1-(l-limited)
This   two-queue   case   consists   of three parts,    with   Bl-B2- 1.0,    0.5   and    0.1    respec-
lively. The first part concerns      a      very      high      traffic      load      -     certainly      in      view      of

the additional ergodicity condition that is required for queues with 1-limited

service (cf. Section   6.3).

Case 2-(1-limited)
This two-queue case also consists of three parts. The only difference between

the   first two parts   is   that   Bl -B2   in   part   1    and   Bl =9#2   in   part 2; parts   2   and   3

only differ in the values of the arrival rates. Note that, due to the symmetry

of the model of part 1 of this table, the numerical results of cases 5, 6 and 7

immediately follow from cases 4, 3 and 2 respectively. We added these cases for

comparison with cases 5,6 and 7 of part 2 and part 3 of this table.

Case 3-(l-limited)
In this two-queue case with heavy traffic and a slight asymmetry in the arrival

rates and the switchover times, c  is varied while ct is being kept fixed. c  is
chosen such that 'nice' visit ratios result, so that rounding-off errors in the

visit numbers do not occur. The last two subcases are slightly different. In the

10-th, c. equals   1/(Ai +12)   so   that   the objective function equals   the   mean   wai-

ting    time    of an arbitrary customer.     In    the     11-th, the objective function equals

the  sum  of the two mean waiting times.

Case 4.6,7-(1-limited)
These are similar  to  Case   1,   but  allow   3,  5  and   10  queues  respectively.

Case 5-(1-limited)
This case is similar to Case 2, but considers 3 queues.

Figure 1

As remarked above, in the 1-limited tables only negative exponential service

time and switchover time distributions are considered. In Figure 1, which    rela-

tes to the very first subcase of Table 1-(1-limited), we test the influence of
smaller and larger coefficients of variation (cv) of the service times and

switchover times on the optimal visit ratios.
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6.7.3.  A mixture g exhaustive  Ilit 1-limited service

We consider one two-queue periodic polling model with exhaustive service at Qi
and 1-limited service at Q2. We have only developed the Mean Waiting Time ap-

proximation for this mixture. It is tested in Table l-(exhaustive/1-limited),
that consists of three parts. Parts 1 and 2 only differ in the values of the
mean service times, whereas parts 1 and 3 only differ in the values of the mean
switchover times.

6.8. Discussion

Below we discuss the operation rules derived in Section 6.5 and 6.6, and the
numerical results reported in Section 6.7 and presented in the appendix of this

chapter.

6.8.1. Discussion if th  operation rules

The following observations can be made regarding the visit frequencies derived

in (6.5.13a) and (6.6.83) for an exhaustive system, in (6.5.13b) and (6.6.8b)
for the gated system  and   in  (6.5.13()  and  (6.6.8c)  for  the   1-limited  system.

1) For the exhaustive and the gated systems the rules derived by both analyses

are identical and thus support each other.

2)   For tile 1-limited    system, the rulcs derived    by    (6.5.13()    and    (6.6.8c)    some-

what differ from each other and thus require some discussion. Note that

(6.5.13() considers the second moment    of the service    time    (#<2))    while    (6.6.8c)

does     not. To understand this, examine the analysis leading     to     (6.5.13c)     and

observe    that   the mean waiting    time EW expressed    in (6.5.10) contains reference
-(2) ..(2)

to    pi    :    however,    (6.5.10)    does not contain reference    to    p.         0 *i). This obser-

vation may suggest    that (6.5.10) makes reference to second moment effects   in    an

imbalanced way. Indeed, note that this imbalanced reference results from the
assumption  that the intervisit times  I (j) are degenerated stochastic variables.

Thus, it seems that a more balanced analysis can be achieved by giving similar
(2)

considerations     to    Bi , namely by 'assuming'     that     #9)=f     (deterministic).     This

assumption will result in the following rule replacing (6.5.13c)
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1-limited:
1/2

[c,z,r-1- 1,s,1
N               l        L 1-P i      7

nli  -  Ai+(1-p- I A.s.) 1/2'j-1 J J N    r         1
Is.Ic.A.f-1/3,1
j=1

'l  J  'L  1 -PiJ    ,]

(6.8.1)

Note   that   now   (6.8.1)   is   much more similar   to   (6.6.8c).   As   a   matter   of   fact,   for

two-queue   systems,   (6.6.8c)   and   (6.8.1) are precisely identical.

3)   In the light traffic situation      Ai-'0,      i=l, . . . ,N, the visit frequencies      for

each service strategy reduce to

,/  CiA ils:
f=
i          N

I /c,A./3.'
V  J J  J

j-1
(6.8.2)

indeed, note that (6.6.23-c) now all reduce to the same approximation. On the

other hand, in heavy traffic (in particular when 1-p-Ilksk becomes small) the
visit frequencies in the 1-limited system will be more or less linearly related

to the arrival rates.

4) In the derivation of (6.6.2a-c) the assumption of Poisson arrivals plays a
minor role. We conjecture that tbe visit frequencies given by (6.6. Sa-c) give

acceptable results even for non-Poisson arrival processes. This conjecture has

not yet been investigated numerically. Results of Kruskal [1969] for a determi-

nistic arrival (and service) process and exhaustive or gated service strategies

at the queues give the same visit rules as (6.6.8a-b), thus lending some support

to the conjecture.

5) It is easily seen that the two approaches of Sections 6.5 and 6.6 can also be

used for some other service strategies.
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6.8.2. Discussion gf thQ numerical results

We have proposed tWO approaches for deriving approximations for the optimal

visit frequencies for each queue in a periodic polling model: the Lower Bound

and the Mean Waiting Time approach. Both approaches yield similar results.

1) The operation rules for determining the visit frequencies of the gated system

seem to perform extremely well. In the wide examination reported in Subsection

6.7.1 the differences in the performance between the operation point predicted

by these rules and the optimal point are extremely small. It seems that the only

parameter for which the approximation reacts not as well is the mean service
time, and when the differences in mean service times are extremely large (ratios

of    1:10,    1:20) the approximation performs several percent worse    than the optimal

point.

2)  Tile lower bound derived in Section   6.5 (see Remark   5.1)   is not always tight,

as revealed by the tests for gated systems. The reader may observe that the

difference between the lower bound and the 'optimal' operation point is affected

by the variability    of the system. For example, in Table lb-(gated) in which    both

the service times and the switchover periods are deterministic, the difference

is very small. In Tables la-(gated), 2-(gated) and 3-(gated), in which the

switchover times are negative exponential, the difference is larger (though,

still quite small). Even larger differences are observed in small size systems

(in which the variability increases) and in systems with large variation between

mean service times (Table 4-(gated)).

3) The two operation rules for determining the visit frequencies of the 1-

limited systems (and mixtures of exhaustive and 1-limited) lead to very similar

predictions. These predictions are quite accurate in most cases. There is one

exception: when traffic is heavy, with very asymmetric mean service times, both
approaches find it difficult to give accurate predictions for (the ratios of)
the mean waiting times. This is revealed by parts 2 and 3 of Table 2-(1-

limited), and by Table 5-(1-limited). The worst results are contained in part 2
of Table 2-(14imited). The less heavy traffic in part 3 reduces the errors

significantly; and in Table 5-(1-limited) the presence of a third queue seems to

lead to less sensitive behaviour of the objective function in the neighbourhood

of the optimum.
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4) In most other cases we have also observed a reasonably flat behaviour of the
objective function in the ncighbourhood of the optimum, with this function
sharply rising at some distance of the optimum ratio. An extreme example is the

last subcase of part 2 of Table 1-(Exhaustive/1-limited), where the minimal cost

is    found    to be 6.5736    for a ratio    of    1.10,    but   where the costs differ    less   than

5 %   from that value  for  a wide range of visit ratios.

5) The accuracy of the approximations does not appear to be very sensitive to

the choice of cost parameters (see for example Table 3-(1-limited)).

6) Figure 1 supports our belief that the optimal visit ratios are hardly sensi-

tive     to     the     choice of service     time     and     switchover     time     distributions.      If     c. =#.
11

and the service strategy is either exhaustive or gated, the pseudoconservation

law for periodic polling models can be used to show that the optimal visit ra-

tios are completely insensitive to the choice of service time distributions and

(under certain conditions) of switchover time distributions.
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ADDendix

Table la-(gated)
A    13-queue   case:   effect   of  arrival   rates.

#l=#2= 1   (deterministic);   sl =s2 = 1   (negative  exponential).

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
A :A

1 i

i=2,...13 CO 3t ml:m2 cost %err fl/f2 ml:m2 cost diff.

1 0.02;0.02 0.0501 1: 1 0.0501 0.0 1.00 1:1 0.0466 7.4%

2  0.075;0.02 0.0628 2:1 0.0628 0.0 1.99 2: 1 0.0584 7.6%

3 0.16;0.02 0.0833 3: 1 0.0833 0.0 3.02 3:1 0.0770 8.2%

4 0.26;0.02 0.1145 4:1 0.1145 0.0 4.01 4:1 0.1055 8.5%

5 0.49;0.02 0.2713 6:1 0.2713 0.0 5.98 6: 1 0.2590 8.9%

Table lb-(gated)
A 13-queue case: effect of arrival rates.

 t- 2=1 (deterministic);  31 =$2= 1  (deterministic).

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
A :A
1  i

i=2....13 COSt mt:m2 cost %err fl/f:z mlim2 cost diff.

1 0.0 2;0.0 2 0.0 4 7 5 1:1 0.0475 0.0 1.00 1:1 0.0466 1.8%

2 0.075;0.02 0.0597 2: 1 0.0597 0.0 1.99 2: 1 0.0584 2.2%

3 0.16;0.02 0.0793 3:1 0.0793 0.0 3.02 3:1 0.0770 3.0%

4 0.26;0.02 0.1095 4: 1 0.1095 0.0 4.01 4: 1 0.1055 3.8%

5 0.49;0.02 0.2640 6: 1 0.2640 0.0 5.98         6: 1 0.2590 6.0%
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Table 2-(gated)
A 13-queue case: effect of mean switchover times.

Ai-0.06, Bi=l (deterministic), i=1,....13,

si=l (negative exponential), i=2,...,13.

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
S

cost mlim2 CO 3t %crr f /f  m:m cost diff.
1 2 1      2

1 1/36 23.16 6: 1 23.16 0.0 6.0 6:1 21.42 8.1%

2 1/16 23.45 4:1 23.45 0.0 4.0 4:1 21.71 8.0%

3 1/9 23.75 3:1 23.75 0.0 3.0 3: 1 22.01 7.9%

4 1/4 24.34 2:  1 24.34 0.0 2.0 2:1 22.61 7.7%

51 26.20 1:  1            2 6.2 0 0.0 1.0 1:1 24.45 7.1%

64 30.42 1:2 30.42 0.0 0.5 1:2 28.35 7.3%

79 35.51 1:3 35.51 0.0 0.33 1:3 32.54 9.1%

8 16 41.69 1:4 41.69 0.0 0.25 1:4 37.02 12.6%

Table 3-(gated)
A   13-queue   case:   effect   of  cost   parameters.

Ai-0.06, Bi=l (deterministic), si = ' (negative exponential), i=l,...,13.

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
01;Ci

i=2,....13 Cost ml:m2 cost %err fl/fl mi:m2 cost diff.

1 1/16,1 23.44 1:3 23.53 0.4 1/4 1:4 21.71 8.0%

2 1/9:1 23.70 1: 3 23.71 0.04 1/3 1:3 22.01 7.7%

3 1/4;1 24.27 1:2 24.27 0.0 1/2 1:2 22.61 7.3%

4 1;1 26.20 1:1 26.20 0.0 1.0 1:1 24.45 7.1%

5 4;1 30.35 2:1 30.35 0.0 2.0 2.1 28.36 7.0%

6 9;1 34.83 3: 1 34.83 0.0 3.0 3:1 32.56 7.0%

7 16;1 39.64 4:1 39.64 0.0 4.0 4: 1 37.05 7.0%
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Table 4-(gated)
A 13-queue case: effect of service times tdeterministic).

Ai=0.028, si= 1 (negative exponential), i=1,...,13.

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound

#t'#i
i=2. . . . .1 3 Cost mt:m, cost Xerr fl/fp mt:m2 cost diff.

1 10;1 7.920 1:1 8.742 10.3 1.12 11:10 6.507 21.7%

2 20;1 3 9.9 5 0           1: 1 46.110 15.4 1.22 5:4 24.59 62.5%

Table 5-(gated)
A 4-queue case: effect of arrival rates.

A

# = 1  (deterministic),  si=l  (negative  exponential),  i=1

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
A :A

1 i

i=2,3,4 Cost mi:m:Z cost  %err fl/f2 mi:m2 cost diff.

1 0.02;0.255 0.1945 1:4 0.1945 0.0 1/3.96 1:4 0.160021.5%

2 0.03;0.221 0.1210 1:3 0.1210 0.0 1/2.96 1:3 0.0998 21.2%

3 0.07;0.240 0.2122 1:2 0.2122 0.0 1/1.99 1: 2 0.1761 22.2%

4 0.22;0.220 0.4311 1: 1 0.4311 0.0  1/1.00 1:1 0.360619.6%

5 0.42;0.130 0.2381 2.1 0.2381 0.0 2.01 2:1 0.1980 20.2%

6 0.61;0.100 0.5393 3: 1 0.5393 0.0 2.99 3: 1 0.4481 20.3%



iC-

4            Table 6-(gated)
2,

A  4-queue  case:   effect   of  various   parameters.

B,= 1 (deterministic), i= 1,...,4.

optimal pattern approximation pattern lower bound
A
1;Ai 31;Si Cl;Ci

i=2. .,13 i„2...,13 i=2...,13 Cost
mi.m2 Cost %err fl/f2 mi:m2 cost diff

1 0.40;0.16 3.0;1.0 0.02;0.02 0.6405 1: 1 0.6405 0.0 1.003 1:1 0.5619 14.3%

2 0.34;0.19 0.5;1.0 0.02;0.02 0.5052 2:1 0.5052 0.0  2.016 2:1 0.4075 19.3%

3 0.10;0.26 3.0;1.0 0.02;0.02 0.5238 1: 3 0.5238 0.0 1/2.99 1:3 0.4404 15.9%

4 0.45;0.15 1.0;1.0 0.0013;0.02 0.2653 3:4 0.2731 2.9 1/2.02 1:2 0.2118 20.3%

\0
6.

/

8'
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Table 1-(1-limitedl
A two-queue cofe· .„„1.,1.,· ,)rrir„1 r,11„ . ,·,lrious Ii,iffic In,i,Is.

1,=0.765, 12=0.085; #1-#2 St -S,=(11

01-02-1.0

c :CY optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximat ion
--  -- .- -- ... --

cost mi·m2 co<t
%Fir    7, /7 2 m,i m 2

cost %err f ,/f2 m,·m2

1

# 1 :112
13.0000 8:1   11 0871 0.7 7 183 7:1 13.0000 0.0 8.251    8:1

2      1  0:0. i 8 9641 13:1 9 0418 0 1  11 716 12:1 9.0418 0.1 12.447 12·1

3  1 0:0 2 9 6881 12·1 10.2452 5.8 10.480 10 1 10.1405 4.7 11 303   11:1

4 1.0.0.5 11.3294 10: 1 11.7281 3.5 8.718 9:1 1 1   3294   0.0     9 600 10:1

5    1 0:2 0 14.2351 6·1 14.2351 0 0 6.131 6·1 14 3242 0 6 6.937    7:1

6 1.0,5.0 16.2880 9: 2 16.2880 0.0 4.699 9:2 16.5205 1.4 5.372 11:2

7  1.0,10.0 18.8084 11:3 18 9345 0.7 3.818 4:1 18.8399 0.2 4.374    9:2

#,=02-0.5

c ,.c2   optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximation

cost   m,:m2 Cost Serr f,/f2 m,:mi cost %err  f,/fi m,:m2
1    #1  2

0 3034 9: 2 0 3043 0 3 4.135 4:1 0.3034 0.0 4.395 9: 2

2     1.0;0 1 0.4960 12: 1 0 4976 0.3 11.302 11: 1 0 4960 0.0 11.941 12:1

3  1 0:0 2 0.5144 10· 1 0 5170 0.5 8 444 8: 1 0 5157 0.3 8 945 9: 1

4 1.0.0.5 0.5560 7:1 0.5573 0.2 5 648 11:2 0 5565 0.1 5 998 6: 1

5   1 0:2.0 0.6846 3:1 0 6846 0 0  3.019 3:1 0 6846 0.0 3.210  3:1

6    1  0:5 0 0.8590 2:1 0 8590 0 0 1.995 2:1 0 8590 0.0 2 120 2: 1

7   1.0:10 0 1.0879 1·1 1 1023 1 3 1.466 3:2 1.1023 1.3 1.556 3·2

 1= 2 =0.1

c  :c 2
optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximation

cost     m ·m cost  %err f,/(2 m,:mz cost Zerr f /f  m :m
1 2 1 2 1 2

1 #1;#2 0.0149 10: 3 0 0149 0.0 3.346 10:3 0.0149 0 0 3 356 10:3

2 1.0.0.1 0.1140 12 1 0.1142 0.2 9.747 10: 1 0 1142 0.2 9.774 10· 1

3 1.0,0.2 0 1203 8:1 0.1205 0 2 7.105 7: 1 0 1205 0 2 7 124 7: 1

4      1 0:0.5 0.1332 5:1 0.1334 02 4.637 9: 2 0 1334 0.2 4 650 9: 2

5      1.0;2 0 0.1733 9:4 0 1735 0.2 2.414 5:2 0.1735 0.2 2 420 5:2

6  1 0;5.0 0.2321 3:2 0.2321 0.0 1.572 3:2 0.2321 0.0 1.576 3:2

7  1 0:10.0 0.3077 1:1  0.3077 0.0 1.143 1:1 0   3077 0.0 1.146    1:1
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Table 2-(1-limited)
A two queue case: eff<rt of fr„li·e It,m·,  'wd  l .1'ffir 1'.1ds.

11=12  81=Sz-0.1

8,=82=0.1,11=12=0·75
Cl;(2 optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximation

COS,
mt :m2 cost

%err f ,/f2  m,:mi Cost %err f /f  m :m
1 2 1 2

1

/11:/12 0.0 3 5 4            1: 1 0.0354 0.0 1.000 1:1 0.0354 0.0 1.000       1:1

2 1.0,0.1 0.1701 5:2 0.1701 0 0 2.495 5:2 0.1701 0.0 2.495 5: 2

3 1.0.0.2 0 1974 2: 1  0.1974 0.0 1.918 2:/ 0 1974 0.0 1.918 2: 1

4       1.0: 0 5 0 2652 1:1   0.2658 0.2 1.329 4:3 0.2658 0.2 1.329 4: 3

5 1.0.2.0 0 5304 1:  1       0.5 3 1 5   0.2 0.752 3:4 0.5315 0.2 0.752   3:4

6  1 0;5 0 0.9870 1:2 0 9870 0 0 0 521 1:2 0.9870 0.0 0.521    1:2

7 1.0,10.0 1.7 0 1 7            2· 5 1.70t 7 0.0 0 446 2:5 1 7017 0.0 0.446 2: 5

81=0.9,02=0.1.1,=12=0.75
c ,;c2    optimal pattern mean delay approximation  lower bound approximation

cost      m :m COSt
%err f,/f 2 m,:m; 80-Ii - Zerr f,/f, m,:mi1 2

1

 1: 2 5.4318 5:4 6.3555 17.0 1.732 7:4 6   3253 1 6.5 1.806 9: 5

2  1 0;0 1 5.9010 4: 3 6.7197 13.9 1.754 7:4 6.6832 13.3 1.826 9: 5

3 1.0:0.2 6.9663   1: 1 7.8749 13.0 1.605 8:5 9.0072 2 9.3 1.687 5: 3

4 1.0.0.5 8.2871 1:1   12.4104 49.8 1.392 7: 5 13   4759 6 2.6 1.479 3: 2

5 1.0.2.0 12.3174 4:5 14.8910 20.9 1.073 1:1 17.1761 39.4 1.154 8: 7

6      1 0:5.0 18.2379 3:4 21.5138 18.0 O.894 8:9 28.0987 5 4.1 0.962    1:1
7 1.0;10.0 26.0193 2: 3 27.7730 6.7 0 783 3:4 3 1    9763 2 2.9 0 840 5:6

--il ---------                                                  --li -

81=0.9.02-0.1,11-12-0.5
ct,(2   optimal pattern mean de lay approximation lower bound approximation

cost      m :m
cost  Xerr f,/fl m,:m2  cost  Xerr  f,/f2 mt:mi1 2

1 Bi.82 0.6660 2:1    0.6749 1.3 2.819 3:1 0.6749 1.3 2.993  3:1
2 1.0;0.1 0.7273 5:2 0.7335 0.9 2.919 3: 1 0.7335 0.9 3.097  3:1
3 1.0:0.2 0.8270 3:2    0.8452 2.2 2.299 7:3 0.8528 3.1 2.453 5: 2

4 1.0;0 5 1.0209 1:1 1.0963 7.4 1.633 5: 3 1.0571 3.6 1.751 7: 4

5   1  0:2 0 1.7232 1:2 1.8728 8.7  0.943 1:1 1.8728 8.7 1.014   1: 1

6 1 0;5 0 2 8608 1:2    3.0525 6.7 0.656 2: 3 3.0525 6.7 0.704 2: 3

7 1 0:10.0 4.6420 1:3    4.7568 2.5 0.504 1:2 4.7568 2.5 0.539  1:2



Table 3-(1-limited)
4   Mo   queiit   cast:   effect   of   cost   paramders.

Ba=B2=1.0. 11=0.5. A-=0.25: si=0.1. s:=0.2.                                                                                       •R
A

optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximation

(1,5 %err ft'fl mt:mz I
Cost %err Eliz m i:mzCost mt:mu Cost

1 2.0;36.78 38.9073 1:1 38.9073 0.0 1.000 1:1    38.9073 0.0 1.039 1:1

2    2.0:15.18 23.2422 1: 1 23.6934 1.9 1.250     5:4    2 .2823 4.5 1.307     4:3

<3

2.0.12.0 20.5422 6:5 21.0524 2.4 1.333 4:3 21.4379 4.4 1.400     7:5

4 2.0:7.92 16.8977 5:4 17.3376 2.6 1.500 3.2   17 3376 2.6 1.573 3:2

5 2.0;5.52 14.4463 7: 5 14.8147 2.6 1.667 5:3 15.0740 4.4 1.750 7:4

16 2.0.3.0 11.2695 7: 4 11.4088 1.2 2.000 2:1 11.4088 1.2 2.100 2:1

7 2.0.1.41 8.1689 11:4 8.1829 0.2 2.500 5:2 :
8.1818 0.2 2.626     8:3

8 2.0;0.75 6.2307 10:3 6.2325 0.3 3.000
3:1     6.2325

0.3 3.137     3.1

9 2.0.0.24 4.2279         4: 1 4.2279 0.0 4.000 4:1 ;
4.2279 0.0 4.171 4:1

10 1.33:1.33 6.3519 9: 4 6.3850 0.0 2.259
9:4     6.3652

0.2 2.370 7:3

11 2.0;4.0 12.6553 8: 5 12.8597 2.2 1. 830 9:5  13.2744 4.9 1.926 2:1

Table 4-(1-limited)

A three-queue cast: asvmmetric arrival rates.

Bl -B2=Bl=0.9. Al=0.531. 12=0.212. 13=0.106: si -32=33=0·1.

mean delay approximation  

lower bound approximation
optimal pattern  CC :C

1 2  3
cost mi:m2:m] Cost %crr    ft/fi   (2/fi     mi:m2:mj  i  cost    %crr

ft/fi /2/fi
m :m :m

11 3   4
-

1 1.0,0.1,1.0 2.7881 5:1:1 2.8294 1.5 3.719 0.883 4:1:1 |2.8294  ' 1.5 3.689 0.858 4:1:1

2 1.0:5.0,1.0 7.9187 4:3:1 7.9187 0.0  3.899 3.023  4:3:1    7.9187   O.0  3.864 2.904  4:3:1
3 1.0,1.0,5.0 6.6573 2:1:1 6.6573 0.0  2.116 0.952 2:1:1 6.6573  0.0  2.094 0.916  2:1:1
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ATable 5-(1-limited)

A  three-queue   case:   asymmetric   sen·ice   times.

Bro.6, 4-Bro.1..-i=Al=07..1=5=5=0.05.

C 1 :Cl optimal pattern mean delay approximat ion lower bound approximation

i=2,3 Cost  ml:mi Cost %err f,/fi mt:milcost Serr fl/fi mt:mi
1   3. 55:1.0 11.0309 1:1   13.1019 18.S 1.999 2.1 113.1019 16.8 2.110   2:1

2 14.45;1.0 28.3342 2:1 29.5317 4.2 2.999 3:1  29.5317 4.2 3.133  3:1
3 51.84,1.0 74.2390 3: 1 75.7466 2.0 3.999 4: 1 '75.7466 2.0 4.127   4·1

Table 6-(1-limited)

A five-quew casc: as\·mi,le,m arrival rates and switchover times.

B(=. =# -1.0: A1=0.35.*2=  x).,=0·|:s,=0.1.3,=.=35=0·05.

c,;ci'i=2...,5
optimal pattern mean delay approximation  

lower bound approximation
Co St mt:mi Cost %err f ff m :m I cost %crr

f/jf i
m :m

1 1 1.i

1 1.0,0.1 1.1446 7:1 1.2295 7.4 4.929 5:1 11.2295 7.4

4.734     5:1        2 1.0;0.5 2.4607 4:1 2.5496 3.6 2.645 5.2   I2.5496 3.6 2.535      5.2
-

3 1.0;1.0 3.5176 5:2 3.6766 4.5 2.016 2:1  3.6766 4.5 1.933        2,1            a

4 1.0:2.0 5.1348 3:2 5.1348 O.0 1.548 3:2  51348 O.0 1.487 3:2
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Table 7-(l-limited)                                                                                                             J

A ten-queue case: asymmetric arrival rates.

Bl=···=#10=1.0; At=0.27, 12=' '=110=0.03; si=...=si,=0.05.

Ct:Cl' optimal pattern mean delay approximation lower bound approximation
1-2...,10 %crf Zerr f,/f, mt:micost mt:ml cost f,/fi mi:mi Cost

1 3. 704.2.713 0.7455 2:1 0.7917 6.2 4.486 4.1 0.7917 6.2 4.394       4:1

2    1. 0.1.0 2.4003 2:1 2.4667 2.8 3.886 4: 1 2 4667 2.8 3.807       4:1

Table 1-(exhaustive/l-limited)
A two-quu Case. influence of various parameters.

11-0.5, 12-0·1; Bl=#2; Sl=S2

Bt-'2-1.0:.1 -s,-0.05  1-B2-1.4. 31 =32-0.05  1= 2=1·0:31=S =0 5

01.02    optimal pattern mean delay approximation  opt Imal  pa ttern mean delay approximation   optimal patter o mean delay approximat,00

cost               m i: 5 c o s t Uorr f,/f2  mt:m,  cost      m, :m2 .03 t

%err f ,/f2 mi ml cost mimi cost %- r fl/12 mi 12

1 1.0:1.0 0.9682    1: 1 0.9716 0.4 1.370 7:5 4.4728 1 2 4.5011 0.6 0.843   1: 1 1.6643    1 1 1.6643 0 0 1.08    1:1

2 1.0,0.1 0.6707 3:1 0 6709 0.0 4.181 4: 1 2 2197     1 1 2.2 3 3 4 0.6 2.300 5: 2 1 0620 2:1 1 0687 0.6 2.63 5:2

3 1.0,0.5 0.8046 1:1 0.8071 0.3 1.920 2:1 3.2 3 3 7 1:1 3.2337 0.0 1.180 1:1 1.3 3 5 7 1:1 1.3736 2.8

1.44 3:2   4 1.0,2.0 1.2810 1:2 1.2954 1.1 0.975  1: 1 6 5736 1:10 6.8813 4.7 0.600 3:5 2.2917    1 2 2 3032 0.5 0.80 4:3

52
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Fieure 1

A two-queue case: Influence of the coefficient of variation of service times and switchover times.
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CHAPTER 7

OPTIMAL SCHEDULING OF
PREVENTIVE AND CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

USING POLLING MODELS

7.1. Introduction
The first polling model occuring in literature was used in an investigation of a

problem in the British cotton industry involving a patrolling machine repairman,
cf. Mack, Murphy   and   Webb [1957]. Later, polling models became important    and

popular modeling tools in the areas of computer-communications, manufacturing

and in any other situation where several users compete for access to a common

resource.     For an overview of application areas we refer to Section     1.2    of    this

thesis, Grillo [1990], Levy and Sidi [1990] and Takagi [1990].

In this chapter we return    to the "repairman".    We   use a polling model to deter-

mine the optimal routing of a repairman who is concerned with two types of main-

tenance, viz., preventive and   corrective. The basic movement of the repairman

(or maintenance crew) can be described as follows. The repairman travels along a
number of installations, according to a specified policy, to perform preventive

maintenance unless there is a breakdown at one of the installations. In the
latter case the breakdown interrupts the regular (preventive) maintenance tour

and the repairman has to move to the broken installation to restore the critical

failure.

We analyze and optimize two maintenance strategies in this chapter:
(1) the repairman with decentralized information strategy, in which the repair-
man inspects the preventive maintenance requirements at an installation at the
moment when he arrives at that installation and subsequently performs the most

'critical' preventive maintenance requirements only;

(2) the  repairman with weakly-centralized information strategy, in which the

repairman at the beginning of each maintenance tour is assigned all preventive

maintenance requirements at the various installations and subsequently will

handle only these preventive maintenance requirements during the coming tour

(obviously, the repairman is also available for corrective maintenance during

this tour).

Objective of this chapter

It is our aim to determine optimal operation rules for both maintenance strata-
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gies. If the repairman has decentralized information we determine the Static

optimal route using a periodic polling model in which each queue has a 1-limited

service strategy (this model is analyzed in Chapter 4 and optimized in Chapter

6). To determine the static and dynamic optimal route of the repairman with
weakly-centralized information we use a so-called Globally-Gated polling model

with server interruptions (cf. Boxma, Weststrate and Yechiali [1991]).

In this chapter, optimality is defined in terms of a weighted sum of the mean

waiting times of preventive maintenance in which the weights represent,     c.g.,

Costs.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 is devoted to the re-

pairman with decentralized information strategy. Subsection 7.2.1 presents   a

detailed description of a maintenance system in which the repairman has decen-

tralized information. We use a periodic polling model to describe the preventive

maintenance process of this system and propose two variants to incorporate the

possibility of corrective maintenance into this polling model. In Subsection

7.2.2 we determine the (static) optimal maintenance tour of the repairman along

the various installations. Subsection     7.2.3      is     devoted     to a numerical comparison

of the two proposed variants to incorporate the possibility of corrective main-

tenance into the polling model that describes the preventive maintenance pro-

cess. Section 7.3 is concerned with the repairman with weakly-centralized infor-

mation. In Subsection    7.3.1     we    present the (Globally-Gated) polling model    with

server interruptions which describes a maintenance system in which the repairman

has weakly-centralized information. In Subsection 7.3.2 the Laplace-Stieltjes

Transform of the distribution of the length of a maintenance tour of the repair-  e
man along the installations is obtained. Using results of Subsection 7.3.2 we

derive in Subsection     7.3.3     the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms     and the first     mo-

ments of the waiting time distributions of both preventive and corrective main-

tenance requests. Subsection 7.3.4 is devoted to optimal operation rules of the

repairman with weakly-centralized   information.

7.2. Ae repairman with decentralized information

This section is devoted to modeling, analysis and optimization issues of a main-
tenance system in which the repairman has decentralized information. In Subsec-

tion   7.2.1    we   give a detailed description   of a maintenance system in which   the

repairman has decentralized information and introduce the polling model which we
use to describe the preventive maintenance process of that maintenance system.
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Subsequently, we propose two variants to incorporate the possibility of correc-

tive maintenance into the polling model that describes the preventive mainte-

nance process.

Subsection 7.2.2 is concerned with the optimal routing of the repairman with
decentralized information. In the first part of that subsection we determine the
optimal schedule for the case in which the repairman is concerned with preven-

tive maintenance only. In the second part of Subsection 7.2.2 we derive the
optimal route of the repairman when he has to perform both preventive and cor-
rective maintenance. There are two reasons for this division. The first reason

is that preventive maintenance is the basic job of the repairman; corrective
maintenance has to be incorporated in its regular maintenance pattern. The se-
cond reason is that it enhances the clarity of the analysis.

In Subsection 7.2.3 we concentrate on the comparison of the two proposed va-
riants to incorporate the possibility of corrective maintenance into the polling
model that describes the preventive maintenance process. The numerical results

of this comparison are presented in a set of tables in the appendix of this

chapter.

7.2.1   Description  gf thQ maintenance system  and  th  Polling model
A maintenance system in which the repairman has decentralized information can

be described as follows. There are a number of installations which generate two
types of maintenance requests: preventive and corrective. A single repairman is
assigned to fulfill both the preventive and corrective maintenance requests of
all the installations. The preventive maintenance requirements are described by
so-called maintenance packages. The repairman visits the installations to per-
form preventive maintenance according to a predetermined fixed route. The re-

pairman inspects the preventive maintenance requirements at an installation at
the moment when he arrives at that installation. Based On those requirements he
decides which preventive maintenance activities are most critical and he will
subsequently perform those preventive maintenance requirements and no others.
After fulfilling those requirements      he      will      travel      to      the next installation.
Naturally, it takes the repairm9n some (switchover) time to move from one in-
stallation    to   the    next.

Model description
The polling model which captures the stochastic behaviour of a maintenance sys-

tem in which the repairman has decentralized information consists of N infinite-
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buffer queues (stations),     Qi, · · · 'QN'    and    a
single server S. Customers    arrive    at

the various queues according to independent Poisson processes. The arrival rate

at    Q. is denoted    by A.. Customers arriving    at    Q are called type-i customers.
1                                              1

The first and second moment of the service time distribution of type-i customers

a)                        Qi is Pi = AiBiare denoted as Bi and Bi ' respectively. The offered load to
N

The total system load is p=I Pi. The order in which S visits the queues is
i=l

specified    by a polling table,    T = {T(i), i-1. . . . ,M} ,i n which    each queue occurs    at

least once. The i-th entry of the polling table, T(i), indicates the index of

the i-th queue polled     in a cycle. A unique pseudostation    will be associated     with

each    entry    in the polling table. Denote    by    PS        the pseudostation associated     with
m

the m-th entry in the polling table. When leaving Qi and before entering the

next    queue the server incurs a switchover period. The duration    of    such a switch-

over period is a stochastic variable with first and second moment s. and s<2),
11

respectively. The total switchover time in a cycle is a stochastic variable with

first two moments s and )(2), respectively. Each queue is served according to

the 1-limited service strategy (i.e., serve one customer,  if any).

Modeling the maintenance system as a polling model

The preventive maintenance process of the maintenance system described in the

beginning of this section can be modeled by the periodic polling model described

above in the following way. The server represents the repairman. The installa-

tions are modeled by the stations. The preventive maintenance packages at the

various installations   are the 'customers'. Travel times    of the repairman between

the installations and administrative overhead are represented by switchover

times. The order in which the various installations are visited by the repairman

in the maintenance system is described by the polling table in the periodic

polling model.

To incorporate the possibility of corrective maintenance into the polling model

describing the preventive maintenance process we propose two variants:

D enlarge the switchover times of the repairman between the queues to incorpo-

rate corrective maintenance;

ID model the breakdowns by a separate Poisson customer stream arriving at an

additional queue. This queue is visited after each visit to a pscudostation. The

service strategy     at this queue is exhaustive,     i.e.,     the     server     will not depart

until all customers are served (until all corrective maintenance has been per-

formed).
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As usual in the polling literature, it is assumed that the server keeps switch-

ing from one queue to the next even when there are no customers present in the

system. This assumption may not be fully realistic for a repairman in a mainte-

nance system. However, one can argue that due to the usually high load of main-

tenance systems, the probability that the system is empty is small, so that the
results for the present system give useful insight into the behaviour of a sys-

tem in which the repairman waits idling if the system is empty.

Ergodicity condition
If   tic mean cycle   time   of   the   server   (i.e.,    the   mean time between   two    successive

visits of the server to PS,) is denoted by EC and if mi denotes the number of

visits of the server to Qi during one cycle then a necessary crgodicity condi-

tion is given  by:   liEC < mi' We refer to Section    1.4    for a discussion concerning

necessary and sufficient crgodicity conditions for polling models with 1-limited
service.

All arrival processes, service time processes and switchover processes are inde-
pendent stochastic processes. We assume that the system is in equilibrium state.

7.2.2. Optimal routing gf the repairman with decentralized information

This subsection is concerned with determining the optimal preventive maintenance

schedule     of the repairman with decentralized information. Optimality is defined

with respect to a weighted sum of the mean waiting times of preventive mainte-

nance packages, where the weight factors can represent, e.g., costs.      In     the

first part of this subsection we determine the optimal schedule for the case in
which the repairman is concerned with preventive maintenance only. In the second

part of this subsection we derive the optimal route of the repairman when he has

to perform both preventive and corrective maintenance. There are two reasons for

this     division. The first reason     is that preventive     maintenance     is the basic     job

of the repairman; corrective maintenance has to be incorporated in its regular

(preventive) maintenance pattern. The second reason is that it enhances the

clarity of the analysis.

Optimal schedule if the repairman deals with preventive maintenance only
The mathematical formulation of determining the optimal route of the repairman

along the installations for the case in which he only has to perform preventive
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maintenance is as follows. Determine the polling table that solves

N

min I ciliEWi'
i=1

(7.2.1)

where    c.20    is    a cost factor associated    with    Qi (i-th installation);    EWi* =mean
waiting time (time until maintenance start) of an arbitrary customer (preventive
maintenance package) at Qi; hence  A EW  is, by Little's formula, the mean number

11

of waiting customers at Qi, i=1,...,N.

The solution of this problem is described in Chapter 6. In this section we pre-

sent    the main steps    o f the derivation only. Using PASTA, Little     and     some    other

arguments as described in Section 6.6 we obtain the following mean waiting time

approximation (cf. (6.6.7c)):

N

1-p + P.
JIll
I  m j sj

EW = A , i=1,...,N,
1 N

mi(1 - p) - Ai I m.s
1-p

j=1 JJ

(7.2.2)

with A an unknown constant and m  the number of visits to Q. during one cycle,

i = 1,...,N.    In the sequel    it will become clear    that    we    do    not    need    to    determine

this constant A for the determination of the visit frequencies.

Determination of the optimal visit frequencies

Substitution     of    (7.2.2)     into (7.2.1) leads    to the following minimization    pro-

blem:     Determine the number of visits     m,i=1, . . . ,N,     in a polling table    that

minimizes

N

N    CiA'(1 -P+ pi)  jEtmjsj
I N
i=1 1-P

m.(1    -   p)   -  A i  j E  mjs 
(7.2.3)
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This is a simple homogeneous unconstrained minimization problem. Homogeneous,

because if (mi,...,mN) yields a minimum then the same holds for (Kml;.;KmN)
for  any  K * 0,

Differentiating    (7.2.3) with respect    to    mi'     i = 1,1..,N    and    equating the resulting

expressions to zero shows that the optimal visit numbers for the unconstrained

problem,  m  ,  i=l,...,N,  are  given  implicitly  by:

N N
E

m;,1
I A,s

1 .  Ci A'(1 - p + Pi)/Si  N
j=l j=1

I m:s..N 11-p 1-P
JJI s. /c.A.(1 -p+ p.)/s. 1-1

j-1      1      4        1 1 J       J

(7.2.4)

Due to the homogeneity of problem (7.2.3) the righthand side of this formula
N

still depends on a weighted  sum of the  m.'s: I m.s. .  To get rid  of this interde-
J     JJj=t

pendency we transform the visit numbers  of  Q. ,  m. ,  into the occurence frequen-
11

cies  of Qi,  fi '  in a polling table:

m = f M, i=l,...,N,

(7.2.5)

with M the table length. In this way we impose a natural constraint on the occu-
N

rence frequencies,   viz.,     I   fi    =    1.
1./1

Combining (7.2.4) and (7.2.5) wc get explicit expressions for the optimal occu-
rence  frequencies  f.,   i=1, . . . ,N i n  the  system  parameters.

For the determination of the optimal table size and the determination of the
optimal order within a polling table we refer to Section 5.4 and Section 6.4
where a detailed description   of  both   procedures   is   presented.

Optimal schedule if the repairman deals with corrective and preventive mainte-

nance

We next determine the optimal maintenance schedule if the repairman is involved
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with both types of maintenance, viz., corrective and preventive. As mentioned   in

Subsection    7.2.1 we propose two variants to incorporate the possibility    of    cor-

rective maintenance into the preventive maintenance schedule of the repairman.

For both variants we assume that the breakdowns, which cause the corrective

maintenance requirements, interrupt the regular preventive maintenance schedule

in     a     non-preemptive      way,      i.e.,      if the server is performing preventive mainte-

nance and a breakdown at one of the installations occurs he will first finish

the preventive maintenance job he is performing before he travels to the broken

installation to restore the breakdown.

Variant I (enlarge the switchover times)

In this variant we incorporate the possibility of corrective maintenance by

enlarging the switchover times of the server between the queues. Before we des-

cribe how we enlarge the switchover times we need some additional results.

Define a (artificial) station Q at which customers arrive according to a
corr

Poisson process   with   rate   X.    The mean service   time of those customers is denoted

by r. The offered traffic load at Q .p , is defined as p =  Br.   This
corr corr corr

traffic load can be seen as the fraction of time that the server has to perform

corrective   maintenance.   In this variant we model the breakdowns as customers

which arrive at the artificial station Q Given those traffic characteris-
corr

tics we can conclude that the mean time during which the server is performing

corrective maintenance, at the artificial station Q , during a cycle with
corr

mean EC equals p EC.
corr

If m. denotes the number of visits of the server to Qi during a cycle and if    EV i
denotes the mean visit time of the server to Q during a cycle we propose to

1 A

enlarge the initial mean switchover time s from Qi towards si' to incorporate

the possibility of corrective maintenance, as follows:

EV,/m
A 1 1

Si : = s. + pcor rEC
EV   + . . . +EV
1N

(7.2.6)
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N

I misi
i=1

with EC = . For  a  derivation  of  EC  we  refer to Section   1.4.
1-p

Using the fact that EVi =
piEC, we can rewrite (7.2.6) as:

P i /miA

S i    i =    st    +    Pcor rEC
 1 '''   N

(7.2.7)

A

The    idea   behind    (7.2.6)   is as follows: the enlarged switchover   time   from    Qi,    s i'
equals     the     old     switchover     time     from      Qi,      s i'      plus a proportional     part,

EV./m
1          i

, of the total time during which the server has to perform corrective
EV  + . . . +EV
1 N

maintenance during a cycle, p EC. Note that a higher workload at Q. results
corr                                           1

in a higher (enlarged) switchover time.

Based on Formula (7.2.7) we propose the following iterative procedure to deter-

mine the optimal polling table:

PROCEDURE determine optimal polling table based on Variant I.

step 0    s : = s,, i=lp.,N;
11

TCe:={T(i):=i, i-1,..,N};
k: =0.

step 1 k:=k+1;
given sf -1) determine the optimal number of visits to

T(k), as described      in
Qi,     mi     '     and

the optimal table,

in the first part of this subsection;

If  TCk)=TCk-1)  then  T k   is the optimal table;

else  go  to  step  2

step 2 given si   and mi  determine094)         09)
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N  (k) (k-1)
L mi  Si
i=1

1) ECR) =
1-P

Pi/mi
(k)

(k) ( 0 )                                      (k)

2)   s.      i=   si      +   Pcor rEC
Pl '     PN

Go  to  step   1

(00)  (0)Note that s. -3  equals that part of the switchover time of the server from
11

Q. during which he is performing corrective maintenance.
1 A

If   EV.    denotes   the mean visit   time   of the server   at Q. (there   are   m. such visits
J J.                       J(00)s  >- s 0  pi/mi    EVi

during a cycle) it follows that =               =       , which is in agreement

s(00>- sCO) p /m< 00
) EV

A

J                J              J        J                        J

with our statcment that the time during which the server is performing correc-

tive maintenance during the switchover time from Q is proportional to the mean

time  he is performing service  at  Qi·

Variant II (model the breakdowns by a separate customer stream)

In this variant the breakdowns arc modeled by a separate stream of customers

which arrive at a station Q according     to a Poisson process with intensity    B.
corr

The mean service request of those customers is denoted by r (this is the only

information we need about the distribution of the service time of those custo-

mers). Thc offered traffic load at Q ,p , is defined as p := Bir. The
Corr Co r r corr

service strategy at this queue is assumed to be exhaustive, i.e. the server will
not depart until this queue is empty. The polling strategy     of the server     in    this

variant can be described as follows: the preventive maintenance queues,

Qi'      .QN- are visited according     to a polling table and after each visit     to     a

preventive maintenance queue the corrective maintenance queue Q is    visited.
corr

The i-th entry of the polling table indicates, for this variant, the index of
the i-th preventive maintenance queue visited in a cycle.

We   use a similar traffic balance argument   as   the   one   that   led to Formula   (1.4.1)
to derive the mean cycle time of the server for this variant:
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N

I misi
i=i

EC =
1-P-P c o rr

(7.2.8)

Using (7.2.8) we can write the mean visit time of the server at Q. as follows:

N

p   I misi
j i 4,1

EN j= -
m.  1-p-p

3 corr
(7.2.9)

In deriving the mean waiting time approximation we need the following defini-

tions for i=1,...,N:
SC,  : =  the  time between two successive server visits to  Qi;
(In the following we denote SCi as subcycle for Qi·)

Sci := subcycle   for   Q   containing a service   at   Q.

+
To   determine   E S C. ,i=l, . . . ,N,    we   make   use   of a similar traffic balance argument

as the one that led to Formula (6.6.4):

N

ESCi  =  Bi  +  I mjsj /mi  +  I  Aj ESC  Bj  +
j=1 jti

m
N    j.        r                 r
I -B[EV. + s.] +  BIBi   +  s i lj 0 i mi

3     1
1-p 1-P

corr corr

(7.2.10)

The   last two terms   in   (7.2.10) arc together equal   to   that   part   of ESC; during

which the server is performing service at Q . The arguments leading to the
corr

first of these terms are as follows:

m

1) - denotes the average number of visits to Q between two successive visits
Jm
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N m 

to Qi; as a result I - denotes the average number of visits to Q between
Co r r

j=1 mi

two successive visits  to  Qi;
2) after a visit to Q the mean number of customers found by the server at the

3                                                 A

corrective maintenance queue Q equals  v[EV.    +   s.];
corr J           J T

3) tbe mean length of a busy period at Q is equal to (cf.
corr

1-pcorr

Cohen [1982]).

Reordering terms  in (7.2.10) yields  for  i=l,...,N:

11 N

ESC+= -  [B.  +  (1/mi)   I  m.s.1  +1 JJ
1-p+p. l-p J..1

i    corr

1       corr  - i            N
- (1/mi) I m.s..
1-p+p. 1-p 1-P-p j=1

JJ
i corr corr

(7.2.11)

Based    on    (7.2.11) and again using the arguments    that    led    to    (6.6.7c) we obtain

the  following mean waiting time approximation  for  i= 1,...,N:

N

1-P+Pi 1-P
corr j-1

I mjsj

EW,=A
N                                                                                                1  -2-p

mi-Ai I m j s j /(1 -P-Pcorr)   (1-P)(1 -Pcorr)-PiPcorr
corr

j=1
(7.2.12)

with A an unknown constant.

Determining the optimal route of the repairman along the preventive maintenance

queues     Q, , · · · ·QN, in which the possibility     of corrective maintenance is incorpo-

rated by modeling the breakdowns as a separate customer stream, can be formula-

ted as follows, using  (7.2.12):

Determine the number of visits  mi'   i=1, . . . ,N,   in a table that minimizes
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N

1-P E mjsjA.c, (1 -p+ p.) corr
N      1 1           1                          J-1

I                                                        ·
i=1         N                                         1-P-Pm - A. Im.s. /(1-pop ) (1-P)(1-P  -PiP c orr

corr
J J corr corr

j=1
(7.2.13)

Solving this problem   in   the   same   way   as   problem   (7.2.3)   we   get

N N*

I  m j sj I A.s. /c,A, a./s'JJ             Nj=1 j=1 V  1 1 1 i.
+   (1   -                         )                                                E m j s j

N               j=1
1-P-P 1-P-Pco r r corr I s. /c.A. a./sJY  J J  J  J

j-1
(7.2.14)

1-ptp

with a.: , i=1,...,N.

(1-P)(1-P corr ' -  i  c orr

7.2.3. Numerical comparison     gf both variants     12     incorporate     corrective     mainte-

nance

In Chapter 6 we tested the quality of the visit frequency determination for a
periodic polling model that can represent the maintenance system in which the

repairman is concerned with preventive    maintenance    only.     We     used the power     se-

ries algorithm of J.P.C.Blanc (cf. Blanc [1990], [19903]) to validate the re-
suits. It appears that the 'optimal' visit numbers as proposed in (7.2.4) are
quite accurate in most cases. For further discussions of the accuracy of this

approximation we refer to Subsection 6.8.2.

If we incorporate corrective maintenance according to Variant I, i.e. by en-

larging the switchover times, we also have a system in which a single server

(the repairman) is shared by a number of queues (installations) each with a

1-limited service strategy. So, for the validation of the accuracy of the opera-

tional rules under Variant I we refer to Subsection 6.8.2.

In this subsection we concentrate on the comparison of the proposed variants in

Subsection 7.2.2 to incorporate corrective maintenance into the polling model

that describes the preventive maintenance process. In Variant I we incorporate

corrective maintenance by cnlarging the switchover times and in Variant II we
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incorporate corrective maintenance by modeling the breakdowns as a separate

customer stream. A description of the numerical cases is next given; the nume-

rical results are presented in a set of tables in the appendix of this chapter.

In each of the following cases the total traffic load (denoted as p ) con-
total

sists for 10% of corrective maintenance (denoted as p ) and for 90% of pre-corr

ventive maintenance     load    (denoted    by    p). In Table     1    to    Table    8 we optimize    the
N

mean total amount of preventive work in the system, or equivalently, I P,EW.'.
i=1

N
In Table 9 and Table 10 we optimize the objective function:  I ci AF'Ni Note

i=1

that a total traffic load of say p =0.6 is high, certainly in view of the
total

additional ergodicity condition that is required for stations with a 1-limited

service strategy (cf. the modeling part of Subsection 7.2.2). In the tables we

denote with I (II) Variant I (II) to incorporate corrective maintenance into the

polling model describing the preventive maintenance process.

In Table 1 and Table 2 we study the effect of total traffic load on the visit

number determination in, respectively, a 2-queue and 3-queue model with slightly

asymmetric arrival rates and service times. Tile switchover times are symmetric.

In both tables we vary the arrival rates to vary the total traffic load in the

system.

In     Table 3, Table    4 and Table     5 we investigate the effect of total traffic    load

and very asymmetric service times on the determination of the visit numbers in,

respectively, a 2-queue, 3-queue and 10-queue model. The switchover times are

symmetric. In Table 3 we vary the total traffic load by varying the arrival

rates and in Table 4 and Table 5 by varying the mean service times.

Table 6 and Table 7 are devoted to the effect of total traffic load and very

asymmetric arrival rates on the visit number determination in, respectively, a

3-queue    and     10-queue     model. The switchover times are symmetric.     We    vary    the

arrival rates  to   vary  the total traffic  load   in the system.

In Table 8 the effect of switchover times on the visit number determination in a
3-queue model is investigated.     The arrival rates and service times are symme-

tric.
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In Table 9 and Table 10 we study the effect of cost parameters on the visit

number determination in, respectively, a 2-queue and 3-queue model. All other

parameters are symmetric.

From the tables it appears that both variants lead to almost the same 'optimal'

visit frequencies. The resulting 'optimal' visit numbers only differ slightly

for cases with a high traffic load and asymmetric service times.

7.3. Illc revairman with weaklv-centralized information

This section is devoted to modeling, analysis and optimization issues of a main-
tenance system in which the repairman has weakly-centralized information. We

model this maintenance system as a polling model with server interruptions and a

Globally-Gated service strategy (cf. Boxma, Weststrate and Yechiali [1991]). The

various installations generate two types     o f maintenance     requests, viz; preven-

tive and corrective.      If a breakdown occurs     when the repairman is performing

preventive maintenance, several interruption-handling disciplines are possible.

We consider two such procedures: (1) the preemptive resume discipline, in which

the repairman abandons its present preventive maintenance job immediately when a

breakdown occurs and resumes performing this job as soon as the breakdown has

been restored and no other installations are broken down, and (2) the non-
preemptive resume discipline, in which the repairman finishes performing the

present job before it moves to the broken installation to restore the breakdown.

If a breakdown occurs while the repairman is switching between the installa-

tions, the repairman reacts according to the preemptive resume interruption-

handling discipline.
We derive closed-form expressions for the Laplace-Stieltjes Transforms (LSTs)
and the first moments of the distributions of the waiting times of preventive-

and corrective maintenance requests under the preemptive resume and the non-

preemptive interruption-handling disciplines. Furthermore, WC obtain easily

implementable rules for static or dynamic control of the maintenance system.

The    structure    of this section    is as follows. In Subsection    7.3.1 we describe    the

maintenance system and the polling model which we use to describe that system.

Subsection 7.3.2 is devoted to analysis of the cycle time (length of a preven-

tive    maintenance    tour). In Subsection    7.3.3    we    derive    LSTs    of the waiting    time

distributions of preventive maintenance jobs and of corrective maintenance jobs
under the preemptive resume and non-preemptive interruption disciplines. Subsec-
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tion 7.3.4 is devoted to the derivation of optimal operation rules (both static

and dynamic) for the maintenance system under consideration in this section.

7.3.1. Description gf thQ maintenance system and thQ polling model

A maintenance system in which the repairman has weakly-centralized information

can be described as follows. There are a number of installations which generate

two typeS of maintenance requests: preventive and corrective. A single repairman

(or a crew) is assigned to fulfill the maintenance requirements of all the in-

stallations. The preventive maintenance requirements are described by (so-

called) maintenance packages. The repairman visits the installations     in a cyclic

order to perform preventive maintenance as described by the maintenance packa-

ges. Naturally, it takes the repairman some (switchover) time to move from one
installation   to   the   next.    At the beginning   of   each   tour the repairman is assig-

ned all preventive maintenance requirements at the various installations and

subsequently he will handle only these preventive maintenance requirements du-

ring the coming    tour. This enables    us (sce Subsection    7.3.4) to consider control

policies in which successive maintenance tours do not have the same visit order

of the installations. The repairman can determine the optimal visit order of the
installations with respect to the mean total waiting cost incurred during the

coming cycle for each new tour based on the preventive maintenance requirements

at each installation      at the beginning      of the cycle. The repairman will keep

performing the preventive maintenance jobs, and will continue his 'walk' along

the installations unless there is a breakdown at one of the installations. In

such a case, the breakdown interrupts the regular preventive maintenance tour

and the repairman has to move to the broken installation to restore its opera-

tion, which has been stopped as a result of the critical failure. If a breakdown

occurs during a 'walking-time' of the repairman between the installations, cor-
rective   maintenance gets priority   with no delay.   If   a breakdown occurs   when   the

repairman is performing preventive maintenance, then there are two priority

policies: (i) corrective maintenance gets priority with no delay (preemptive

resume), or (ii) the repairman first finishes his present preventive maintenance
job, and only then travels to the broken installation (non-preemptive). It is
assumed that the time to go to a broken installation and the travel times

between the broken installations arc incorporated in the repair times. When all
installations restore operation, the repairman resumes his preventive mainte-

nance  tour  from  the  state at which   it was interrupted.
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Model description
We consider a polling model consisting of N infinite-buffer queues (stations),

Qi'  -  'QN,    and    a
single server. Customers arrive    at the various queues according

to independent Poisson processes. The arrival     rate    to     Q.     is    A,, The service    time
11

of customers at Qi is a stochastic variable Bi with distribution B.(.), first
r.(2)

and second moment      Bi      and      p. , respectively, and Laplace-Sticltjes Transform

i4 i{ · } ·
The offered    load    to    Qi    is    Pi   =A B i,s o    that

the total system    load    is
N

p = I pi. The server moves among the queues in a strictly cyclic order; when
i=1

leaving Q and before entering the next queue the server incurs a switchover

period whose duration is a stochastic variable Si with distribution Si(.)' first
and second moment    s.    and    3(2),    respectively,    and    LST    & . { . } .    All   switchover   pe-

1
1

riods are assumed     to be mutually independent. The total switchover     time     in     a
N

cycle    is    S-   E  Si with first two moments    s    and     3(2),     and LST given     by
i=1

N

5{w}= 11 Si{e}, Reo,20.
i= 1

The service regime used by the server is the Globally Gated service strategy

which is being operated as follows: At the cycle-beginning, namely, when the

server reaches    Qi, all customers present    at    Qip. vQN are marked. During    the

coming cycle    (i.e., the visits of queues    Qi'.   vQN) the server serves all marked

customers    (but no others). Customers who meanwhile arrive    at the various queues

will have to wait until being marked at the next cycle-beginning, and will be

served at the next cycle.

The server is interrupted from time to time according to a Poisson process

(which is independent    of any other process    in the system) with intensity    B.     The

time duration of a single interruption is a stochastic variable R with distribu-

tion function R(.), first and second moment r and r(2), respectively, and LST

R { . } .     Note    that     interruptions    may    occur    sequentially,     resulting     in an interrup-

tion  period, P, distributed   as   a   busy   period   in   an   M/G/l   queue   with   LST   F (.),

and with mean p and second moment p given by (cf. Cohen [1982]:p.251)(2)

r
P=

1 - ur
(7.3.1)

(2)
T

PO, =
[1 - Br]3

(7.3.2)
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As usual in the polling literature, it is assumed that tile server keeps switch-

ing from one queue to another even when there are no customers present in the

system. This assumption may not be fully realistic for a repairman in a mainte-
nance system. However, one can argue that due to the usually high load of main-
tenance systems, the probability that the repairman finds an empty system at a

cycle-beginning is small, so that the results for the present system give useful

insight into the behaviour of a system in which the repairman waits idling if
the     system is empty. Extension     of our approach    to     the     case in which a server

waits idling at Qi when the system is empty is a topic for further investiga-

tion.

Since at every cycle the server serves all the work that arrived during the

previous cycle, a necessary condition for ergodicity is p+ur < 1. One can prove

that this condition is also a sufficient condition for ergodicity of the model.

We refer to Boxma and Cohen [1991] for a similar proof.

All arrival processes, service time processes, switching processes and the in-
terruption process are independent stochastic processes. We assume that the

system is in equilibrium state.

Modeling the maintenance system as a polling model

We assume that preventive maintenance packages and breakdowns are generated

according to (independent) Poisson processes. The repairman in the maintenance

system described above will be modeled as the server of the polling model des-

cribed earlier. The installations are modeled by the queues. The preventive

maintenance packages     at the various installations     are the -customers'. Travel

times of the repairman between the installations are represented by switchover

times. The time during which the repairman is performing corrective maintenance

in the maintenance system is equivalent to the time the server in the polling

model is unavailable to render service. Recall      that      the      interruption      period      in

the polling model can be viewed as a busy period, generated by installations

breaking down, during which the repairman is performing corrective maintenance.

This is true since the repairman will not resume the regular (preventive) main-
tenance tour until all critical failures   have   been   restored.
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7.3.2. The cycle time (length gf il maintenance tour)

In this subsection we determine the LST, the first moment and the second moment

of the distribution of the length of a maintenance tour. The length of a mainte-

nance tour in the maintenance system is described by the cycle length in the

polling model describing this maintenance system.

For the polling model with interruptions described above define:

Yi  : =length    of time during which the server is serving type-k

customers during one cycle;

Vk  :=Yk  + the total   time the server   is   busy   with   interruptions

occuring during Yk'

The LST of the stochastic variable V  can be derived as follows.
k

-WV

 k{u}  .=  E{e     k  }   =

00         -WV
k,I E{e 1

m interruptions during Yk Pr{m interruptions during  Yk    =
m=0

00 00 (# t)m

I    i  e-an B{w}m e-Ft _ r d,Pr{Ykst} =
m=0 t=0

Yk{a,+B(1-F {w})}, Recozo,

(7.3.3)

with X{ . } denoting  the  LST  of the distribution  of a stochastic variable  A.

Let   Xf'   ''XN denote the queue lengths   at the start   of an arbitrary cycle (where

a cycle is defined as the time between two Successive visits of the server to

Qi). Denoting by C the length of a cycle, and using the reasoning leading to

(7.3.3),
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N X
E{e-COCIX -''XN} = &{W+11(1-p{w})} Il gi{W+K(1-i {w})} i, Realko.

1=1

(7.3.4)

In its turn, the length of a cycle determines the joint queue length distribu-

tion   at the beginning   of  the next cycle:

 1   X             NE{zl   ...ZN N C=t}  = exp[- I Ai(1-zi)t], li  51,   i=l....,N.
i./1

(7.3.5)

Unconditioning we find, for  Z.  51, i-1,...,N,

X, XN N
E{zI  ..·ZN    = 2{ I A·(1-Zi)},

i=l

(7.3.6)

where

-ec
2 {e}  = E{e }, Rea, 20.

From (7.3.4) and (7.3.6),

N X
5{e}= §{a,+#(1-it{co})}E{ rl gi{0'+B(1-ir{co})} i}

1./1

N

-  g{w+B,(1-1,{co})}e{ I Ai(1-Si{Q'+P(1-F{(U})})}
i.,1

(7.3.7)

Now,  for  Ree 20,  let

£(cu) := W+11(1-i:{w});

N
8(cu)  : - I AiC 1 - 9 i{co +11 ( 1 - 1 {co} )}),

i-1
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and recursively define

.(0)
0     (e)  : =  W

8(n)(co)   : =   8(8(0.1)(cu)),  n- 1,2.....

(7.3.8)

Applying (7.3.7) iteratively we obtain, for every M = 1,2,...,

M-1
21 {w}   =   5 {8(M)(W)}   rl   g {2(acm)(w))}.

m=0

As in Boxma, Levy and Yechiali [1990] it can be shown that

lim 8 (e) =0
(M)

M-* 00

and

M-1
1 i m     n  g {60(m)(co))} exists.
M-*00 m=0

Hence
00

e {Co}  =     11   & {60(m)(Co))},   Rea,20.
m=0

(7.3.9)

Differentiating  (7.3.7)  once and twice yields

EC   -   p(1 +Lip)EC    +   (1 +Bp)s,

and

N

E(12   -PUP(2)EC   +   (1 +Kip)2[  I  Aj#(2)]EC   +   92(1 +Up)2EC2   +
j=1

2p(1 +Bp)2:EC    +   &,p(2>s   +   (1 +Up)250).
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Substituting    (7.3.1)    and    (7.3.2)    in the above expressions    and    reordering    termswe

obtain the following closed-form expressions for the first two moments of the

cycle    time:

S

EC =-,
1-p- ii r

(7.3.10)

(in   particular,    if   It =0   then   EC=s/(1-p)   as in Boxma,   Levy and Yechiali   [1990]),

and

1                     N             K
(2)

EC2 =
2 [3(2)

+ 2psEC + EC I 1#9)1 +
2     2   [PEC    +    31.(1-gr)2-P j=t (1-Br)[(1-Kir) -p ]

(7.3.11)

Introducing  C   and  C,  the  past and residual time, respectively,  of a cycle,  we
P r

can    write   for   Ree   20,   Ree  20,    the   LST   of the joint distribution   of   C      and    C
p            r                                                         p          r

(cf. Cohen [1982]:p. 113):

-w C-e C         1         1
.E[e p p r' ] = [2{cur) - 2 {cop}].

EC  (0 - w
P r

(7.3.12)

It follows in particular that the LST and the mean value of C and C are:
r P

-(O C -CO C 1 - 2{w}
E[e 9 - E[e   r] =

(0EC

EC2
ECp = ECI =

2EC

1              ps         1      N           (2) 1
-(2)

= 1+2-Br  3    1-P.B  + 2(1-p-Br)(i-li#, '+ B' ),1·

(7.3.13)
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In maintenance terms, one can view the cycle time as the time of a complete tour

of the repairman along    all the installations.    Thus,    (7.3.9),    (7.3.10)    and

(7.3.11) respectively, reflect    the    LST,    the    mean    and the second moment    of   the

time it takes for the repairman to do the required preventive maintenance at

each installation during one cycle and restore the breakdowns occuring during
this  period.

7.3.3. Waiting times Qf preventive and corrective maintenance iobs

We first derive the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform and the first moment of the
waiting time distributions of customers    at the various queues    (i.c., of preven-

tive maintenance requests at the various installations).

The waiting time of a customer is defined as the time period between his arrival

at the queue and the time instant at which his service starts.

Consider an arbitrary customer K at Qk in the underlying polling model. His

waiting time, Wk' is composed of

(i)   a residual cycle time Cr'
(ii) the service times    of all customers who arrive    at Qi,···,Q during thek-1

cycle in which K arrives,

(iii) the switchover times  of the server   from  Q,  to  (22, · · · 'Qk- i  to   Qk,
(iv) the service time of all customers who arrive at Qk

during the past part,

C , of the cycle in which K arrives,
P

(v) the time during which the server is interrupted within the time periods

described in (ii), (iii) and (iv).

Note that the waiting time of a customer is independent of the interruption-

handling policy being employed, that is, it is (probabilistically) the same

under the preemptive-resume and the non-preemptive service disciplines. Howev.er,

the time during which a customer is in the system without receiving service is

dependent on the interruption-handling discipline. In the non-preemptive case it

equals the waiting time, but in the preemptive resume case it does not.

We first calculate the distribution of Wk' Using the above described five-term

decomposition    of the waiting   time   of an arbitrary customer   at    Qk   (k=1,...,N)   and
the reasoning leading   to   (7.3.3),   we   can   write   for  Rea, 2 0:
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k

-COW        k-1 -I Ai[l-Zi{(O+#[1-ir{cu}]}]C 
E{e  k} - rl gi{a,+It[1-F{co}]}E{ei=1

i=i

fk-1

-[ I A.It-iIi{a,+B[1-ir{w}]}]+co Cr1=1
e                                                 ,·

Using  (7.3.12) it follows  that  for  Rea, 20:

-WW k-1                   1

E{e  k} = IT gi{co+V[1-1{W}]}   x
i=1 EC

k                               k-1

2{I A.(1-9.{w+1:[1-ir{co}]})}-  21{ I A.(1-15.{e+B[1-1{w}]})+w}
J          J

j=1 j=1

w - Ak(1 - Uk<w+B[1-F {w}]})

(7.3.14)

Differentiating     (7.3.14) with respect     to     w and evaluating the resulting     expres-

sion   in   w =0 we obtain the following expression   for   the mean waiting   time   of  an

arbitrary customer at Qk' k- 1,...,N

l k-1 1  k-1

EWk = ECr   1 + [1.Kir][2 I pi + pl:]   + [1.Brl E Sj,
j-1 j=1

(7.3.15)

with EC  as in (7.3.13)

Remark 3.1.

If the polling model consists of one queue without switchover times, then EW
coincides with the mean waiting time of customers at the low-priority queue in

an M/G/1 queue with two priority levels and non-preemptive interruptions (cf.
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Cohen [1982]: Part III,Ch.3,§8).
0

It readily
follows  that  EWl    <   EW2   <  ' . . <   EWN.

In particular,

EW      -  EW,  -  IT.Brl [Ip'.1.,klEC.  +  sk  .k+1

(7.3.16)

Using  (7.3.15)  and  (7.3.13) we obtain the pseudoconservation  law  for this model:

(2)

N          p  I  s       ps        1    N

+ - +             [I Ait  + Br  ]]  +
2      CD 1

k  ipkEWk = T=,rl=s 1-Kir-P 2(1-# r-p)
i=1

1   N  k-1

1-Br I ok I 5
k-1 j-1

(7.3.17)

The waiting time of a corrective maintenance request

The waiting time of a corrective maintenance request is defined as the time span

between the occurence of a breakdown of an installation and the arrival of the
repairman. The determination of the waiting time of a corrective maintenance

request is dependent on whether the repairman applies a preemptive resume dis-

cipline, or a non-preemptive discipline. We determine the LST and the first

moment of the waiting time distribution of a corrective maintenance request for

both disciplines. Recall our assumption that corrective maintenance occuring

during a switch gets priority with no delay. The breakdowns occur according to a
Poisson process as described in Section  7.3.1.

Define:

Wp      : =  waiting  time  of a corrective maintenance job under  the  preemptive   re-
corr

sume discipline;
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Wop     : = waiting    time    of a corrective    maintenance reqpest under    the    non-
corr

preemptive discipline.

The preemptive resume discipline
If the repairman reacts immediately to a breakdown, the waiting time of correc-
tive maintenance jobs can be described as the waiting time in an M/G/1 queue

with arrival intensity B and service time         R. We can write (cf.

Cohen [19821:ChII.4,§5)

(2)
BT

EWp  =
corr

2(1-Vr)

(7.3.18)

and

O,wp                            ecorr .
E{e k = (l-#r) , Rew 20.

w    -   B(  1-R{w} )

(7.3.19)

The non-preemptive discipline
Recall that, under the non-preemptive discipline, if a breakdown occurs some-

where in the system when the repairman is performing a preventive maintenance

job, he will first finish the preventive maintenance job and only then travel to

the broken installation. The repairman will resume operating on preventive tasks

only when there are no other corrective maintenance jobs. When the system is in

a period where the repairman is at the i-th installation or deals with correc-

tive     maintenance    jobs     generated     while     he was attached     to     Q.,     then a corrective

maintenance request's waiting time is identical to the waiting time of a custo-

mer     in    an M/G/1 queue with (multiple) vacations     (cf.     Levy and Yechiali    [1975],

Doshi [1986]) where the arrival rate is v, service times are distributed as R,
and vacation durations are distributed  like  Bi
When the system is in a period where the repairman is walking or is occupied

with corrective jobs connected to the walking times, then a corrective mainte-

nance request's waiting time is the same as that of a customer in a regular

M/G/1 queue with arrival rate # and service times distributed as R. This is true
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following the assumption that corrective maintenance jobs have preemptive prio-

rity over walking times.

From Levy and Yechiali [1975] we obtain the following expressions for the first
moment and LST of the waiting time distribution in an M/G/1 vacation queue in
which the arrival rate is denoted by B, the first and second moment of the ser-
vice time distribution respectively denoted by r and r(2). the first and second

moment of the distribution of the vacation period respectively denoted by # and

#C2    and  the  LST  of the distribution  of the vacation period is denoted  as   1J { . }

(21          (2)vacation Br
EW      =        + -,M/0/1

2(1-#r)      2#

(7.3.20)

-CL W -WW   1 - B{al}
vacation

E{e M/0/1   = E{e
M/G/1

,   Re(co) 20,
B(0

(7.3.21)

-WW
where E{e } is the LST of the distribution of the waiting time in theM/0/1

underlying M/G/1 queue with no vacations.

Conditioning on the occurence of the above periods we can write

EWI'p = E{Wnp I(repairman is walking or is dealing with corrective maintenance
corr corr

generated during a walk period)} +

N

I E{Wnp I(repairman  is  at  the i-th installation  or  is  dealing with correctivecorr
i=1

maintenance generated while  he was serving  at  the i-th installation)},

(7.3.22)

with I(A) being the indicator function   of the event   A.

It   is   easy   to    see   that:
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Pr{repairman is at the i-th installation or is dealing with corrective mainte-
P

nance generated while he was serving at the i-th
installation} = 1./ir'

1=1,...,N.

(7.3.23)

Pr{repairman is walking or is busy with corrective maintenance generated during
1-Br-p

a walking period }     = 1-Kr
(7.3.24)

Using relations (7.3.20),...,(7.3.24) we obtain:

(2) Bo)
N       P i    r    V' (2)                    i    1EWup = Ii-B„'l

„
+ I -1 +il1=

corr
1-Br 2(1-vr) i=1 1-#r,2(1-Br) 2#i J

N     (2)

#r(2)+  I AiBi
i=l

=

2(1 -Br)

(7.3.25)

Indeed, since walking times do not defer corrective maintenance jobs, the wai-

ting time of a corrective job is the same as that of a highest priority class

job   in    an M/G/1 queue   with N+1 classes and non-preemptive interruption-handling

discipline (see Kella and Yechiali [1988]). The other classes are the preventive
maintenance  jobs  in the various queues  Qi'  - 9QN

In a similar way to the derivation of (7.3.25) we write

-a,Wnp (1 -ur)w
[ 1-Kir-PlE{e  corr  =

w - B(1-%{w})L 1-Br J   i

N Pi 1 - Si{"}(1-Br)e
I-              =
=1  1-#r  w - #(1-ft{w})  Bi °
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N

(1 -Br- p)co     + I A i(1-gi{(0})
i=,1

w - p(1-%{w})

(7.3.26)

Another    way to obtain    (7.3.26)    is    to    use the concept    of    a B -delay cycle    (cf.

Kella and Yechiali [1988]) in an M/G/1 queue with arrival rate B, service times

R, and a delay B.. We have

- 'Wnp (1-Br)w 1 - 9i{e}
Ele

corr,

i system is within a Bi-delay cycle}   =

w - &1(1-K{Co})   Bial

As Pr{system within a B,-delay cycle} =
pi/(l-/tr), result      (7.3.26)      is      readily

obtained.

Note that switchover times    do not appear    in    (7.3.25) and (7.3.26).    This    is    due

to the fact that the interruption-handling mechanism during a switchover period

is preemptive resume.

Remark 3.2.

Define for k=1,...,N:

*k : =the time during which an arbitrary type-k customer  is  in the system without

receiving service, under the preemptive resume interruption-handling discipline;

* p: =the time during which an arbitrary type-k customer  is  in the system without

receiving service, under the non-preemptive interruption-handling discipline.

It follows easily   that:

*kv-W p, k=l,...,N;
(7.3.27)
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E«'P=EWk + E{time during which a service time of a type-k customer is interrup-

Br

ted} = EW  + Bk-' k=l,...,N.
1-Br

(7.3.28)

It follows from (7.3.18), (7.3.25) and (7.3.28) that

0(2)
N                         N             Fr r N k,

['=1 +  I ekE#:1  -  [BrEWl..  +,f ''kE*:]  - 73;[,5.''t#,-k-1                                               2 k
(7.3.29)

Note     that the righthand     side     of (7.3.29) disappears     if     the service times     at     the

queues are negative exponentially distributed. Indeed,   as   can   be   seen   from   Theo-

rem 6.2. of Gelenbe and Mitrani [1980]:Chapter 6, the weighted sum of mean wai-

ting times of preventive and corrective maintenance jobs is conserved in this

case.

0

7.3.4. Optimal visit orders

Our objective now is to derive rules for the optimal operation of the polling

model (maintenance system) as described above.   Let c represent   the   cost   of   a

customer (i.e., preventive maintenance job) being delayed a time unit in Q..

Thus,  the mean waiting cost  of a customer at  Qi  is  c EW .11

We are interested in minimizing the waiting cost of an arbitrary customer in the
N                       N

model:   I  (A /A)c: EW     with    A: =E  An.    This is equivalent    to the minimization    of
O=1 n=l

N

I Anc EW '  Such a minimization will determine the static order in which the
O=1

server visits the various queues. However, a policy in which the order of visits

may change from one cycle to the next -following the dynamic evolution of the

model- is also of interest and will be discussed in the sequel.

Static optimization

From  (7.3.15) it follows  that
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N                                  N r 1 k-1 1        N        kl

I AkckEWk  =  ECr  I Akck |   1   +  -[2  I p i   +  pkl    +  -    E Akck  I  3
k=1 k=1 1- 1-gr j..1 1    1-Br k-1   j=1'

(7.3.30)

in which the only factor that depends on the order of the queues is

1 N k-1

-     I  Akck  I  [2EC:p   +   S ]
1-Br k=1   j=1

Using a standard interchange argument one can easily show that the optimal orde-

ring of the queues is obtained by arranging them in an increasing order of

u   =  [2EC p   +  s ]/A c.
J     r J J JJ

(7.3.31)

Dynamic optimization
In applications in which the queue lengths can be evaluated at the cycle be-

ginnings (as in the maintenance problem of this paper), the Globally Gated

service strategy can be used to dynamically control and optimize the model (see
Browne and Yechiali [1989]). If we consider the costs incurred during a cycle by

the customers present at its initiation together with the cost incurred by the

new arrivals between two cycle beginnings, the long run minimal cost can be
achieved by optimizing each cycle individually. This is true because the length

of   a   cycle is independent   of   the   order in which the queues   are   visited.    The   mean

total waiting cost incurred during the coming cycle is:

X
1    N k-1 k-1      N
- [I ck I (X/j+Sj) + Bk I jl +  I cklkE{C(Xl....,XN)23/2,
1-ur k=1 j-1 j =1 k=1

(7.3.32)

with X the number of type-i customers present at a cycle beginning, and

Cocip.vXN) the length of such a cycle.

As in Boxma, Levy and Yechiali [1990] it can be shown that the optimal order for
the next cycle is determined by increasing values of the indices
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u.=[XB.+s.]/C..
J JJ J J

(7.3.33)

It is interesting to note that the presence of interruptions does not change the

optimal order of visits.



Table 1 (2-queue model)

Effect  of  total  traffic  load.-

S                  #1-0.05, -0.1;Al=212,31=s2=0.025;
p =(1/to)p ;p = (9/10)p
corr total total

At=5.4;p =0.6 AL= 3.6,p =0.4 At= 1.8;p =0.2total total total
f /f m m    f /f    m m f /f    m   m

1 2 12 1 2 12 1 2 12

I        1.4 2 1 8 7 5  1.1665 7 6 1.0578 11

II 1.4060 7 5 1.1622 7 6  1.0579  1   1

Table 2 (3-queue model)

Effect    of   total   traffic   load.

#2=0.1.# =B =0.05,1 -21 .A =A ;s -3 -3 -0.01;2 3 1 2' 2 3 1 2 3

 corr=(1/10)P total ;p=(9/10)Ptoal

Al=3.6;p -0.6 Al-2.4;p -0.4 Al-1.2;p
-0.2

tot al total to tai

7 e f If f /f m
m2 mj fl/f3  f/f m m   m f,/f3

f /f m m 2   m 32 c 1 3 23 1      231 2 3   231
& K
6 2 I 2.2891 1.0 16     7     7    2.1858 1.0 11 5 5   2.0836 1.0 2 1 1

II  2.3929 1.0 12     5     5    2.2341 1.0 94 4   2.1023 1.0 2 1 1



Table 3 (2-queue model)

Effect of service times and total traffic load.

Bl-0.9;B2=0.1;11=12:st=&2=0.05;                                         <0 -(1/10)P ;P=(9/10),0
corf total total V

At=A2=0'54;p .0.6 A =A =0.36;p =0.4 At=12=0'18;p =0.2
t o t a l 1 2 total total

f If mj ml f /f  m1  m  f /f  m  m1 2 t 2   2 12 12

I      3.0 7 2 2          3           1            3.1 8 0 2         3              1         3.1 1 3 3          3            1

II 3.2755 10 3 3 2806 10 3 3.1 4 8 2        3          1

Table 4 (3-queue model)

Effect   of  service   times   and   total   traffic   load.

#1=81#3;#2= 3;Al = 12= 13 =0'5;sl =32 =33=0.05;
Pcorr = 1/ 1Optotal ip = 9/1 Optotal

B =0.9613:p =0.6 B -0.6399;p =0.4 B =0.3204.p =0.2
total                         1 total total

ft/f f2/f3  mi   m2 m3 fl/f3 f 2 /f3 mi m 2 m3 fl/fj f   / f      in      In        In
3                                                                                                                          23123

N
1 5.8497 1.9331 6 21 6.6464 2. 2031   33 11 5 6.8702 2.3602 33    1 1       5             m

II 6.2282 1.9225   33 10 5 6.8663 2.2055   33 11 5 6.9567 2.3634   33    1 1       5



en Table 5 (10-queue model)
-
N

uM                    Effect of service times and total traffic load.
& 01=9#i,i=2....10;1·=2.0,i=1 '**, 10;st=0·01,1-1

,..,10;

Pwrr = (1/ 10)P,ot.t;P - (9/10)P,ot*1.

B =0.135;p -0.6 Bl-0.09;p -0.4 #1-0.045;ptota  -3-'total total

fl/fi  mt mi f  /f m
mi   f 1/fi  mt    mil i t

1   1. 9990  2    1    2.3553  10 4 2.4823    5       2

11   2.1989  10 4 2.4594   11 4 2.5265    5       2

Table 6 (3-queue model)

Effect of arrival rates and total tragic  load.

Bl=B2 =B30'5;A 1 =8 113'A  913;st =32=53=0,05;
pcorr = (1 /10)P,0 ,1;P = (9/10)ptotal

A -0.9613;p =0.6 At=0.6409;p -0.4 At=0.3204; p =0.2
1 total total total

fl/f3 f2/fl mt m2 m) ft/f3 f 2/f3 ml m2 m3 ft/f3 f 2/f 3       m t        m 2         m3

1 13.7850 3.2225  38 9 3 11.3568 3.1030 11 3 1 9.8882 3.0209 10    3     1

I 15.1728 3.3238 38 8 3     11.8523  3 . 1407  36    10 3 10.0399 3.0331 10    3     1



Table 7 (10-luew model)

E#ect of arrival rates and
total traOic load.                                                                                                                                           <B.=0.5,i-1,..,10;A =9A.,i=2,..,10;s =0.05,i=1,..,10;

1 1

pcorr=(1/10)ptoui;p.·(9/10)0,0 1.                                                               v

11=0.54;p -0.6 11=0·36:p -0.4 li=0·18;p =0.2total t ota 1 total

fl/fi mt m f  /f    m1 1 1 mi   ft/fi   mt    mi

I 3.9983 4 1 3.4735    7      2    3.1857   13      4

11     4.2 4 8 7       4           1           3.5983     14 4 3.2339   13      4

Table 8 (3-queue model)

Effect of switchover times.

Bl =B2 =B3 -0,1;At=A2=13=2.0;
ptoui =0.667;pcorr=(1/10)ptotat;P =(9/10)ptout

st=0.05;s2=0'02;33=0'01           1 2 .3S =0.09:3 =0.01.3 =0.001 st=0.09;32=0.03; s 3=0,01
fl/f f2/  f) m t m2 m3 fl/f f /f  m

3                                                            323 1 m2 m) fl/f3 f2/fj mt m2   m3       E
2

1 0.6845 0.8436 13  16 19 0.4198 0.6505 10  15 24 0.7990   0.8872   15        16       18
to

=
H 0.6405 0.8095 13  16 20 0.2597 0.4341 6  10 23 0.7406 0.8356 14  16  19



Table 9 (2-queue model)

Effect of cost paramiters.
B =0.05.B =0.1,1 -5.4,1 -2.7;s =s =0.01:                                                                                   b

2.
1 '2 12 1      2

Ptota1 =060:pcor-(1/10)Pu,tal;p=(9/10),total.
\ 

Cl= 1;c2 -1/2 ct- 1 ;c2=2 ci =1.c2=5
f l / f 2  m 1  m2  f l/ f 2 m, my fl/f2 m m

2

1 2.0781 21 1.1540 76 0.7895          4            5

Il 2.0 21 1.1448 8 7 0.7985 4 5

Table 10 (3-queue model)
Effect of cost parameters.

Bl =#2 =B)-0'09;11 =12=13=2.0;st =32=83=0.01;
Ptot.1 =0 6;Pcorr=(1/10)Ptot.1 ;P=(9/10)ptotal.

cl=5, c2=2;cj= 1 C 1 =9;c2=3; c)=1 ci=81:c2=9;c3=1
fl/f3 f2/ f 3     mt      m2 "3 fl/f3 f2/ f 3     mt      m2 m3 fl/f3

f /f m
m 2   m        23 1   3

/>
I 2.0472 1.3485 23 15 11 2.6441 1.5984 25 15 9 6.1018 2.2437 32 12    5       -V,

II 1.9708 1.3252 6 43 2.4957 1.5475 24 15 10 5.5333 2.1333 31 12    6
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SUMMARY (IN DUTCH)

Dit procfschrift is gewijd aan de analyse en optimaliscring van zogenaamde pol-

ling modellen. Het standaard polling model is een wachtrij model waarin tan
bediende een aantal wachtrijen bedient in een cyclische volgorde. Het standaard

polling model en zijn uitbreidingen (naar bijvoorbeeld niet-cyclische bedie-

ningsvolgorde van de wachtrijen) hebben de laatste jaren veel aandacht gekregen;

na 1980 zijn meer dan 250 wachtrijstudies over polling modellen verschenen. De

belangrijkste reden voor de interesse in polling modcllen is hun bruikbaarhcid

voor de modellering en de prestatic-analyse van zeer veel situaties waarin een

systeem of instantic diensten aanbiedt aan cen aantal gebruikerstypen in een

bepaalde volgorde. Tal van voorbeelden hiervan doen zich voor in computers,

communicaticnetwerken,        wegverkeer,        produktic       en       onderhoud. Het procfschrift

presenteert nieuwc, exacte, resultaten voor de wachttijden in polling modellen

waar dc bediende de wachtrijen niet strikt cyclisch bedient. Deze wachttijdrc-

sultaten worden vervolgens gebruikt voor de bepaling van die bezoekvolgorde van

de wachtrijen, die cen gewogen som van de gemiddelde wachttijden minimaliseert.

Hierna volgt een kort overzicht van de inhoud van de diverse hoofdstukken.

Chapter 1
Polling models: an overview
Een polling model wordt beschreven door een specifikatie te geven van: het aan-

komstproces van de klanten, de bedieningsvraag van de klanten, het gedrag van de
klanten in het polling model, het gedrag van dc bediende bij de verschillende

wachtrijen, de omschakeltijden van de bediende tussen de wachtrijen, en  de

bezockvolgorde van de wachtrijen. Hoofdstuk 1 bevat  cen algemeen overzicht van
polling modellen. We gaan eerst in op de vele toepassingsgebieden van polling

modellen. Door dit brede scala van toepassingsgebieden zijn er vele verschillen-

de modelspecifikatics mogelijk. Hiervan geven we vervolgens cen beknopt over-
zicht. De vele verschillende modelspecifikaties vragen om soms zeer verschmen-

de analysetechnieken; sommige hiervan worden besproken. Tendotte bespreken we

enkele optimaliseringsvraagstukken voor polling modellen.
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Chapter 2
Waiting times in a two-queue model with exhaustive and Bernoulli service

Een gedetailleerde exacte analyse van polling modellen met meer dan aan wachtrij

is slechts bij uitzondering mogelijk. In dit hoofdstuk analyseren we zo'n uit-

zonderingsgeval waarin de ene wachtrij bediening ontvangt volgens dc "Bernoulli"

bedieningsstrategic en de andere wachtrij volgens de "exhaustive" bedicnings-

strategie. Dit model blijkt exact analyseerbaar via een iteratieprocedure. Een

interessant aspect van dit model is dat het twee andere polling modellen uit de

literatuur generaliseert, nl. bet polling model waarin beide wachtrijen bedie-

ning ontvangen volgens de "exhaustive" bedieningsstrategie en het polling model

waarin      de ene wachtrij bediening ontvangt volgens      de
" 1-limited" bedienings-

strategie en de andere volgens de "exhaustive" bediengsstrategie.

Chapter 3
Analysis of a polling model with Markovian server routing

Dit hoofdstuk is gewijd aan cen generalisatie van het standaard polling model in

welke de bediende de wachtrijen bezoekt volgens een discrete tijd parameter

Markov    keten.    Dit    model    wordt het Markov polling    model   genoemd.    Door   het   werk-

decompositie resultaat van Boxma en Groenendijk [1987] voor het cyclische pol-

ling model uit te breiden naar het Markov polling model, bepalen we voor dit

laatste model    een    zgn.    pseudobehoudswet,    d.w.z. een exacte uitdrukking    voor    cen

gewogen    som    van    de    gemiddelde    wachttijden.     Deze    pseudobehoudswet    vormt    in    veel

gevallen de enige exacte informatie betreffende de gemiddelde wachttijden die

voorhanden is; derhalve  is  zij van groot praktisch  nut.

Chapter 4
Analysis of a periodic polling model

Onderwerp van dit hoofdstuk is een andere generalisatie van het standaard pol-

ling model, waarin de bediende de wachtrijan bezoekt volgens ten vast, niet

noodzakelijk strikt cyclisch, patroon dat is vastgelegd in ceo zogenaamde pol-
ling tabel. Dit polling model duiden we aan met het periodieke polling model.

Als in het vorige hoofdstuk wordt ook voor dit polling model een pseudobehouds-

wet   afgeleid.
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Chapter 5
Optimization of polling models: minimization of the mean total workload

Het Markov polling model en het periodieke polling model bieden beide interes-

sante mogelijkheden voor optimaliscring van polling modellen. In Hoofdstuk 5

worden de pseudobehoudswetten uit Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 gebruikt om die bezoekvolgor-

de van de wachtrijen te bepalen die de totale gemiddelde hoeveelheid werk in het
Markov polling model respectievelijk bet periodieke polling model minimaliseert.

Chapter 6
Optimization of polling models: minimization of waiting cost

Ook dit hoofdstuk houdt zich bezig met de optimale bezoekvolgorde van de bedien-

de   in niet-cyclische polling modellen. De vraagstelling uit Hoofdstuk 5 wordt   op

twee manieren gegeneraliseerd: door uitbreiding     van de toegelaten     klasse     van

bedieningsstrategiean, en door generalisatie van de te minimaliseren object-

functie tot een willekeurige gewogen som van de gemiddelde wachttijden. De

pseudobehoudswetten uit Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 zijn nu niet meer bruikbaar; in plaats

daarvan worden benaderingen voor de gemiddelde wachttijden afgeleid en gebruikt

voor de bepaling  van de optimale bezoekvolgorde.

Chapter 7
Optimal scheduling of preventive and corrective maintenance using polling models

In dit hoofdstuk wordt een polling model gcbruikt voor de beschrijving van een

onderhoudssysteem dat bestaat uit meerdere installaties. We bepalen de optimale
route van een onderhoudsman langs de installaties als hij zowel preventief als
correctief onderhoud van de installaties moet verrichten.
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